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Abstract 
 

The purpose of this research is to present a means of knowledge capture in 

form of patterns that are solutions to reoccurring problems for business-to-

business (B2B) organizations. Using empirical data, we examine the 

processes involved in the B2B engagement and capture valuable solutions as 

best practices. The collection of patterns forms a pattern language for B2B 

engagements that addresses operational, communication and collaboration 

areas of the B2B environment.  

The thesis is organized into three parts. Part I presents an overview of the 

work tying Part II and Part III. It contains problem, research objective, re-

search process, contribution, result, publications, and thesis structure. Part II 

presents the first set of patterns developed. Part III builds up on the work in 

Part II by taking an in-depth study using more organizations to expound on 

the pattern language. Patterns developed in this thesis essentially are best 

practices in the B2B domain. Natural language is used to present the know-

ledge embedded in the patterns, i.e. solutions and suggestions that give ad-

vice on how the pattern is to be applied in a real case scenario. In some cas-

es, this knowledge constitutes an organizational design proposal serving as a 

suggestion or inspiration for design B2B engagements in organizations. Ci-

tations are used in the motivation field of pattern to emphasize the reason for 

using industry practices and experience. The pattern validation process is 

performed after pattern development, and it showed the external consistency 

of the knowledge embedded in the developed patterns. The research result 

shows that organizations appreciate and are willing to participate in captur-

ing best practices in the form of organizational patterns. These patterns are 

seen as generic and abstract organizational designs that can be adapted and 

reused in practice. 
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PART I 

This presents an overview of the work tying Part II and Part III together. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

This part of the thesis presents an overview of the research. It begins with 

the problem in 1.1. In 1.2, we present the research goal and questions. In 

section 1.3, we present the proposed solution – using organizational patterns 

to knowledge capture. Section 1.3 begins with pattern definition and history 

in 1.3.1. This is followed by organizational patterns in 1.3.2 and pattern lan-

guage in 1.3.3. In section 1.4, we introduce the research approach and 

process. Publications that are result of this study are in section 1.5, research 

result in 1.6 and finally the thesis structure is presented in 1.7. 

1.1  The Research Problem 

The success of business-to-business (B2B) engagements
1
 is heavily depen-

dent on the ability to automate the receipt and business process of high vo-

lumes of transactions in a global environment. With this comes the challenge 

of implementing a full end-to-end automated B2B solution, which would 

provide many benefits for organizations who implement such a complete 

B2B process scenario. For example, a procurement process that begins with 

forecasting includes quoting, purchase orders, shipment, inventory reports, 

invoice, remittance advice, point-of-sales reports, warranty and post-sales 

contract management. By implementing a full process scenario, organiza-

tions reap far greater benefits from B2B transactions than those organiza-

tions who implement only a limited set of B2B transactions. Hence, B2B 

organizations need products and services to meet consensus standards
2
. 

There also is a challenge to make the standards widely accepted and used. 

For example, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) e-business 

standard X12 in its role as the national standards body knows that its signi-

ficance will diminish if its standards are not international and therefore pro-

vides a framework for development and approval of voluntary consensus 

standards. In B2B engagements data exchange and process integration, re-

quire consensus formats for exchange of information (see table 1).  

                                                      
1 An agreement between organizations for business purpose 
2A standard as defined by International Standards Organization (ISO) is a ―document, estab-
lished by consensus and approved by a recognized body, that provides, for common and 
repeated use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed at the 
achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context‖ 
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Table 1. Overview of B2B standards 

Standard 

Acronym 

Description Industry 

ebXML United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and Electronic 

Business, (UN/CEFACT) and Organization for the Advance-

ment of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) sponsor 
electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language 

(ebXML). 

Various Industries 

OAG One of the more popular eXtensible Markup Language (XML) 

standards  

Manufacturing, automo-

tive, high tech, and 

chemicals  
SWIFT Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication 

(SWIFT) is a key champion of the new XML-based Interna-
tional Standards Organization (ISO) 20022 standard. 

Financial services  

cXML Commerce Xtensible Markup Language (cXML) is a set of 

document type definitions (DTDs) that allows exchange for 
business documents 

E-procurement 

ANSI X.12 American National Standards Institute (ANSI) X12 is the most 

popular Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) standard for North 
American companies maintained by the Accredited Standards 

Committee.  

North American retail 

and automotive industries 

EDIFACT United Nations electronic data interchange for administration 

commerce and transport (EDIFACT). Predominant B2B en-

gagement standard. This is also the ISO 9735 standard. 

Various Industries 

PADIS Passenger and Airport Data Interchange Standards (PADIS). 

Electronic Data Interchange message standards and now also 
XML message standards for passenger travel and airport-

related passenger service activities 

Passenger travel and 

airport-related passenger 
service activities 

SAP's 
IDOC 

Systems Applications and Products Intermediate Document 
(SAP's IDOC) is the native structure of data housed in the 

popular ERP system.  

information between 
different applications in 

the same enterprise or 
between two businesses. 

RosettaNet  XML based B2B standard that provides interoperability High tech, electronics 

sector, aerospace and 
logistics 

ODETTE  Standards, for supply chain  European Automotive  

GS1 

EANCOM 

EDI standard, fully based on UN/EDIFACT Retail, healthcare, trans-

port and logistics, and 
defense  

TRADA-

COMS 

Originally run by the ANA (Article Numbering Association), 

which is now GS1 UK in the 1980s.  

UK retail sector 

SEPA Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) initiative for the euro European financial 

infrastructure 
EDIINT  EDI over the Internet (EDIINT) is a working group of the 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) to exchange EDI and 

XML data. Three major standards: Applicability Statement 
1(AS1) for Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP), Applicabil-

ity Statement 2 (AS2) for Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), 

and Applicability Statement 3 (AS3) for File Transfer Protocol 
(FTP) 

Various Industries 

Web 

Services 

Based on three core protocols Simple Object Access Protocol 

(SOAP), Web Services Description Language (WSDL), Uni-
versal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) 

Various Industries 

XBRL eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) provides an 

identifying tag for each individual item of data 

Various Industries 

ESB Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) provides fundamental services 

for complex architectures via an event-driven and standards-
based messaging-engine  

Various Industries 

BPEL Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), short for Web 

Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) is 
an OASIS standard executable language  

Various Industries 

XSLT XSLT is designed for use as part of The Extensible Stylesheet 
Language (XSL), which is a stylesheet language for XML 

Various Industries 
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One of the primary roles of standards is to facilitate trade by harmonizing 

transactions between organizations because global commerce requires a 

―common language‖ and standards are the mechanism for providing it. 

However, with B2B engagements, organizations still deal with knowledge 

related problems from the actual business-data and technical-information 

exchange to challenges regarding the trading-partner engagement, executive-

management commitment and supply-chain strategies.  

The ultimate goal of B2B, as a set of universal standards does not seem to 

happen in the near future. There is a lack of interest in creating functional 

universal standards among trading partners (Frato, 2009). One of the possi-

ble obstacles being the human nature dictating that we all are different and 

need more specialized capabilities. Even if e-business standards are used, 

suppliers often have to create unique data maps for every customer because 

each customer dictates specific data requirements. In the B2B engagement, 

each industry feels it has its own requirements and therefore believes that it 

needs something specific. For example, this is what happened with EDI-

FACT that at the start was generic but with more and more industry specific 

usage resulted in an interesting variety, such as, GS1 EANCOM, ODETTE, 

PADIS etc. The same is already happening with XML, perhaps even more 

so as it is simply creating your own version because that is what XML in 

essence is, a language to define other languages. Many XML based stan-

dards are already in use, e.g. XBRL, ebXML, RosettaNet, SEPA. The Roset-

taNet Implementation Framework (RNIF) defines a robust, comprehensive 

set of standard practices for securely exchanging B2B transactions. 

A synopsis of the B2B domain shows a problem of capturing knowledge 

related to document management, collaboration, service level agreements 

and performance plagued by non-fulfilling B2B standards. There are limita-

tions of the business applications to create the data required for the B2B 

transaction or to automate responses to received transactions, resulting in 

limited B2B implementations. Initiatives to bring standards to handle data 

exchange or business level integration, such as OASIS, depend on collective 

agreement that leads to the ―lowest common denominator‖. In this process, 

much of the process knowledge of standards implementation is not present 

and communicated to those who need it. The standard development is often 

too slow - e.g. if there are compelling commercial reasons for businesses to 

integrate or communicate then the parties concerned will often develop 

communication principles ahead of standards formation. Trading partners 

who create their own, proprietary B2B solutions and attempt to implement 

global standards per customer requests end up with long or delayed imple-

mentation projects. Many of these challenges are due to the lack awareness 

of the state of the art and the possible solutions. The need is to capture best 

practices about all these standards and implementations that cultivates know-

ledge in service level agreements, long-running transactions, agreed conven-

tions, dialogs between B2B modules, automated mechanisms for various 

subtasks, business rules and compliance problems that drive transactions. 
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Best practice presents a systematic approach that makes standards easier to 

adopt because it represents a structured collection of knowledge that 

represents the insight of the B2B engagement. 

1.2  Research goal and questions 

The overall goal of the research is to investigate the field of practice in the 

B2B domain and to develop a set of reusable knowledge artifacts that sup-

port practitioners in their B2B engagements. The following research ques-

tions guide the process:  

 

1. What are the reoccurring problems faced by organizations in the B2B 

engagements?  

2. What are the solutions to the problems in question 1 which can be used 

as best practices in the B2B engagements?  

3. What are the considerations in setting up B2B engagement best practic-

es? 

4. What is the overall usefulness of the captured best practices for the B2B 

engagement? 

In addressing these questions we analyze what problem areas need to change 

and what new areas need to be added in the organizational setup, organiza-

tional improvement (processes, management, staff) and organizational con-

text (boundaries or interactions) for the B2B engagement.  

1.3 The pattern solution to knowledge capture 

The pattern format for capturing knowledge pertinent to B2B engagements 

is helpful, because patterns help us in identifying, capturing and packaging 

new concepts, experiences, as well as proven solutions – in this case, captur-

ing problems and solutions arising from the B2B data exchange. The aim is 

that organizations would improve by using the resulting collection of pat-

terns to exploit B2B initiatives. In essence, we are using the overall idea 

defined in (Alexander et al. 1977) that a pattern is a proven solution (based 

on experience or expertise) to a common problem in a specified context. 

Since patterns rarely occur in isolation and should be grouped together to 

address a larger problem, such a collection of interlinked patterns can be 

seen as a ―pattern language‖.  

In one analogy, ―when a problem occurs once it is a data point. When it oc-
curs twice it may be a coincidence but when it occurs thrice that is a pattern 
(Lheureux, 2003)‖.  
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He adds, ―In business-to-business trading communities, scenarios repeat 
between categories of trading partners and different forms of Information 
Technology (IT). Simple trading-partner taxonomy can simplify complex IT 
choices for B2B projects‖.  

In this regard, the pattern language addresses key organizational concepts 

and structures in B2B engagement management that are required to make the 

B2B process a success.  

1.3.1 Pattern background  

A pattern: ―describes a problem that occurs over and over again in our envi-

ronment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem in such a 

way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it 

the same way twice‖ (Alexander et al. 1977).  

The original definition of patterns encourages a higher level of abstraction so 

that the patterns can be repeatedly applied. A pattern states that a solution 

has proven to be useful in one practical situation and will probably be useful 

in others. The detail and execution of a pattern in terms of specifications is 

left to system designers and developers. It is also worth pointing out that in 

many cases of organizational development the knowledge embedded in the 

patterns serves only as a suggestion or inspiration for the designers. I.e. the 

solution suggested by the patterns needs to be substantially customized and 

extended.  

Since its inception in the 70‘s, the pattern principle of describing a reusa-

ble solution to a recurrent problem in a context has been adopted in various 

other domains such as software engineering, analysis and organizational 

design. E.g. (Kent and Cunningham 1987) applied the pattern concept to 

object-oriented programming. In 1995, the Portland Pattern Repository used 

to publish computer-programming patterns was created. In information sys-

tem analysis and design notable popularity has been reached by patterns 

reported in (Gamma et al. 1995), commonly known as ―The Gang of Four‖ 

patterns. Since then the pattern concept has been used for other purposes 

such as knowledge management, organizational learning and design. 

1.3.2 Organizational patterns 

The pattern concept has been applied in organizational contexts for docu-

menting experiences and best practices, which broadens the use of patterns 

(May and Taylor, 2003). The various forms of patterns and the pattern ap-

proach in general have been appreciated to help organizations apply time-

proven ingredients of success, building on the strengths of experience and 

expertise. In this case we are talking about organizational patterns. For ex-

ample, the concept or organizational patterns has been applied before by the 
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research team at Royal Institute of Technology to various domains (e.g. elec-

tricity supply industry (ESI), public administrations, healthcare) and for 

various problems (e.g. company restructuring, change management, colla-

borative engineering, treatment practices). The ELEKTRA project addressed 

problems of best practice of human resource management and electricity 

distribution (Rolland et al. 2000). The language of approximately 40 patterns 

had most of the patterns containing fragments of enterprise models. In the 

Riga City Council case six pilot cases were done in the public administration 

domain (Mikelsons et al. 2002). The Verbundplan GmbH, focused on pat-

terns for repairing of serious damages in hydro power plants and project risk 

management (Persson, et al. 2003). The Skaraborg Hospital case handles 

patterns in the healthcare (Persson, Stirna and Aggestam 2008). The MAP-

PER project has developed patterns for the automotive sector focused on 

product development, and collaboration (Sandkuhl and Stirna, 2008). This 

goes to show that over the years, organisational patterns have proven to be 

useful for the purpose of documenting and representing best practices. 

Hence, in this research we continue with the organizational pattern concept 

to represent the companies‘ experience in the B2B engagement. In the case 

of this study, we focused on the idea that organizational patterns can show 

when and how to solve problems for the B2B environment. 

1.3.3 Pattern language  

Pattern languages have proven to be a useful way for the purpose of docu-

menting, representing, and sharing best practices (Persson et al. 2003; Stirna, 

Persson and Aggestam, 2006). Pattern libraries come in many forms deter-

mined by their respective purposes and environments. Some pattern libraries 

are specific to a particular application domain, for instance: The Gang of 

Four design patterns – for information system design, and pedagogical pat-

terns (Pedagogical Patterns Project, 2006) that capture expert knowledge of 

the practice of teaching and learning. Other patterns are all encompassing 

such as the pattern almanac by (Rising, 2000). In the case of Yahoo‘s pattern 

language it applies as a tool to internally improve quality and consistency 

within their interface and interaction design. There are also focus groups on 

pattern repositories such as Pattern Languages of Programs (PLoP) that have 

created a pattern repository such as the pattern forge wiki (Portland Pattern 

Repository, 2009). 

1.4 Research approach and process  

The nature of the research is exploratory with the aim of providing detailed 

descriptions, hence the application of qualitative methods (Lindlof and 

Taylor, 2002). We chose the qualitative approach, because the main body of 

empirical knowledge that is relevant to our research objectives is tacit – it 
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lies in people‘s heads and experiences, most of which is not documented. 

Moreover, the qualitative approach is invaluable as contributors can freely 

share their own work practices and future aspirations.  

Furthermore, this study uses qualitative versus quantitative techniques 

because qualitative research employs a multi method approach (Denzin, and 

Lincoln, 2005; Brewer and Hunter, 1989). Literature review shows cross-

sectional survey methods and case study applied in studying B2B systems 

(Amoroso, and Sutton, 2002). Moreover, qualitative data from interviews, 

pictures, or objects (e.g., an artifact) helps to understand and explain social 

phenomena (Myers, 1997). Besides, using the qualitative approach allows 

the researchers to be more experienced with the phenomena, which in this 

case is the B2B engagement.  

B2B engagements are behavioral in nature and could be best explained 

with the use of numerous methods that qualitative data, would provide. ―The 

bricoleur produces a bricolage, that is, a pieced-together, close-knit set of 

practices that provide solutions to a problem in a given solution‖ (Denzin 

and Lincoln, 1998).  

Organizations are eager to tap into the tacit knowledge laying in people‘s 

heads and experiences. However, the challenge is identifying ways of cap-

turing and sharing the tacit knowledge. The pattern concept has been widely 

discussed as a means of knowledge capture. For example, (Vlissides, 1996) 

says:  

―people have had patterns in their heads for as long as there have been 
heads.‖  

What‘s new is that we‘ve started naming the patterns and writing them 
down. May, and Taylor (2003) add ―The really big opportunity for patterns 
and pattern languages, an opportunity for exponential growth, comes to light 
when we perceive patterns as an important part of a larger challenge - that of 
valuing, exploiting, and managing the knowledge available all around us, in 
both tacit and explicit forms, ripe for the picking.‖  

Such discussions show that the pattern concept can be an efficient tool for 

knowledge capture in providing an easy to comprehend format for docu-

menting experiences. A number of cases where patterns have been applied 

for the purpose of knowledge capture are reported in (Niwe and Stirna, 

2009).  

In order to obtain comprehensive qualitative data, literature review, ques-

tionnaires, document reviews, observation and, interviews were used in col-

lection of data. All these methods showed limitations, but an attempt was 

made to minimize them by using more than one method so that they can 

complement one another (Trochim, 1999).  

Literature review involved reading articles and books related to the B2B 

engagement environment that we could get. 

Questionnaire involved the use of written down items to which the con-

tributors responded in writing. The items were in form of hypotheses and 
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then questions (see appendix 1). Questionnaires were followed up by semi-

structured interviews on a one-to-one basis either by phone call or face to 

face.  

Document sources were as Lincoln and Guba (1985) defined a document 

―any written or recorded material‖ at the request of the inquirer. Existing 

organizational documents that were a source of qualitative data included 

organizational websites, annual reports, etc.  

Participant observational technique was a strategy by which we gathered 

firsthand data on programs, processes, or behaviors in the B2B engagement. 

It provided an opportunity to collect data on a wide range of behaviors, to 

capture a great variety of interactions, and to openly explore the B2B do-

main. By directly observing operations and activities, we developed a holis-

tic perspective, i.e., an understanding of the B2B context. Furthermore, the 

observational approach allowed the researcher to learn about things the par-

ticipants were unaware of or that they were unwilling or unable to discuss in 

the interviews.  

In depth interviews including both one-to-one and focus groups provided 

a means of getting rich information about the organizational experience. 

However, this process proved to be time consuming because the data had to 

be audio recorded and transcribed. In some instances the data was recorded 

using written notes. 

Qualitative research is used in many fields, using a variety of approaches, 

methods and techniques (Denzin, and Lincoln, 2005). In Information Sys-

tems, there has been a general shift in research away from technological to 

managerial and organizational problems, hence an increasing interest in the 

application of qualitative research methods. Moreover, another dimension is 

that of Information Systems as a design science (Iivari 2007). Hevner, 

(2007) maps out a three-cycle view (relevance, rigor and design) of design 

science. Relevance of design science research is motivated by the desire to 

improve the environment by the introduction of new and innovative artifacts 

(Simon, 1996). This study develops organizational patterns as means for 

supporting problem solving in the B2B engagement environments, which 

can be seen as design artifacts. Hence, the study adheres to the principles of 

design science. Rigor is about knowledge base foundations from 1) scientific 

theories and methods, 2) experience and expertise and 3) meta-artifacts (de-

sign products and processes) (Hevner, 2007). For scientific theory the study 

employs the Enterprise Knowledge Patterns (EKP) approach (Rolland et al. 

2000; Bubenko, Persson and Stirna 2001). The approach uses a four-step 

procedure to represent experience and expertise i.e. reusable best practices. 

The process involved collecting patterns, discussion, development, presenta-

tion and lastly evaluation. The design cycle is the focus of the study. In this 

study, this involves continual iteration and refinement between the construc-

tion and evaluation of the pattern language.  
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The study benefits from using the design science approach adapted from 

(Hevner et al, 2004) applying the seven guidelines (see table 2).  

Table 2. Design science research guidelines (Hevner et al. 2004) 

Guideline Description 

Guideline 1: Design as an Artifact Design-science research must produce a viable artifact in the 
form of a construct, a model, a method or an instantiation 

Guideline 2: Problem Relevance The objective of design-science research is to develop technol-

ogy -based solutions to important and relevant business prob-
lems 

Guideline 3: Design Evaluation The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design artifact must be 
rigorously demonstrated via well-executed evaluation methods 

Guideline 4: Research Contributions Effective design-science research must provide clear and 

verifiable contributions in the areas of design artifact, design 
foundations, and/or design methodologies 

Guideline 5: Research Rigor  Design-science research relies upon the application of rigorous 
methods in both the construction and evaluation of the design 

artifact 

Guideline 6: Design as a Search Proc-
ess 

The search for an effective artifact requires utilizing available 
means to reach desired ends while satisfying laws in the prob-

lem environment 

Guideline 7: Communication of Re-

search 

Design-science research must be presented effectively both to 

technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences 

1.4.1 Design as an artifact 

As the first guideline, design science requires the creation of an innovative 

purposeful artifact (Hevner et al. 2004). Patterns are artifacts that can be 

discovered in more than one system (Rising, 1998). In this research, we cap-

tured best practice in the B2B domain as a means of ensuring competitive 

advantage and innovation for organizations in the B2B environment. This is 

because organizations need to be more agile and intelligent to make better 

decisions faster in the knowledge-based economy and innovation is crucial 

(particularly experiential knowledge) is a key resource of innovation (Da-

venport, 2005).  

Business survival of most organizations in the current environment cha-

racterized by globalization requires sharing of tacit and explicit knowledge. 

Tacit knowledge, which comes in the form employee competence, skills, 

work experience, and best practices, is particularly important. Organizations 

understand the collective expertise of its employees as the most valuable 

asset for sustainable competitive advantage and innovation (Prusak, 1997). 

Innovation is crucial in the knowledge-based economy and tacit knowledge 

is a key resource of innovation (Nonaka, 1994). The B2B engagement pat-
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tern language is innovative in the sense that it presents an advantage of easy 

to use templates for knowledge sharing in the B2B environment. Further-

more, it is deliverable driven, with deliverables such as problem-solution 

pairs that make it easy to apply. Iterations over the B2B engagement pattern 

language will help to quickly arrive at decent solutions and minimize resis-

tance to change for organizations in the B2B domain. This in turn will grow 

and improve organizations to compete favorably in a B2B engagement that 

requires distributed, portable, reliable, scalable, secure and internationalized 

systems. 

1.4.2 Problem relevance 

In B2B studies such as (Berz and Sheth 2007; Clayton, and Waldron, 2003), 

over the years both small and large organizations have shown great interest 

in B2B systems standardization efforts for efficiency gains. On the technical 

side, there are leaps and bounds with B2B technologies rooted on web-

technology such as XML and Web Services. In this research, we take a step 

further by introducing the pattern approach that would help us understand 

and appreciate the complex world of the B2B engagement because we can 

capture knowledge outlining the process of managing B2B engagements 

from receipt to final population within the process. By focusing on know-

ledge capture in the business processes of B2B, organizations are able to 

achieve operations that are more efficient along with increased trading part-

ner satisfaction. This involves integrating systems and their supporting data 

for supply chain management. 

The B2B engagement pattern language offers several benefits: Firstly, it 

address the needs of today‘s systems subjected to a high rate of technology 

and market or scope changes. Secondly it offers flexibility by allowing 

processes to be gradually improved and custom fit to local needs, leaving a 

legacy of significant and lasting changes. Lastly it provides a well-grounded 

option because they are partly based on what really happens on successful 

B2B systems, as an inspiration of what should ideally happen. 

1.4.3 Design evaluation 

According to (Hevner et al. 2004) the evaluation of a new artifact in a given 

organizational context affords the opportunity to apply empirical methods. 

Moreover, IT artifacts can be evaluated in terms of functionality, complete-

ness, consistency, accuracy and other relevant quality attributes. In our case, 

the elements of the pattern such as context allow the readers to make a 

judgment as to the pattern‘s usefulness, appropriateness, and applicability. 

Hence, as part of the research process, the B2B engagement pattern language 

was validated using qualitative studies because that helped at discovering the 

why and how of B2B engagements and in that sense generated more re-

sponses in the research process. Twenty domain experts did evaluation from 
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12 companies. A domain expert in this case is defined as one who have sub-

stantial competence in the respective knowledge domain and who can be 

seen as a potential pattern user. Central to this process is that of external 

domain expert reviews apart from those involved in the initial pattern devel-

opment because as (Harrison 2006) says it takes someone who is removed 

from the pattern to see the strengths and weaknesses of the pattern. The 

evaluation contributed to the domain‘s perspective central to the research 

process, thus providing means of validation of the research results. 

1.4.4 Research contributions 

These patterns can be seen as proposals representing solutions to specific 

reoccurring problems within the context of an organization. Each pattern 

couples a problem to a solution, reflecting the context and the way in which 

the pattern can be applied. The emphasis, therefore, has been on the fact that 

patterns address important and reoccurring problems within the sector of 

interest.  

Application of organizational memory in new and innovative ways for the 

organization in form of problem and solution representations helps docu-

ment and store best practice in a way that is applicable to technology and 

management oriented audiences. More specifically these include analysts, 

designers, and managers in B2B engagements. Additionally developers and 

support staff responsible for implementation of the B2B system would bene-

fit.  

In adapting and reusing the patterns, they are expected to save time and 

money, reduce risks, improve execution by increasing predictability, im-

prove quality, and minimize rework.  

1.4.5 Research rigor 

For rigor, the study uses a theoretical foundation presented in (Rolland et al. 

2000; Bubenko, Persson and Stirna 2001). The EKP approach provides a 

four-step procedure for developing the B2B engagement pattern language. 

These steps are: 1) eliciting candidate patterns, 2) evaluating suitability, 3) 

documenting pattern, and 4) pattern validation. The validation addressed (a) 

the usefulness of the knowledge embedded in the patterns, and (b) the use-

fulness of the pattern format to knowledge capture. Moreover, multiple re-

search methods (in-depth interviews, questionnaires, observation, e-mail 

correspondences and documentation reviews) have been employed in mak-

ing the research relevant.  

The research process begins with mapping out the domain area and its 

problem on the macro level. The organizations selected (see table 3) are 

different players in the B2B engagement. In each of these organizations, 

management was targeted as information sources. In some instances, we had 
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more than one contributor from a particular organization while in others it 

was only one.  

We developed a list of potential contributors by identifying organizations 

having an interest in the B2B engagement pattern language. These organiza-

tions are either potential users or general interest. Several organizations have 

special interest in the B2B engagement pattern language because it captures 

best practice in the domain. Organization R1 was the starting place because 

ANSI awarded the Secretariat for ANSI X.12 to organization R1. In their 

role as secretariat, they establish committees to initiate and oversee the B2B 

standard.  
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Table 3. List of organizations and their contributors 

Ref Organization description Contributors 

R1 This is Accredited Standards Committee (ASC) as the Standard Developing 

Organization (SDO) for the U. S. B2B standard X.12. 

A1 

R2 Manufacturer and distributor of sporting firearms coordinating internal 

systems with the external environment for significant B2B opportunities. 

A2, A3 

R3 Data Interchange Standards Association with the mandate of running the 
B2B engagement standard.  

A4 

R4 Shipping and transportation company doing B2B engagements for over three 
decades 

A5 

R5 Department of defense as a leader in the government sector for e-commerce 

transactions  

A6, A7 

R6 E-business standards organization professionally focused on the electrical 

parts industry consortium in the U.S 

A8, A9 

R7 A multi service provider (Internet, data, multimedia, and voice) that presents 

a complex web of networks with its vendors.  

A10 

R8 Wireless service provider Organization with multiple vendors for their B2B 
engagement.  

A11, A12 

R9 Organization providing a B2B platform with a large numbers of suppliers, 
exchanging thousands of documents.  

A13 

R10 Technology based enterprise providing complete automation of business 

document through electronic media coordination for partners.  

A14,A15 

R11 This E-business organization specializes in creating visibility throughout all 

layers of the enterprise.  

A16 

R12 A provider of high-performance software solutions that deliver a return on 

information by streamlining enterprise information supply chains.  

A17 

R13 A global B2B e-commerce solutions provider making it easy for buyers and 
suppliers to exchange electronic business documents.  

A18, 

R14 A software company in the B2B arena that created the B2B translation 
software for transaction exchange. 

A19 

R15 A facilities-based competitive communications provider of Internet and 

voice looking to implement a comprehensive B2B solution  

A20 

R16 Organization that provides solutions that enable seamless integration of key 

business processes. 

A21 

R17 A systems organization providing B2B solutions to leverage the power and 

cost-effectiveness of the Internet to conduct business electronically. 

A22, A23 

R18 A firm that solves complex systems integration problems. A24, A25 
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1.4.6 Design as a search process 

Patterns are inspired by analyzing multiple organizations and/or situations to 

find common problems (Coplien and Harrison 2004). Moreover, the idea of 

building a pattern language is that it needs to be improved over time. In our 

search process we choose a set of eighteen professional organizations as a 

case of mapping out the problem area. These are subdivided into six for first 

and second pattern build, for which we analyze another set of twelve organi-

zations. The pattern language, in part I was a contributing force for part II. 

The language is increased with more patterns from eight patterns in part I to 

twenty-five patterns at the end of part II. The original eight were also im-

proved in part II with revised names and refined problem-solution descrip-

tion.  

In discovering the patterns, the search process began with analyzing or-

ganizational documents and interviews for eliciting candidate patterns. The 

interviewees were selected based on their working environment i.e. stan-

dards organizations, associations, government organizations, and private 

companies. The next stage was evaluating the suitability of the pattern, 

which involved going back to the interviewees so as to determine the good 

and bad patterns (see figure 1). This complies with (Hevner, 2007) saying 

that multiple iterations of the design cycle in design science research are 

needed before contributions are output into the relevance cycle and the rigor 

cycle.  

Eliciting 

Candidate 

Patterns

1

Evaluating 

Suitability

2

Documenting 

Pattern

3

First pattern build

Eliciting 

Candidate 

Patterns

1
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2
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3

Pattern 

Validation

4

Organizations

 R7-R18

Organizations: 

R1-R6

Second pattern build

iterative

Search process

iterative

iterative

iterative

iterative

iterative

iterative

iterative

 

Figure 1. Pattern search process leading to the B2B pattern language. 
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As shown in the figure 1 above one phase often had a direct influence on the 

other. After sufficient discussion in evaluating suitability, the patterns were 

documented. The final stage in the process was to validate the patterns, 

which occurred at the end of the second build of the patterns. 

1.4.7 Communication of the research 

In the case of our research, we catalogue the B2B patterns into a pattern 

language that is relevant for the B2B engagement. This required capturing 

the good things organizations do, and then recording them as a pattern. The 

primary focus is not so much on technology as it is on creating a culture to 

document and support good practice (Appleton, 2000).  

The B2B engagement pattern language could have widespread usage by 

people involved with B2B systems development, (business side and technol-

ogical side architects, developers and analysts) especially those in decision-

making roles such as managers, or architects.The technology and manage-

ment audiences can benefit from the pattern search process presented in part 

III. More specifically, technology oriented audiences are given sufficient 

detail to enable usage of the B2B engagement language in chapter 3 of part 

III. Therefore, practitioners in the B2B environment can take advantage of 

the best practice captured in the patterns. In addition, management oriented 

audiences such as business managers and strategic leaders seeking to formu-

late new strategies to take advantage of the B2B technology can get suffi-

cient knowledge required from chapter 4, part III. Organizations such as 

startups and evolving organizations in B2B deployments needing an execu-

tion framework or mature companies trying to improve their efficacy can 

also benefit from the B2B engagement language.  

Communication of the research is also, about how we want to present the 

information. For example, while it was not an objective of this project we 

propose examining the potential of using social media tools such as Twitter, 

Flickr and Face book for input towards this language. Moreover, an active 

blog about the patterns and their usage could enhance participation from the 

target audience. Sharing the pattern language through these means will help 

advance the pattern approach to the B2B engagement community as well as 

receive input from other pattern language experiences. With usage of social 

media tools comes the issue of the age of the B2B engagement pattern lan-

guage that refers to how old a pattern is and how long has it been since it 

was last viewed. According to Yahoo age dating adds to the credibility and 

authority of the pattern language. Moreover, to keep the pattern language 

alive we need the users of the language to add new patterns. Input from the 

users could also give insight into how useful the pattern is and hence allow 

to identify needs for improvement, which is the jest for pattern development.  
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1.5 Publications and contribution  

The knowledge presented in this monograph also contributed to a number of 

papers. In table 4 we present the publications and how each paper is used in 

the thesis. 

Table 4. Publication and thesis contribution 

Publication Contribution 

Niwe M., (2006). B2B E-Commerce Adoption: in the Financial Services 
Sector, in Proceedings of the International Resource Management Asso-

ciation International Conference (IRMA) Medhi Khosrow-Pour(ed.), 
Washington D.C, U.S.A May 21-24, pp, 1075-1077. IDEA Group publish-

ing (ISBN 1-59904-019-0/1-59904-020-4) 

 

This paper presents the 
proposal stages of the 

study, which is also illu-
strated in part II chapter 1. 

Niwe M., (2006). B2B electronic-commerce adoption: theory building, in 

Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Perspectives in Busi-

ness Informatics Research (BIR) Lina. Nemuraite, Benkt Wangler, Rita 

Butkiene(eds.), Kaunas, Lithuania October 6-7, pp, 55-59. Printed at 

Kaunas University of Technology (ISBN 9955-25-132-8) 
 

This paper presents the 

theoretical foundation in 

B2B e-commerce, illu-

strated in part II chapter 1. 

Niwe M., (2007). Business to Business e-commerce adoption: a case study 
approach in Proceedings of the International Conference on Web Informa-

tion Systems and Technologies (WEBIST), Joaquim Filipe, Jose Cordeiro, 

Bruno Encarnacao and Vitor Pedrosa(eds.), Barcelona, Spain March 3-6, 
pp, 196-199. Institute for Systems and Technologies of Information Con-

trol and Communication (ISBN 978-972-8865-79-5) 
 

This paper presents a B2B 
case and the pattern ap-

proach as illustrated in part 

II, chapter 3. 

Niwe M., (2007). Diffusion of the Business to Business transaction accre-

dited standards committee X.12 standards, International Resource Man-
agement Association-(IRMA), Vancouver, Canada May 18-23. 

 

This paper focus on the 

B2B engagement standard 
X.12 as illustrated in part II 

chapter 3. 
Niwe M., (2007). Comparative study of Standard based B2B e-commerce 

adoption, International conference on computing and ICT research 

(SREC), Kampala, Uganda August 5-8. 
 

This paper discusses the 

pattern approach as dis-

cussed in part II chapter 2. 

Niwe M., (2008). Capturing the B2B engagement Experience, Communi-
cations of The Systemics and Informatics World Network (SIWN)>> 

(ISSN 1757-4439/1757-4447) and Proceedings of the Adaptive Business 

Systems ABS 08, SIWN Congress, Glasgow, UK, 22-24 July 2008. 

This paper discusses the 
B2B exchange as illu-

strated in part III chapter 3. 

Niwe M., and Stirna J., (2009). Organizational Patterns for B2B Environ-

ments-Validation and Comparison, Terry Halpin, John Krogstie, Selmin 
Nurcan, Erik Proper, Rainer Schmidt, Pnina Soffer, Roland Ukor (eds.) in 

Enterprise, Business-Process and Information Systems Modeling, Springer 

LNBIP 29 (ISBN 978-3-642-01861-9). 

This paper presents the 

pattern validation and 
comparison with other 

pattern application cases 

illustrated in part III chap-
ter 6. 

Niwe M., and Stirna J., (2009). Pattern Approach to Business-to-Business 
Transactions, Charles A. Shoniregun, Galyna A. Akmayeva (eds.) The 

International Conference for Internet Technology and Secured Transac-

tions (ICITST-2009) Technical Co-Sponsored by IEEE UK/RI Communi-
cations Chapter, UK (ISBN 0-9546628-2-2) 

This paper presents pat-
terns: single platform, 

architecture and integration 

concepts, auto- task as-
signments, centralized data 

repository, contractual 
problems, inter-

organizational factors, 

reporting capabilities 
illustrated in part III chap-

ter 4. 
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1.6 Research result  

This section discusses how the research questions have been answered. The 

overall research result is a pattern language for B2B engagement practices. 

Figure 2 shows the individual pattern names and relationships between pat-

terns. 

P2: Change Management 

(Business Process 
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and Management
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Transaction 
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contributes 
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P8: Visibility and 

Monitoring
contributes relates

relates

contributes
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contributes

contibutes

relates 

contributes

contributes
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relates

relates
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contributes

P20: System, 

Process and/or 

Task Failure

relates

contributes

contributes

P21:Hardware 

Scalability

relates 

relates 

relates

contributes

 

Figure 2. Pattern language for B2B engagements 

The questions to the thesis are answered as follows: 

 

Question One: What are the reoccurring problems faced by organiza-

tions in the B2B engagements?  

In identifying problems faced by organizations in B2B engagements, we use 

the idea of identifying the overall problem and then decomposing it into a 

number of sub-problems that are more manageable (see table 5). Moreover, 

early cases of pattern development started the development process in a 

more top-down fashion, i.e. from macro to micro levels (Rolland et al. 

2000).  
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Table 5. Problems and corresponding patterns and relationships 

Problem on 

the macro 
level 

Problem on the micro level Pattern 

No. 

Pattern Name 

  

X1:-The problem is dealing with different releas-

es 

P16 Versioning and 

compatibility 

General B2B 

services 

X2:-Lack of intervention on errors raises issues P1 Error han-

dling/management 

  X3:-Lack of agreed conventions P3 Single platform 

  X4:-Set up issues with trading partners P15 Connectivity 

  X5:-Multiple entry points P9 Duplication 

General 
business 

process 

X7:-Non-relational tracking mechanism for 
issues 

P24 Tracking and trending 

  

X22:-Template related issues P18 Transaction template 

construction 

  X24:-Controls for communication P22 Controls and security 

Missing file 

process 

X16:-Change process to support B2B initiatives P2 

Change management 

  
X19:-Processing problematic transactions P10 Resolution and 

reconciliation 

  

X6:-Visibility and monitoring in transaction 

systems 

P8 Visibility and moni-

toring 

  

X10:-No automated mechanism for various 

subtasks 

P19 Auto task assign-

ments 

Formats and 
access 

modalities 

X13:-Lack of clear legal environment, P11 

Contractual issues 

  X14:-Timely receipt and sequence of all files P14 Timing and sequence 

  

X15:-Frequency and format of archived informa-

tion 

P25 Archiving and/or 

maintenance 

  

X17:-Complicated B2B tools P6 Usability/end-user 

enhancements 

Transmission 
options 

X18:- Collectivity in creating networks P7 Inter-organizational 
factors 

  

X20:-Reporting mechanism for transaction 

activity 

P12 

Reporting capabilities  

File service 

process 

X21:-File resends and corresponding enhance-

ments 

P13 File resends / re-load 

option 

  
X25:-Data ownership is often political P23 Data and file 

processing 

Data man-

agement 
process 

X23:-Hardware standard thresholds P21 

Hardware scalability 

Electronic 

media 

process 

X12:-Transaction document accuracy P17 

Transaction integrity 

 

In part II , chapter 3 and part III, chapter 2 we analyze trading partner expe-

rience and their supporting data formats. Part II addressed problem areas in 

B2B initiatives. The problem identification process is enhanced in part III 

with section 2.1 addressing B2B services advocating for multiple formats. 

By utilizing numerous trading partner formats organizations in the B2B en-

gagement are able to process a larger number of transactions immediately 

upon receiving them thus saving time and money. Electronic trading partner 
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formats and architecture that reflects the trading partner‘s e-business goals 

and priorities allows coordination performed to achieve trading partner‘s 

reduction goals. This is followed by section 2.2 that examines the business 

process and problems there of. The identified processes are electronic media 

process, data management process, file service process and the missing file 

process. Organizations would benefit from a solution to convert to on-going 

electronic media coordination for their business operations at a very deep 

level. The formats access modalities and transmission options such as file 

transfer protocol expound this further in 2.3. We round this up with trans-

mission options presented in 2.4 of part III 

 

Question Two: What are the solutions to the problems in question 1 

which can be used as best practices in the B2B engagements?  

In addressing best practice for organizations in B2B engagements, we pre-

sent solutions to the problems in question to define and manage the B2B 

document. These are presented as problem-solution pairs in chapters 4 of 

part II and chapter 3 of part III. The emphasis was on investigating and de-

scribing the features and function provided by B2B technologies rather than 

the technical implementation solutions that change from time to time.  

 

Question Three: What are the considerations in setting up B2B en-

gagement best practices? 

This is addressed in form of a requirements perspective to the B2B pattern 

language as answered in chapter 4 part III. This is beneficial for stakeholders 

at strategic, tactical and operational levels. The approach is beneficial be-

cause in the requirements process user participation is key to achieving 

success. There are a number of ways B2B users can inhibit requirements 

gathering however in the idea promotes people, who have interest in the 

system to help elicit requirements.  

 

Question Four: What is the overall usefulness of the captured best 

practices for the B2B engagement? 

This is answered in form of validating the B2B engagement pattern language 

as shown in part III, chapter 5. The key to any good partners is not just in the 

process but the ability to refine them over a period in the appropriate pattern 

community. ..―towns and buildings will not be able to come alive, unless 

they are made by all the people in society, and unless these people share a 

common pattern language, within which to make these buildings, 

‖…(Alexander et al., 1977).  

Evaluation feedback leads to conclude that the B2B engagement community 

appreciates the pattern discovery process of the B2B engagement as ongoing 
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and therefore patterns will evolve with numerous feedbacks. Therefore, one 

can say that in some instances, the most important outcome from the B2B 

engagement pattern development was not the language per se, but the recog-

nition for creating a mechanism to capture knowledge.  

1.7 Thesis structure  

Figure 3 presents the thesis map, showing the different parts I-III and the 

chapters in each of these parts. This begins with part I, chapter 1 detailing 

the thesis research problem, research goal, research questions and research 

process. Part II, chapter 1 introduces the first phase of the research with its 

own research problem, questions and method. Chapter 2 presents B2B con-

cepts. Chapter 3 presents the problems areas in B2B initiatives. Chapter 4 

presents best practice in problem-solution pairs. Chapter 5 concludes part II. 

In part III, chapter 1 presents an overview of the second phase of the re-

search with its own research goal, questions. Chapter 2 presents empirical 

findings and B2B initiatives. This is followed by B2B engagement and 

transactional practice in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents considerations for 

building B2B environments with patterns. Pattern validation results are pre-

sented in chapter 5. Finally the thesis concludes with summary and reflec-

tion in chapter 6. 
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Figure 3. Thesis outline 

 

Chapter 2: Theory building  

PART I: Presents the synopsis of the thesis.  

 The problem  

 Research goal and questions  

 The pattern solution 

 Research approach and process 

 Research result 

Chapter 3: Empirics 

Chapter 5: Conclusions  

Chapter 1: Introduction 

Chapter 2: Empirical findings and B2B initiatives  

Chapter 3: B2B engagement  

Chapter 4: Considerations for B2B engagements 

Chapter 5: Pattern validation  

 

 

PartII 

Chapters 1 

- 5 contri-

bute to the 

licentiate. 

Part III Chap-

ter 1-7 builds 

up on the 

background 

and theory 

discussion in 

the licentiate 

Chapter 1: Introduction  

Chapter 4: Patterns  

Chapter 6: Summary and reflection 
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PART II 

This part is the Licentiate defended on 2007-06-01 at the Department of 

Computer and Systems Sciences (Stockholm University/Royal Institute of 

Technology) 
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1 BACKGROUND 

Information and knowledge have become key strategic resources, upon 

which organizations across all industries make their decisions. Trends that 

have made information systems of strategic importance include globalization 

and competitive pressures for increased quality with lower costs (Chen, 

2002; Clarke, 2001; Laudon and Laudon, 2006).  

In the global business environment, businesses should see the enhanced 

role of electronic business as particularly increasing the importance of in-

formation systems. The Internet with its open environment, and other net-

works have made it possible for the organization to access and exchange 

enormous amounts of electronic information both inside in the organization 

and around the world with minimal time resulting in lower communication 

and coordination costs.  

With the arrival of the Internet, words synonymous with ―e‖, standing for 

electronic are the buzzword for state of the art products and services today, 

from e-traveling to e-banking (Alter, 2002). The first idea of ―e‖ goes back 

to the 1960s in electronic data processing. Later this concept developed as 

electronic mail and then EDI, which later transformed into electronic com-

merce (e-commerce) applications that dealt with the electronic transfer of 

funds in the early 1970‘s. However, the applications were limited to large 

corporations like the financial institutions that could afford the big expenses. 

These inter-organizational systems (IOS) expanded from financial transac-

tions to other kinds of transaction processing and extended the types of par-

ticipating companies to manufacturers, retailers, services, and other forms of 

business. As the World Wide Web arrived in the 1990s, it grew explosively 

with new forms of e-commerce. As a result both business to consumer 

(B2C) and B2B examples of electronic business models have emerged.  

Originally e-commerce was related with B2C, which dealt with basic 

forms of online purchase transactions. However B2B is bringing in more 

revenues. Exponential figures from Forrester, Gartner, IDC, Jupiter and oth-

er technology related research groups predict that worldwide B2B e-

commerce revenue alone will exceed $15 trillion by the year 2010 (Turban 

et al. 2008). Interest has broadened to B2B engagements that are governed 

by inter-organizational linkages, and high value. For this reason, B2B e-

commerce technologies have a key strategic role in organizations across all 

industries in the global Internet based economy (Lawer et al. 2004; Porter, 

2001; Thatcher and Foster, 2002).  
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There are many possible activities for e-commerce, such as: production, 

distribution, marketing, sales, etc. In fact, when discussing e-commerce, 

most people refer to either activities between an organization and its cus-

tomers, B2C, or activities between two or more organizations, B2B. This 

thesis focuses on B2B. B2B e-commerce, also known as electronic B2B or 

just B2B, refers to transactions between businesses conducted electronically 

over the Internet, extranets, intranets, or private networks. The working de-

finition of B2B to be used in this thesis is electronic documents in a standar-

dized format such as X.12 or the flat file equivalent being moved from com-

puter to computer (Wise and Morrison, 2000; Clayton and Waldron, 2003). 

Hence, the term EDI is expanded to encompass various applications of B2B 

e-commerce. In this case an XML document; a meta language written in 

Standard Generalized Markup Language that allows one to design a markup 

language, used to allow for the easy interchange of documents on the World 

Wide Web is really EDI (Varon, 2002). Flat file or web form, Excel spread-

sheets electronically are forms of EDI (Domaracki, 2001). This is an impor-

tant problem to understand because most companies, especially small and 

medium sized enterprises (SMEs), do not have the infrastructure to tag doc-

uments in the classic EDI sense. They do not want to spend the money on it 

because it is too expensive, difficult, and complex (Subramaniam and Shaw, 

2002). Small companies want other ways to work around the costly prob-

lems but still get the benefits of doing B2B e-commerce. However, it is still 

believed that the general transaction of B2B is heavily influenced by SMEs 

(Wagner, 2003). The efficiencies and benefits are still in involving the SMEs 

because everybody gains that way.  

The rest of this chapter presents EDI in 1.1, B2B e-commerce in 1.2, re-

search problem in 1.3, research method in 1.4 and part II outline in 1.5. 

1.1 Electronic data interchange  

Electronic Data Interchange as a type of IOS is a foundational block for 

understanding B2B e-commerce. In EDI, organizations use proprietary value 

added network (VAN) infrastructure to share business document forms like 

invoice, and shipping schedule, between a sender and receiver computer, for 

business use (Riggins and Mukhopadhyay, 1999). The condition is that both 

trading and business partners have to meet all the necessary basic require-

ments for communication. For this to happen companies involved have to 

make step-by-step refinement, to their business processes and systems. Ac-

cording to (Chan and Swatman, 2000; 2004) this is considered as the first 

step in the e-commerce implementation process.  
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1.2 B2B e-commerce 

Most firms in the digital economy appreciate the value of B2B e-commerce 

technology as a solution to cutting costs and maximizing profits. Traditional 

supply chains such as EDI with their inefficiencies have been responsible for 

the need for firms to find better options and hence the keen interest in the 

B2B e-commerce model that works at addressing these problems. There are 

documented benefits for B2B e-commerce across all yielding industry sec-

tors (Wang, et al. 2008). As (Kehal and Singh 2005; Berthon et al. 2003) 

point out B2B e-commerce systems have resulted in lower transactions 

costs. (Lucking-Reiley and Spulber, 2001) mention productivity and effi-

ciency gains. B2B e-commerce also has facilitated entry into new markets 

plus extension of existing markets (Garicano and Kaplan, 2001). In addition, 

use of electronic representations of business transaction documents can re-

duce processing and handling, thereby reducing processing costs, data entry 

errors and cycle times as electronic commerce is based on background, sys-

tem to system communication and document processing (Ratnasingam, 

2002; Amit, and Zott, 2001). Therefore, there is no doubt that this technolo-

gy is beneficial. However, problems still remain for organizations, e.g. why 

we are not seeing the full benefits after all the hype about the tangible bene-

fits this technology provides.  

Assessing B2B involvement by industry reveals different patterns of 

growth by sector. Starting with the financial sector as the earliest adopters; 

for about three decades big banks have provided corporate clients with elec-

tronic banking services over private networks using B2B. However, this was 

a limited service to only a few collaborations due to the high cost involved 

(Yan and Paradi, 1999; Tassabehji, 2003). This changed over time with the 

advent of the Internet and rise in computer technology, because the tradi-

tional e-commerce moved to the web with all its advantages. Through the 

Internet, new products and services are reached and delivered with B2B e-

commerce technologies, addressing the concerns of costs, and creating many 

more business opportunities. B2B performance for other sectors is better 

defined by region and private versus public platforms. For example, in the 

United States the health sector is probably one of the few sectors that has 

attracted government participation more than any other. Speculations could 

be based on the reasoning that the other sectors are more driven by the pri-

vate rather than the public systems. Most of the sectors are driven by their 

functional needs. For example, the high need of connecting business partners 

and their goods and services, internationally has caused the transportation 

sector to develop very fast. This is all aimed at making trade faster and cost 

effective. Other sectors driven by their business function include manufac-

turing, and apparel.  

There are literature sources on inter-organizational systems in the form of 

B2B e-commerce. However few studies have concentrated on the successful 

adopters of B2B e-commerce by industry and the companies‘ experience. 
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Despite the predictions and promises of B2B e-commerce, it is still at the 

beginning of the adoption process (Gurunlian and Zhongzhou, 2001). Fur-

thermore, regarding perspective, the continuous improvement of hardware 

and software changes the focus of organisational performance from techno-

logical to strategic problems. For many organizations in their quest to adopt 

B2B e-commerce technologies, emphasis has been placed on operational and 

implementation problems and ignoring the strategic problems such as the 

industry pressure (McEwan, 2001; Chan and Swatman 2004; Gattiker et al. 

2000). Hence understanding strategic problems in B2B e-commerce for 

stakeholders has become important. 

There are other noted B2B initiatives such as service oriented architecture 

(SOA) transaction management and messaging-based B2B providing smart 

solutions to problems in managing highly complex B2B services (Lieber-

man, 2006; Krebs, 2006; Tai et al. 2004). Service Oriented Architecture is a 

technical architecture more applicable for internal enterprise architecture 

rather than B2B integration scenarios. In B2B integration, a lightweight re-

presentational state transfer based interaction between the B2B entities is 

more appropriate. Studies such as (Papazoglou, 2003) introduce a multi-

level transaction model for web services and business transactions. Moreo-

ver, (Benatallah et al. 2002) review ideas for designing and managing com-

posite web services as an important step in bringing technologies together 

that enable B2B collaborations. Furthermore, (Hrastnik and Winiwarter 

2005) propose using advanced transaction meta-models for creating transac-

tion-aware web service environments. 

1.3 Research problem, and questions 

The following research questions guide the research in Part II:  

 

1. What are the reoccurring problems faced by organizations in the 

B2B engagements?  

2. What are the solutions to the problems in question 1 which can be 

used as best practices in the B2B engagements?  

1.4 Research method 

The study uses an integrated approach of qualitative techniques comprising 

in depth interviews. Qualitative research approaches are suitable for answer-

ing research questions of exploratory nature (Myers, 2005; Trochim, 2005; 

Miles and Huberman, 1984). Hence, in this study we interview experienced 

experts in various industries. We use interviews, e-mail correspondences and 

documentation reviews for data collection. Expert opinions are used, to have 
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the sector‘s perspective central to the research process, thus providing means 

of validation of the research results.  

1.4.1 Empirics 

To address the research objective data collection used a phased approach. 

The data was collected by a fieldwork study in the United States. The United 

States is the region in the world responsible for the highest volumes of B2B 

engagements (67 percent), and highest volumes of B2B revenues that con-

tinue to drive the global adoption rate (McGann et al. 2005). To gain an in-

depth understanding of the B2B e-commerce status, in the United States we 

selected companies and organizations across the different industries. The 

cases examined were two B2B standard organizations, a government organi-

zation, a leading manufacturer and distributor of sporting firearms and a 

shipping and transportation company (see table 6 below). 

Table 6. List of organizations and their contributors used in part II 

Organi-

zation 

Refer-
ence 

Organization description Contributors 

R1 Has the mandate of running the B2B engagement standard X.12 A1 

R2 Has been in business for over 200 years being the oldest continuously 
operating manufacturer in North America 

A2,A3 

R3 Data Interchange Standards Association with the mandate of running the B2B 

engagement standard 

A4 

R4 Doing B2B engagements for over three decades. A5 

R5 We examined Department of Defense (DoD), a government body that is a 

leader in electronic commerce transactions in the United States 

A6,A7 

R6 The e-business standards organization professionally focused on the electrical 
parts industry consortium in the U.S 

A8,A9 

Organization R1 facilitates B2B e-commerce with more than 315 transaction 

sets, developed, integrated and tested over the last 25 years across the differ-

ent industries. It has been used in helping individuals and the business com-

munities in improving business processes, reducing costs, increasing produc-

tivity, and taking advantage of new business opportunities. ANSI X.12 revo-

lutionized B2B electronic commerce in the 1970s and 1980s. In 1997 X.12 

merged with the UN/EDIFACT, the global standard in EDI transactions. 

Electronic data interchange for administration commerce and transport is the 

predominant B2B engagement standard in Asia and Europe. This is also the 

ISO 9735 standard. Using X.12 and EDIFACT formats today ANSI contin-

ues to provide a sound and secure solution for high volume messaging for 

various businesses regardless of size or location (ASC X.12, 2007).  

Organization R2‘s multinational presence in selling firearms in several 

countries causes them to face the urgent need to keep business partners 

abreast of important information and responding accurately, consistently and 

quickly. It has been using B2B based transactions since 1970s. The key in-
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formant through mail correspondences was a business process specialist for 

the company. 

In the first phase of data collection documentation sources of organization 

R3 were reviewed. The organizations considered as empirical sources are all 

part of X.12 members at the time of data collection. Items reviewed for the 

organizations included the join date of X.12 membership. The President of 

organization R3 and current organisation R1 chair, were interviewed. Before 

visiting the interviewees they were contacted, with a brief introduction to the 

purpose of the study.  

Organization R4 has thousands of suppliers and they use B2B technology 

to do their purchasing and to sell products. The company uses Internet based 

B2B e-commerce in their daily operations to send requests for service con-

tractor bids, find competitive prices, and auction their materials. The auc-

tioning activities are conducted from the company‘s private e-marketplace 

and the transactions are B2B. The key informants through mail correspon-

dences are assistant vice president material management and a business ana-

lyst for the company. 

Organization R5 started with the Defense Logistics Standard Systems 

(DLSS), a set of fixed length transactions and procedures for exchanging 

logistics data. Organization R5 developed separate volumes of these stan-

dards, also referred to as the Military Standard Logistics Systems for differ-

ent logistics environments: transportation, requisitioning, accounting, bill-

ing, contract administration, and others. It also established committees to 

oversee each logistics environment and to control changes to the standards. 

That control included setting dates when changes would be effective in all 

systems. Fortunately, for DoD, better electronic commerce standards such as 

X.12 had been developed. The key informants through mail correspon-

dences, are from Logistics Management Institute (LMI) the body responsible 

for the business process function of organization R5. 

In 1998 organization R6 was created by National Electrical Manufactur-

ers Association (NEMA) and the National Association of Electrical Distribu-

tors (NAED) to manage the development of network systems, which foster 

e-commerce for their customers and members in the United States Though it 

is expanding to other industries on the retail side, the principal focus in the 

wholesale is electrical. R6‘s principal B2B e-commerce network is Industry 

Data Exchange (IDX2), an Internet business communication service (extra-

net) that enables trading partners to exchange business documents such as 

purchase orders, advance ship notices and claim submission, securely very 

cost effectively. The IDX2 also enables the delivery and access to organiza-

tion R6's industry data warehouse (IDW2). The IDX2 provides all of the 

traditional electronic data interchange services. IDX2 provides interconnec-

tions to the traditional VANs allowing customers to trade with partners that 

are not part of the IDX2 community as well as direct connect to other ex-

changes. We interviewed organization R6 president, and IDX2 manager. 
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1.4.2 Research process 

The research process begins with developing the interview guide that was 

used in data collection. Each interview was approximately forty five min-

utes. First they were asked about scope and e-commerce applications that 

they have implemented in their respective roles and future plans. Secondly, 

we asked them to recall general problems that they encountered from the 

adoption process, and then we specifically discussed the strategic problems. 

The interviews were organised in a pattern as to look out for similarities for 

the analysis stage. The interviewees are top managers such as, president or 

heads of e-commerce divisions. The interviewees were asked about their 

firms‘ e-commerce operation. Data collection was accomplished with the 

help of an Interview guide, using structured and unstructured interviews with 

experts that were or are involved in the e-commerce implementation of their 

companies. Documentation sources included the organization‘s documenta-

tion both past including archival records and present documentation. The 

next step involved evaluating and analyzing the data with the help of identi-

fying keywords. These activities were iterative and to some extent simulta-

neous.  

The cases selected were largely due to their willingness to participate in 

this study. The adoption of X.12 in the last 20 years was used as the unit of 

analysis. Also the entire supply chain was considered which includes manu-

facturer, distributor and retailer. The cases examined aimed at building a 

richer understanding of a single supply chain. As not many research perspec-

tives exist on the adoption of B2B e-commerce over the entire supply chains, 

single company cases are an appropriate research approach (Yin, 1989).  

1.4.3 Part II related publications 

The findings in part II were presented as papers in five separate conferences, 

published as follows  

 

Niwe M., (2006). B2B E-Commerce Adoption: in the Financial Ser-

vices Sector, in Proceedings of the International Resource Manage-

ment Association International Conference (IRMA) Medhi Kho-

srow-Pour(ed.), Washington D.C, U.S.A May 21-24, pp, 1075-1077. 

ISBN 159904019-0 

 

Niwe M., (2006). B2B electronic-commerce adoption: theory build-

ing. Proceedings of the International Conference on Perspectives in 

Business Informatics Research (BIR) Lina. Nemuraite, Benkt Wang-

ler, Rita Butkiene(eds.), Kaunas, Lithuania October 6-7, pp, 55-59. 

ISBN 9955-25-132-8 
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Niwe M., (2007). Diffusion of the Business to Business transaction 

accredited standards committee X.12 standards. Proceedings of In-

ternational Resource Management Association-upcoming, (IRMA) 

Vancouver, Canada May 18-23 

 

Niwe M., (2007). Business to Business e-commerce adoption: a case 

study approach in Proceedings of the International Conference on 

Web Information Systems and Technologies (WEBIST) poster, Joa-

quim Filipe, Jose Cordeiro, Bruno Encarnacao and Vitor Pedro-

sa(eds.), Barcelona, Spain March 3-6, pp, 196-199. ISBN 978-972-

8865-79-5 

 

Niwe M., (2007). Comparative study of Standard based B2B e-

commerce adoption in Proceedings of the International conference 

on computing and ICT research (SREC), Kampala, Uganda August 

5-8  

1.5 Outline of part II 

Theories are presented in the next chapter, aimed at building a theoretical 

background taking into account different industry viewpoints. This is ad-

dressed by, starting with B2B concepts in section 2.2. Various problems 

tackled in B2B e-commerce implementation studies are summarized. A con-

ceptual framework is presented as a basis of further research that deals with 

the survey and case study in the different industries. Chapter 3 gives the 

findings about B2B standards focusing on the X.12 standard. Chapter 4 

presents our interpretation of the empirical findings and the framework of 

guidelines. Chapter 5 presents the conclusive statements of the research and 

outlines directions of future work. 
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2 THEORY 

With the new technology economy integrated by the convergence of com-

munications, computing, and information, many companies, have sought to 

be part of the electronic business success through enrolling into one or sev-

eral B2B exchanges (Lee et al. 2003). Inter-organizational systems (IOS) are 

responsible for providing the leverage for cutting costs, and providing effi-

cient and effective services. Through these systems companies undertake 

collaborating activities that include but are not limited to coordinating 

supply chains. B2B e-commerce applications and technologies are at the 

forefront to maximize the benefits of the IOS platforms.  

Since little research has been done about practical B2B e-commerce 

adoption, we use original adoption theories such as the foundational innova-

tive adoption theory developed by (Rogers, 1995). The purpose of this chap-

ter is to build a theoretical and conceptual framework of B2B e-commerce 

adoption. This is addressed in the following way, starting with the pertaining 

concepts, theories and models of adoption in diffusion of innovation. B2B e-

commerce as the innovative technology that is the focus of the general re-

search stream is presented in section 2.2. Various problems tackled in B2B 

e-commerce implementation studies are summarized and a framework for 

factors influencing B2B adoption is presented in section 2.3. In section 2.4 

we discuss B2B technology and standards and in 2.5 processes reengineering 

concepts. In addition, conclude with organizational patterns in 2.6. 

2.1 Theories of technology adoption 

There are many perceptions for adoption. However, for our study we will 

use adoption to mean the process in which a technology is used for use by an 

individual or an organization. Innovation is used with the shade of a new or 

innovative technology being adopted (Carr, 2006). Studying literature on 

adoption and innovation in technology reveals a set of influencing factors for 

organizations to adopt a new technology. For example (Karshenas and 

Stoneman, 1995) review the time it takes for a particular company to adopt a 

certain technology. Also many theories have been developed to explain 

adoption in the area of information systems or technology. For example 

(Fishbein and Ajzen‘s, 1975), theory is used in the theoretical foundation of 

a lot of information technology research on the determinants of user beha-

vior. (Davis, 1986) discusses the technology acceptance model; acceptance 
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of technology is determined by its usefulness, perceived ease of use and 

experience. And (Geroski, 2000) reviews models of technology diffusion. 

Roger‘s, 1995 diffusion of innovation theory says that behavior in adoption 

of new ideas depends upon the characteristics of the individual and also on 

the social system established in the social system. However, much is still 

missing in the areas of B2B e-commerce adoption, an upcoming, rapidly 

growing innovative technology (Henriksen et al. 2002). (Rogers, 1995; Scu-

pola 2002), study the adoption process, and concur with (Moore, 1991), that 

in adopting stages emphasis is placed on the user or adopter in this case, 

rather than other factors like technology, time, social systems and communi-

cation channels.  

(Rogers, 1995) has divided the adoption process into the following stages. 

Starting with the awareness stage, where the individual or organization 

learns about the innovation; second, they must be persuaded of the value of 

the innovation; then they must decide to adopt it; the innovation must then 

be implemented; and finally, the decision must be reaffirmed or rejected.  

(Rogers 1962) emphasizes that individuals who are risk takers will adopt 

an innovation earlier in the process of adoption. This can be compared to 

rate of adoption theory were diffusion takes place over time with innovations 

going through a slow, gradual growth period, followed by dramatic and rap-

id growth, and then a gradual stabilization and finally a decline (Rogers 

2003). The perceived attributes theory (Rogers 1995) includes five attributes 

upon which an innovation is judged: it can be tried out, results can be ob-

served, it has an advantage over other innovations or the present circums-

tance, it is not overly complex to learn or use, and it fits in with the circums-

tances into which it will be adopted. Other approaches like (Baptista 2000) 

indicate factors influencing innovative technology adoption on the company 

size. Companies that have been known to adopt B2B technologies have been 

the larger ones with greater than 2500 employees, and these are more able to 

handle the challenges that come with implementing the new technologies 

like costs. Other factors include need for qualified personnel, and industry 

pressure from business partners. However there is a general consensus that 

the bottom line for companies is to see the tangible benefits that can be cal-

culated in terms of return of investment, and improving business partner 

relations (Wozniak, 1987, Jensen 1982, Scupola, 2002).  

2.2 B2B models  

General information technology models of diffusion show a sigma path. This 

starts with a few companies adopting and application increasing as other 

firms learn about the new technology. Over time after many companies have 

adopted a particular technology the rate of new entrants begins to decrease 

(Tirole, 1988). Some studies done in the area including (Wise and Morrison, 

2000; Weill and Vital, 2001) recommend diagnostic tools, the e-business 
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model schematic, to help senior managers assess e-business models and 

derive maximal benefit from them for their companies. (Raisch, 2001; Dai 

and Kauffman, 2004), consider the current state of B2B marketplaces, e-

procurement and provide valuable insights into B2B hubs that facilitate 

communication and transactions between business, namely e-marketplaces, 

their strategies and emerging business models.  

B2B e-commerce models have gone through rapid transformation since 

the earliest stages beginning with first generation of B2B e-commerce mod-

els. These include extranets, connecting companies through a private net-

work such as VANs and e-marketplaces that are non- proprietary networks 

available to every one. In terms of business relationships, ttransaction based 

model refers to the main mode of communication between the two busi-

nesses is based on the transactions that they exchange between each other. 

Process based is the area where emphasis is placed on the business processes 

between the two entities. And finally the strategic relationship based model 

is where two or more organisations join with an aim of achieving strategic 

advantage. For example, according to (Electronic Advertising and Market-

place Report, 2000) B2B e-commerce solution providers, Commerce One 

and Microsoft were reported to form a strategic alliance to address technical 

barriers to adoption.  

(Fei and Chen, 2006) relate B2B e-commerce and EDI adoption. They 

conclude that there are many similarities considered such as speed and accu-

racy in the form of advantages of bringing down infrastructure costs, im-

proving operation efficiencies and reducing coordination and inventory 

costs. (Fei and Chen, 2006) add that differences for companies involved in 

B2B e-commerce and EDI adoption include reasons for adoption. Primary 

reason for EDI adopters is initiators (i.e. the early adopters) pressure and the 

motivation for this is to pursue long-term relationships that bring all its ad-

vantages of cost reduction in transactions in the long run (Bergeron and 

Raymond, 1992; Iacovou et al. 1995).  

2.3 B2B influencing factors 

Drivers and barriers of B2B e-commerce adoption are globalisation, liberali-

sation, political and power problems, standardization problems as well as 

different government's efforts and support (Chandrasekar and Shaw, 2002; 

Gibbs et al. 2003; Globerman et al. 2001). (Kramer et al. 2002) found that 

globalization leads to both e-commerce adoption and improved performance, 

measured as efficiency, coordination, and commerce. Globalization has dif-

ferential effects on B2B and B2C e-commerce. Highly global firms are more 

likely to do B2B but less likely to do B2C. (Kramer et al. 2002) findings 

provided support for (Porter‘s 1986) thesis that B2B e-commerce supports 

upstream activities and tends to be more global, whereas B2C supports 

downstream activities and tends to be more localized.  
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The B2B area is influenced in many problems, including the country spe-

cifics such as government policies. For example companies dealing with 

B2B problems in the U.S may be different from those in Asia. Problems 

pertaining to infrastructure, education levels all can influence diffusion of e-

commerce from country to country. Hence studies that have been done by 

country are valid. Some country specific examples include (Reimers et al. 

2004) discussing an approach for devising effective B2B e-commerce devel-

opment strategies with an application to the case of China; and (Tsao et al. 

2004) investigates critical success factors in the adoption of B2B e-

commerce by Taiwanese companies. Others include (Cox and Ghoneim, 

1996) addressing drivers and barriers to adopting EDI: a sector analysis of 

industry in the United Kingdom and (Teo and Ranganathan, 2004) address-

ing adopters and non-adopters of business to business e-commerce in Singa-

pore. Hence it is imperative that for our research we focus on a particular 

country, which in this case was United States and its predominant B2B en-

gagement X.12.  

Besides the influencing factors identified above on the macro level, we 

have a micro level, irrespective of the environment. These factors that are 

known to influence B2B adoption are summarised in form of a framework 

presented in figure 4 below. The framework presents six elements into two 

segments to evaluate the B2B e-commerce adoption in an organization. In 

the first segment, the framework uses the following four elements: company 

size, age of the company, the human resource i.e. qualified employees and 

technology adoption process, to measure the absolute degree to which B2B 

ecommerce is being used in an organization. This is shown on the right hand 

side of figure 4. This segment can be explained by the fact that the larger, 

older and more technologically advanced companies will normally have 

more resources to pursue their initiatives. In the second segment as shown in 

the left hand side of figure 4, the framework uses the remaining two dimen-

sions; industry pressure, and global market pressure, to evaluate how wide-

spread B2B e-commerce is being used based upon the organization‘s multi-

national influence (Mayer-Guell, 2001; Bacon and Pugh 2004). These con-

tribute to the explanation of some sectors having more active participation 

than others. These present beneficial analytical patterns for the choice of 

companies in our empirical sources 
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Figure 4. A framework for factors influencing B2B e-commerce application 

 

2.4 B2B technology and standards 

B2B technologies used in web-based IOS standards includes system intero-

perability technologies such as applicability statement 2 (AS2), a file format 

specification about how to transport data securely and reliably over the In-

ternet. File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol used to transfer files over a 

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) network, e.g. after 

developing the hypertext markup language (HTML) pages for a Web site on 

a local machine, they are typically uploaded to the Web server using FTP. 

However, B2B data usually is EDI messages though it may be of any other 

message type. AS2 specifies how to connect, deliver, validate and acknowl-

edge data. It creates an envelope for a message that is then sent securely over 

the Internet. Security is achieved by using digital certificates and encryption. 

It has provided the following benefits: 

 

 removal of value-added network (VAN) costs,  

 transfers data securely and reliably over the Internet,  

 fast and reliable connectivity;  

 encryption ensures that only the sender and receiver can view the data,  

 digital signatures ensure authentication only messages from authorized 

senders are accepted,  

 the use of hash algorithm insures integrity by detecting whether the doc-

ument was altered during transmission.  
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The electronic marketplace (e-marketplace) as the most common B2B e-

commerce application has created an environment for many businesses (IIE 

Solutions, 2001). In this environment the relationships with marketplace 

players‘ suppliers, partners, service providers and customers is mediated 

using Internet technology (Warkentin, 2001). Business to business e-

marketplaces are projected to grow exponentially and perform much better 

than other B2B applications (Raisch, 2001). 

In the marketplace environments we focus on the buyer oriented model, 

with e-procurement as the common application. In this case the company 

software acts as a platform for buyers to automate the procurement, which 

reduces the transaction costs and gives more control to the company. Exam-

ples include a retailer as a third party placing an order from a supplier on a 

B2B site. The providers of technology solutions in this area include Ariba 

with headquaters in Mountain View, California (Ariba, Inc. 2001). Another 

service provider Autodaq Corp, offers B2B benefits using the Internet to 

auction used cars. B2B e-commerce adoption models are used to streamline 

operations to do business over the web with a clear understanding that Inter-

net operations differ from the traditional operations (Henrisken et al. 2002). 

Hence, it is important that the critical success factors that will contribute to 

effective B2B e-commerce strategy will include combination of technologi-

cal, business and methodological factors. 

Standards are among the key technological factors for successful e-

commerce transactions for different trading partners (Reimers, 2001). Be-

cause standards contribute to improving business processes, reducing pur-

chase and inventory costs, increasing productivity and market efficiency, 

and taking advantage of new business opportunities with market intelligence 

techniques (Choudhury, 1997, Nelson and Shaw 2005, Medjahed et al. 

2003). Using propriety standards business documents such as purchase or-

der, invoice, shipping schedule, and claim submission are being exchanged 

via networks between the business partners. There is general agreement that 

adopting electronic communications based on standards is a goal worth at-

taining. However, when day-to-day business operations are effected, there 

are a variety of factors which force organizations to adopt other options. 

Governments and other standard-setting bodies, i.e SDOs have made signifi-

cant accomplishments in developing standards to support B2B. They play a 

coordinating role in developing the infrastructure necessary to support stan-

dard-based communications. Standard developing organizations are those 

who operate under the procedural jurisdiction of ANSI in the United States 

and ISO internationally and who produce standards that are recognized as 

national body standards or ISO standards. For example the Institute of elec-

trical and electronics engineers (IEEE) is an ANSI Accredited Organization, 

and they receive limited immunity from anti-trust in the US because their 

procedures are audited by ANSI on a regular basis to make sure they em-

brace the vision that ANSI endorses. There are a lot of organizations, includ-

ing not just IEEE and the Internet engineering task force (IETF) but also 
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organization for OASIS and the world wide web consortium (W3C), that are 

very well run, produce extremely valuable results, and are probably as open 

as (and sometimes more so than various accredited or recognized organiza-

tions. The IETF, W3C, OASIS and all other organizations are standards 

setting organizations, a super-set of organizations from SDOs, consortia, 

commercial joint ventures, alliances who create specification in collabora-

tion with other organizations and entities other than themselves (Söderström, 

2002). 

Internationally electronic data interchange for administration commerce 

and transport an ISO standard for EDI was proposed as the worldwide stan-

dard. Another standard XML, supports B2B engagements and has become 

the format for EDI and Web services. ANSI X.12 and OASIS are two of the 

most publicized cross-industry SDOs. Organization for the Advancement of 

Structured Information Standards is a non-profit, international consortium 

that drives the development, convergence, and adoption of e-business stan-

dards. Members themselves set the OASIS technical agenda, using a 

lightweight, open process expressly designed to promote industry consensus 

and unite disparate efforts. The consortium produces more web service stan-

dards than any other organization along with standards for security, e-

business, and standardization efforts in the public sector and for application-

specific markets (OASIS, 2007). Organization for the Advancement of 

Structured Information Standards is developing electronic business using 

ebXML for the formatting of XML-based business messages. Electronic 

business XML is a modular suite of specifications that enables enterprises of 

any size and in any geographical location to conduct business over the Inter-

net. This has a suite of standards such as cXML targeted at a unique business 

process in e-procurement. Other standards in the XML family such as 

ebXML, enable companies and standard bodies with a standard method to 

exchange business messages, conduct trading relationships, communicate 

data in common terms and define business processes (ebXML, 2007). Roset-

taNet designed for the high-tech industry is an example of an industry fo-

cused SDO organization that aims at creating open e-business processes. 

RosettaNet is a non-profit consortium of cross-industry companies working 

to create, implement and promote open e-business process standards (Roset-

taNet, 2007).  

The first electronic data exchange formats came with industrial suppliers 

to the United States government in the 1950s. As more players from differ-

ent industries got involved, over the years the United States realized a need 

to develop common EDI formats and build cross-industry standards to in-

crease efficiency. In 1979 ANSI as the United States standardization mem-

ber body of International Organization for Standardization chartered Accre-

dited Standards Committee (ASC) X.12 to develop and maintain the cross-

industry B2B United States standard. ANSI X.12 is the most publicized 

cross-industry standards development organization. X.12 is being modified 
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to XML as the newer standard rising out of needs for organizations to rein-

vent their business processes.  

ASC X.12 was the first and still is the predominant cross-industry B2B elec-

tronic transactions standard in the United States (Cline and Piazza, 1992). 

Since 1979, X.12 has the mandate of developing the B2B engagement stan-

dards. In 1987, X.12 created organization R3 as a non-profit organization to 

serve as its secretariat. Representatives from the various industries as em-

ployees of member companies, meet face to face three times a year, and vote 

on agreed upon standards that are published by ANSI ASC. Development of 

the standard is done in between the meetings as an ongoing process. The 

member company representatives continue to discuss through e-mail, or 

teleconference until a standard is approved for publication. Membership is 

open to all interested organizations. The ASC X.12 standards and transaction 

sets are available at a fee from organization R3.  

The technical and business processes knowledge is acquired from the 

members as they know best what kind of standards they need. There are 

Industry sub-committees, namely government, finance, transportation, and 

healthcare to address the specific needs of the industry. 

The (ASC) X.12 published its first version in 1983, since then it publishes 

versions annually and releases transaction sets after the trimester meeting. 

The latest version is 5, release 3 (5030) as of 2007. The transaction sets, 

enable data to be exchanged between agreed upon business partners in vari-

ous industries. ASC X.12 facilitates electronic commerce with transaction 

sets across government, education, finance, supply-chain, legal, transporta-

tion, healthcare and insurance industries. Since 1997 ANSI X.12 has been 

cooperating closely with the UN/EDIFACT, the global standard in EDI 

transactions.  

Driven by the recession faced by the U.S in the 1970‘s, the start of X.12 

in 1979 drew companies from the paper, electronics, electronic supplies, 

industries as well as the transportation, chemical, and petroleum industries to 

have standard messages exchanged over this standard. Big companies rea-

lized that they needed to exchange data electronically versus pushing paper 

around. Adoption picked up in the 1980‘s when the automotive industry 

needed to change the way they were doing things. General Motors as a lead-

er in the industry at the time committed resources into X.12 that saw its de-

velopment for their advantage. By the virtue of their size the large compa-

nies have many partners that they do business with, and this gave them leve-

rage to dictate the formats for their electronic transactions.  

The experience of the organizations involved in X.12 has been one of 

need for exchange of electronic transactions with many other business part-

ners. It was not that they wanted to automate but by the virtue of their size 

they had many partners that they are doing business with. This tends to have 

the firms dictate the formats for their electronic transactions. For example 

Blue Cross Blue Shield of Maryland dictates to doctors the format that is 
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required to send and receive messages with them. Another firm within the 

industry, American Dental Association, defines its own format for sending 

and receiving messages. For the user on the format side they have all these 

different formats. X.12 addresses this problem by having one format to 

avoid the hospitals from having to deal with different formats depending on 

the insurance company. 

2.5 Process reengineering 

Transformation from the traditional way of doing business to e-business in 

most cases requires restructuring the organization‘s business process. In this 

era of demand for more agile and flexible inter-organizational systems that 

address the business process bottlenecks, comes need for scalable e-

commerce capabilities. To create business agility, organisations use informa-

tion technology in general and electronic commerce in particular. Siezing the 

opportunity of using information technology for the redesign of business 

processes has been dicussed in business process re-engineering (BPR) litera-

ture (Knights and Willmont, 2000).  

Efforts of organisations to do business processs improvement, business 

process redesign or business process reengineering (part of what is necessary 

in the radical change of processes; refering specifically to the design of the 

of the new process) later called business process innovation (encompassing 

the envisioning of new work strategies, the actual process design activity, 

and the implementation of the change in all its complex technological, 

human, and organizational dimensions.) is a desirable approach to 

transforming organisations and improving their performance by achieving 

major reductions in process cost, time or major improvements in quality, 

flexibility, and service levels (Davenport, 1993). Taking a process approach 

implies adopting the customer‘s view point. According to (Davenport, and 

Short, 1990), in definitional terms, ―a business process is the logical organi-

zation of people, materials, energy , equipment and procedures into work 

activities designed to produce a specified result .‖ For example the procure-

ment process that allows electronic communication between businesses in 

the form of B2B, both businesses using it must invest in common processes. 

B2B will force all business, regardless of their size, to better understand and 

evaluate their internal processes, and to exchange their findings with their 

suppliers and customers with a view to integrating as many of the processes 

as possible. This will, in turn, lead to more businesses tapping into the sig-

nificant benefits provided by B2B. Consequently, an important measure of a 

process is customer satisfaction with the output of the process. The larger the 

process , the greater the potential for radical benefit. In process re-

engineering a business process is seen as a hortizontal flow of activities, 

therefore focusing the business activities around information flows 

represents one way of improving the process. 
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Process re-engineering does not take place in a casual, offhand manner. 

The pressures of day-to-day business and organizational inertia make a 

concerted and structured effort necessary if real change is to be achieved. 

The details of a specific method or approach to process re-engineering may 

vary, but the inclusion of several key activities is critical to the success of 

any intiative. These include selecting processes for redesign, giving 

structured consideration to enablers of innovation, creating a vision, 

understanding the existing process, and designing the new process and 

organisation in detail. Information and information technology are powerful 

tools for process re-engineering, but will not by themselves take the project 

to success. Enablers of process re-engineering include information 

technology, information, organisational and human resource approaches. 

Information in itself is a powerful process resource. Many procesess have as 

their primary objective the creation of information. The role that information 

plays in improving and innovating processes, include performance 

monitoring, integration across and within processes, and process output 

customization. Although information and information technology together 

consitute a formidable enabler of process change, they are not the only 

factors that can lead to radical process change (Davenport, 1993). 

Innovative intiatives can benefit all manner of processes including 

management processes that invovle planning, direction setting, strategy 

formulation, planning and budgeting, performance measurement and 

reporting, resource allocation, human resource management, infrastructure 

building, and stakeholder communications. Other innovative intiatives 

include customer facing processes. Processes at the customer interface such 

as sales, order management are the most critical to an organisation‘s success. 

Product and delivery processes, (manufacturing and operations) because 

nothing is more critical to a firm‘s competitive success than its ability to 

develop new products and services and deliver them to customers, product 

or service development and delivery processes are likely candidates for 

innovation in virtually any company. In summary, the successful adoption of 

e-commerce in an organization‘s operations will largely depend on the ex-

tent to which information flows can be harnessed to enhance the manage-

ment of the affected internal process (Barnes et al. 2002).  

B2B e-commerce is seen as a tool to increase efficiency through process 

improvement and reducing operating costs, in today‘s technology dominated 

business environment. The ways in which B2B e-commerce is transforming 

the existing business models are countless. In order to face the challenges 

presented by these transformations, it is vital to re-examine existing business 

processes and remember that B2B e-commerce is not as an end in itself but a 

cornerstone of an integrated business system. The B2B engagement is no 

longer an activity of managing a single point-to-point interaction. Instead, it 

is a challenge of managing business processes that are dynamic rather than 

static. Information and transaction exchanges take place through business 

processes, which drive organizations towards their goals. Doing paper or fax 
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invoices is associated with certain costs, as well as higher error rates (Unitt 

and Jones, 1999). With B2B, the costs are lower and if the master record 

serves as the foundation for the B2B document or the fax is solid then the 

error rates go down. Typically, B2B error rates are in essence less than 0.5 

percent but when other methods are used, error rates come up to 20-50 per-

cent. Hence, the need to convince firms that is the right way to go sounds 

easy, would the firm rather have less than 0.5 percent error rate or the 20-50 

percent error rate. For the firms that agree that they want 0.5 percent error 

rate, questions arise like, what do I have to do to get there?, how much is 

that going to cost me?, and how long is that going to take me?, this refers to 

the business technical, operational and financial requirements of the whole 

process. The process requirements include where things normally go wrong 

in the B2B supply chain with the business partners for the organization. For 

example in the areas of specifications, market capability, commitment de-

tails, performance standards, changes along the way, quality and warranties, 

logistics, payment, documentation, and third parties. For most firms that is 

where they start to go reluctant and think that is too long and costly. The 

initial starting costs are usually overwhelming for the smaller companies.  

2.6 Patterns and structure 

Patterns offer an alternative and flexible approach that bridges between 

theory, empirical evidence and experience, and that help resolve practical 

problems of organizations. Patterns and pattern libraries structural in nature 

exhibit different attributes in documenting their content. In fact, one needs to 

decide on the pattern structure before they can document it (Vlissides, 1996). 

Therefore, in our study we had to address the question of what pattern for-

mat is the most suitable for our audience. Literature review shows that pat-

tern development communities agree on the common principles of structur-

ing knowledge in a pattern form but that the actual structure of the pattern is 

for the pattern creator to decide (Gamma, 1995). This is the case because 

pattern libraries come in many forms addressing different needs. It is noted 

that no single form suits every problem domain (Vlissides, 1996). However, 

motivated by (Alexander et al. 1977) most pattern libraries use a consistent 

structure of naming the pattern, describing the problem, the context, and 

description of the solution. In this study we adopt similar common elements 

because we found that this format is the most easily accepted by our target 

audience. The structure of the pattern template used in this study is: title of 

the pattern, problem as the defect or undesired situation that the pattern in-

tends to solve, solution to the problem that has proven to work, and motiva-

tion explaining the significance and implications of the pattern. In some 

cases, we use citations to emphasize the application aspect of the pattern and 

its empirical grounding.  
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The patterns developed later in chapter 4, are presented in the pattern 

template format presented in table 7, i.e. naming a pattern, identifying a 

problem, context and solution to the problem. The pattern language helps in 

defining the relationships between the discovered patters that are presented 

in section 4.2.  

Table 7. The pattern template used 

Name  The name of the pattern 

Problem  Problem it tries to solve 

Context Argument and example of applicable areas 

Solution  What is the solution to the problem? 

2.7 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, we present theories of technology adoption, B2B models and 

B2B influencing factors. Using viewpoints obtained from literature studies, 

we synthesize a theoretical model for B2B engagements.  
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3 PROBLEM AREAS IN B2B 
INITIATIVES 

This chapter presents the research findings from the empirical studies. In 

section 3.1 we present B2B standard (X.12) adoption. This is followed by 

the organizational experience of organization R5 in 3.2, organization R2 in 

3.3, organization R4 in 3.4 and organization R6 in 3.5. Technological and 

organizational problems are discussed in 3.6. The chapter concludes with a 

chapter summary in 3.7. 

3.1 X.12 application  

In table 8, we present relevant inferences showing the membership as a re-

presentation by sector, and role area. The highest representative sector per-

centage is the computer and consulting industries at 35 percent. The com-

puter and software industry have been at the lead of using advanced EDI to 

streamline processes. Combining XML techniques with the company‘s sys-

tem configuration into a supply chain management is on the top of the 

agenda of most of the industry. The X.12 efficiencies have attracted both the 

big and small businesses, software developers like Ahmer Taylor, I.M. to 

computer consultants like EDI Source Inc and IBM Corporation. Companies 

are actively involved in open channels in different forms of applications with 

their business customers. The other representative analogy of companies and 

firms under this sector representing the biggest percentage is the vastness of 

the industry, from general computer companies, consulting, and software 

companies to standards developers.  

Table 8. List of big and small companies by sector (N=250) 

Sector Representation 

Financial and Insurance 15% 

Computer and Consulting 35% 

Health 32% 

Transportation 6% 

Other (Manufacturing, Apparel, Chemical, etc. 12% 

Total 100% 

.  
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The Health sector follows at 32 percent using X.12 adoption under the 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPPA) act. This is proba-

bly one of the few sectors that have attracted government participation more 

than any other. This could be based on the reasoning that the other sectors 

are more driven by the private rather than the public systems.  

The financial, and insurance is at 15 percent. This can be explained by the 

ease of developing standards with groups such as Interactive Financial Ex-

change an open standard financial data protocol. Other competitors include 

Open Financial Exchange, dealing with small transactions and Automated 

Teller Machines standards. In the industry there is no unified standard, but 

efforts are underway to have all these standards working therefore they have 

not been able to get as many members to come to the table and work with 

them and pay dues to the organization. Problems come from most companies 

wanting to use the standards but not ready to be involved in the startup oper-

ations of setting up the framework. In the age of internationalization of 

products and services through the Internet, coupled with stiff competition, 

banks, insurance companies and other financial institutions need to strategi-

cally rethink the fundamental ways they provide financial services. The 

member organisations in this category are banks, banking financial and 

banking government.  

Transportation sector is at 6 percent. The high need of connecting busi-

ness partners and their goods and services, internationally is going to bring 

more participation from the transportation sector. This is all geared at mak-

ing trade in the industry faster and cost effective. The companies include 

general transportation, transportation-motor, transportation-rail, and trans-

portation-ocean.  

The combined sector at 12 percent includes all the other sectors that are 

not generally classified above; examples include manufacturing, apparel, 

and chemical. The industries like automotive that were expected to continue 

being major players are not well represented and A4, organization R3 Presi-

dent has an explanation for that. ―These were among the founding member 

companies in the 70s but as they implemented they found no need to develop 

new transactions and, hence they pulled out.‖ Contributor A1, the organiza-

tion R1, current chair concurs with this notion ―it is hard to get big compa-

nies to continue working after they completed developing their core mes-

sage.‖ 

As shown in table 9, generally as far as role playing (in the B2B engage-

ment) is concerned the majority is the users at 25 percent; we have some few 

user-providers at 11 percent and vendor-providers at 12 percent. The user 

refers to the companies and organizations in the supply chain that receive, 

standardized documents using B2B e-commerce. The general interest com-

panies are the firms that would be interested in using the X.12 standard. In 
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addition they send all their transactions over the EDI platform. They have 

possibility scenarios of many to one. Vendor-provider these are more than 

users themselves in sending and receiving but they also provide the technical 

platform for the supply chain management, in the transaction process. 

Through secure and authenticated connections the vendor-providers author-

ize their respective end users for the B2B connections. The role played by 

most companies was the users; we have lowest representation of vendor-

providers and user-providers. 

Table 9. Organizations by roles 

Role Area Representation 

General Interest 25% 

User 25% 

User-Provider 11% 

Vendor- Provider 12% 

Not Identified 27% 

Total 100% 

The use of X.12 has been steadily growing from the mid 80‘s when the con-

cept of B2B became popular for cutting costs and reducing processing time. 

However, the late 90‘s and early 2000s, plagued by the dot-com era prob-

lems there was a slight decline. This is recovering as new models reveal how 

Internet based B2B e-commerce can reduce transaction costs.  

The highest percentage is from 2003 to 2006, (see table 10) this could be 

explained by regained confidence after the dotcom era. Most of the early 

adopters (in the 80‘s) are at the developed stage in their B2B capabilities. 

With web based service solutions, which automate all business transactions 

between trading partners. A gateway solution is used, that provides a plat-

form for secure data exchange. The solutions enable the clients to reach all 

the trading community, hence the agility and flexibility. Clients have testi-

fied to benefits of cost reduction and improved customer service.  

Table 10. Progression of EDI X.12 membership in the last 2 decades 

Period Representation(N=361) 

1985-90 18% 

1991-96 27% 

1997-02 22% 

2003-06 33% 

Total 100% 

 

Through the progression of years the big companies concluded that they 

have got what they needed, and as a result membership dropped to about 

half. A4 says ―for a long time in the late 1980s and 1990s we had huge par-
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ticipation with a membership of up to 700 to 800 from all industries across 

the country, and thousands at the meetings.‖ Mr. Connors adds ―they have 

B2B data platforms that meet their needs therefore they don‘t feel the need 

to participate as actively as they did before.‖ With big companies it is very 

hard to get them to agree; some, especially in the automotive industry, felt 

the need to go international, which consequently affected X.12 membership. 

Since the automotive industry does not participate in X.12 and has gone 

international with United Nations Centre for Trade facilitation and Electron-

ic Business, to build their messages. A4 says ―Their participation is missed 

and there are efforts to bring the two organizations together to see this re-

versed. They have a wealth of experience and financial clout, which would 

greatly enhance the ASC X.12 performances. This would help X.12 in gen-

eral build better standards.‖ 

In the government sector i.e. X.12 government participating organiza-

tions; membership takes on various forms from government banking, gov-

ernment healthcare to government in general, (see table 11). The govern-

ment healthcare just started joining in this decade, 2000-2005. In addition, 

the banking joined in 2006. Other government entities started as early as 

1986. 
 

Table 11. Government sector membership 

Industry 

 

Membership num-

ber 

Join date 

Banking 1 2006 

Government, Healthcare 3 2000-05 

Government 44 1986 

The adoption of X.12 B2B by the government entities to support business 

transactions continues to be slow. Currently, a few government organiza-

tions are doing business transactions via X.12 B2B.  

3.2 Organization R5  

Organization R5 B2B needs arose when they realized that there is much 

work being done re-entering output from other information systems. 

Exchange of purchase orders and invoices, and the whole B2B exchange 

was on paper and if they could automate that, it would save a teremedous 

amount in terms of the interfaces to the outside world. This could only be 

addressed with a standard such as X.12. A6 of LMI says ―In 2004, organiza-

tion R5 ruled DLSS to be obsolete and designated December 31, 2004, as 

the date when all systems were supposed to be migrated away from DLSS. 

This migration has not yet happened.‖ R5‘s logistics community uses a mix 

of systems and languages to exchange logistics-related data. Most of the 
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logistics transactions still use DLSS, with the remainder using X.12 or, in-

creasingly, XML. Many of organization R5‘s legacy systems cannot be 

changed. For example, the X.12 transactions selected for use by the logistics 

community use version 4010. A6 of LMI says ―Although X.12 is now in 

version 5030, system operators cannot take advantage of the benefits of 

5030 because of the limitations of the legacy systems. In fact, some of the 

committees have not even thought about migrating from 4010 to later ver-

sions.‖ 

Although the use of XML is increasing in the 2000‘s, its extensibility is 

causing some interoperability problems. This leads to the pattern ―apply 

interoperability through sector standard technologies.‖ Even within the same 

logistics community, system operators are using different XML standards 

United Nations Centre for Trade facilitation and Electronic Business, and 

Context Inspired Component Architecture (CICA) are two examples. Trans-

lation between these different standards is extremely difficult, if not imposs-

ible in some cases. A7 of LMI says, ―Department of defense has not expe-

rienced any version control problems with XML in the logistics environment 

primarily because the implementations have been small and disparate, how-

ever they are soon coming.‖ 

3.3 Organization R2 

This company believes that coordinating internal systems with the external 

environment would be the most significant opportunities with the usage of 

B2B e-commerce. Business process specialist says ―In this case link their 

ERP system, SAP R/3 of the firm, to include the firm's major suppliers.‖ 

This leads to the pattern ―inter-organizational systems.‖ Business process 

specialist adds ―The main incentive to increase the use of B2B e-commerce 

within the company includes maximizing supply chain economics. As for 

the future we plan to have B2B e-commerce tools incorporated in the overall 

strategic plan.‖  

Strategies include using standard based EDI for supply chain execution or 

management. The Internet usage is still in terms of a basic website for e-

commerce activities. The applications areas in the B2B e-commerce practise 

include order receiving, logistics, invoicing and payment. B2B technology 

has been used to eliminate clerical tasks, speed-up information transfer, re-

duce data errors, and eliminating unnecessary business processes or sub-

processes. Lack of understanding of supply chain concepts are seen as barri-

ers in increasing B2B usage in the organisation. Lowering costs of the sup-

ply chain were identified as the main motivation behind internal incentives 

for effective use of B2B e-commerce. While external incentives include 

increasing sales and closer relationships with customers. The major ob-

stacles presented for the business in the transition to B2B e-commerce in-
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clude lack of understanding by business personnel of e-commerce supply 

chain best practices. 

Though this company started with a transaction based model they believe 

that the strategic relationship based model works best for them. The model 

based on strategic relationship is more approriate because it is more 

integrated and enhances building membership and particpation. This in turn 

makes it more accomodating and also flexible. The company cited third par-

ties (such as a VAN) that perform the translation as the main point of prob-

lems in the supply chain with business partners. Exchange of structured 

documents within the company is done with minimum human interference.  

3.4 Organization R4 

The most significant opportunities with usage of B2B e-commerce as far as 

the organization is concerned are many, however cost avoidance and in-

creased productivity is the most visible and appreciated by management. 

Doing it faster, easier, and cheaper are the main triggers to increasing the use 

of B2B e-commerce within the company.  

The organization is planning for the future in terms of utilizing B2B e-

commerce tools by cost avoidance of VAN charges, and direct transfer op-

tions via Internet. Processes and logistics are largely automated using Inter-

net technology, creating an efficient chain of communication and manage-

ment. However, most is B2B data transferred by EDI via mainframe 

processes through direct connections or VANs. They do some secure FTP 

transfers via internet or by web-portals in their applications, but majority of 

communications such as mail boxing, protocol conversion, standard conver-

sion, and other value-added services like reliability, security, administration, 

implementation assistance, auditing, is done via VANs. As far as e-

commerce activities are concerned majority of their EDI is via dedicated 

VANs. Within this framework they communicate with customers as well as 

suppliers and other carriers. Application areas in their B2B ecommerce prac-

tice vary from e-procurement, to office banking. Just about everything done 

is at some point conveyed via EDI, from transportation tender from shipper, 

to inter-carrier movement instructions, to interchange advise to billing of 

customer.  

The assistant vice president for material management said the Internet is 

allowing the company to save money in the buying process. ―We have the 

potential for reducing prices, by widening the range of contractors. We can 

identify more bidders now that it is a nationwide net.‖  

The main barriers to increasing the use of B2B e-commerce within the 

company were identified as implementation with major partners, probably 

working around the implementation costs for the small and medium enter-

prises. The company is increasingly pushing these to web-portals for input 

which feeds into current EDI processes rather than pushing to do conven-
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tional EDI. Cost avoidance and increase productivity for them too, allows 

transfer of information in a usable format without human intervention. 

Thinking about B2B e-commerce in comparison with more 'traditional' me-

thods (mail, email, fax, etc.) of communication, the major obstacles pre-

sented for the business in the transition to B2B e-commerce are related to the 

high investments made in the value added network installation. This is dis-

cussed with a view of remembering the rail industry was involved in Trans-

portation Data Coordinating Committee back in the late ‗60s through their 

adoption as X.12 in ANSI around 1979. They have a huge installed base of 

mainframe-capable EDI partners. Their business analyst says ―Again, when 

we get down to the SME then the implementation costs are normally touted 

as the barrier.‖ ―The implementation costs are not the problem as much as 

the lack of data collection within the process being implemented.‖ This leads 

to the pattern ―business process re-engineering concepts.‖  

Asked about what is the best model that works for them, their business 

analyst says ―transaction based model.‖ Majority of transactions are not 

touched by humans. 

3.5 Organization R6 

Organization R6 started with opening up their networks in April 2001 with 

50 customers doing over a million kilo-characters worth of B2B. Today they 

have over 270 customers and doing six million kilo-characters that they 

process across their B2B IDX2 network. This is done in various formats. A 

web form on a web page allows a user to enter data that is, typically, sent to 

a server for processing and to mimic the usage of paper forms. Forms can be 

used to submit data to save on a server (e.g., ordering a product) or can be 

used to retrieve data (e.g., searching on a search engine).   

In terms of the network, organization R6 started with a frame relay net-

work. Despite the positive security advantages, the network provided, they 

had to deal with the disadvantage of hardware and software cost being too 

high, hence this turned out to be a bad experiment. The results of this did not 

go well partly because the target group was limited to the very large pur-

chase expense in large companies. In 2000, organization R6 got an Internet 

based Applicability Statement 2 (AS2) communications network being 

among the very first adopters, when they launched in April 2001. When AS2 

EDI over the Internet (EDI-INT) was just starting out it gave them a leading 

edge and since then organization R6 has been looking at enhancements on 

this Internet based AS2 communication network and consequently watching 

a steady growth with B2B EDI solutions adopters.  

In distribution, there is a lot more they can get out of e-commerce because 

distribution did not adapt the Internet based AS2 communication network. 

Big retailers all went on 100 percent with the AS2 communications network 

because of the volume of transaction that they could handle. Hence they are 
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already fully mature in the adoption process doing peer-to-peer AS2 connec-

tions, XML and all their variations. Most of electrical part manufacturers are 

convinced of the benefit of EDI, flat file or B2B, thus growth is evident for 

organization R6. The lead adopters come in and as they become more tech-

nically secure in the way of doing B2B e-commerce transactions, there is 

room to move on to other avenues such as B2B integration.  

Organization R6‘s growth rate without sales and marketing is between 12 

to 15 percent annually. Organization R6 has very few non-electrical compa-

nies using their IDX2 network for example grocery and pharmaceutical but 

they do not go out and sell the services to them. Such instances arise when 

one of their known customers compels their clients, that they could be sell-

ing electrical products to, for example, a warehouse, because it is good and 

saves them money, hence, as (Hart, and Saunders 1997) propose, problems 

of power and trust arise in the B2B EDI technology adoption. Contributor 

A9, says ―We just landed an account with a corrugated cardboard box com-

pany called Crew Wall, they are not in the electrical industry but still there 

going to benefit from the network.‖ However, organization R6 does not fo-

cus on that market because they are owned by the electrical industry. It is 

noted that they do not have all the electrical manufacturers and distributors 

on their network hence their focus is still to maximize the electrical industry. 

Contributor A8 agrees, ―the principal reason for the 12 to 15 percent annual-

ized growth is the Internet.‖ Value Added Networks (VANs) are expensive 

and require leased lines and if the Internet is used as the transport means to 

send an EDI document it takes some costs out of the equation. This is what 

the organization R6 network does with the help of the Internet.  

3.6 Problems and challenges  

This section presents the general overview of the problems and challenges 

that we have identified in the course of our investigation. It is organized in 

form of technological and organizational problems. These are presented in 

the context of intra- and inter-organizational problems. 

3.6.1 Technological problems  

The obvious advantages that B2B e-commerce brings with it, such as effi-

ciency, make B2B e-commerce a perquisite across all industries in the auto-

motive, transportation, government, real estate, healthcare, education, retail, 

grocery, warehousing, and financial services. However, for X.12 B2B there 

are considerable gaps and mysteries in the different sectors to the new adop-

tion insights. The use of X.12 has been steadily growing from the mid 80‘s 

(see table 12) when the concept became popular for cutting costs and reduc-

ing processing time. However the late 90‘s and early 2000s, plagued by the 

dotcom era problems, experienced a slight decline. This however is picking 
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up as new models reveal how B2B e-commerce can reduce transaction costs 

such as time and effort in finding products, services solutions, potential buy-

ers and suppliers. The highest percentage is from 2003 to 2006, (33 percent) 

which could be explained by regained confidence after the dotcom era. This 

also confirms (Bonaccorsi, and Rossi, 2002) findings as to the higher the 

number of adopters the higher the probability for others with the intent to 

adopt to join the bandwagon effect.  

Other problems include the telecommunication infrastructure, and chal-

lenges with the B2B tools being too complex to be efficiently used. This 

leads to the pattern ―user friendly software.‖ For the telecommunication 

infrastructure, greater numbers in the firms using the technology causes 

greater investment in the infrastructure, which in turn brings in more adop-

ters. In deciding, to adopt there was reference of how many other adopters 

are in the sector and how many other intend to adopt. Other firms wait for 

early adopters to see their performance and decide whether they will join or 

not. Critical mass of early adopters brings forth the industry pressure needed 

to bring in the majority and late adopters. This conforms to (Moore, 1991) 

technology adoption life cycle (as shown in figure 5) with the main catego-

ries of adopters as innovators (I), early adopters (EA), pragmatists (P), and 

the traditionalists (T). Chasm (C) is the time lag between the early adopters 

(EA), and pragmatists (P).  

Table 12. Comparing the results with Moore’s adoption process 

Period Representation Moore‘s process 

1985-90 18% Innovators and Early Adopters 

1991-96 27% Chasm 

1997-02 22% Chasm 

2003-06 33% Pragmatists 
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Figure 5. Adapted from (Moore, 1991) showing stages of adoption process 

The healthcare industry, in spite of being a late starter, shows tremendous 

growth. A4 says ―healthcare industry is the most active industry today.‖ He 

adds that this is partly because the federal government of the United States 

mandated that all medical practices use the HIPPA law, which requires that 

all medical practices and all healthcare insurance companies use X.12 for 

claims and other administrative transactions. This makes it a constantly 

emerging situation that will be going on for a long time. Currently in the 

healthcare sector, there are many other different standards; X.12 mostly 

works with administration and billing not clinical transactions. There is a 

need to harmonize these standards for them to be more interoperable.  

In the 80s subsequent to the recession in the 70s, the automotive industry 

needed to change how it did business. In order to have just-in-time inventory 

messages from the manufacturer all the way through the supply chain 

coming in very quickily are needed. The automotive sector had not been 

doing just-in-time inventory replinshement, therefore they were either 

buying too much that created storage problems or too little and hence runing 

out while they made their cars. As a result they knew that they needed to 

switch to just-in-time inventory management. This drove X.12 adoption and 

they basically pumped the resources into X.12 for all their suppliers. For its 

sucess, software vendors, and standard organisations were needed for the 

suppliers to communicate. Therefore, the automotive industry had it in their 

value chain. Similarly, the apparel industry pushed on the retail industry to 

try and save themselves and the apparel industry did not succed well in 

saving themselves because they ended up sending all their manufacturing 

overseas. But they basically were trying to do just-in-time inventory for 

themselves. They picked up the same idea as they moved it to retail. The 
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whole supply chain activities that happen inside the retail environment 

happen using the X.12 standards.  

Through the progression of years the big companies like General Motors 

concluded that they have got what they needed, therefore membership 

dropped to about half. A4 says ―for a long time in the late 80s and 90s we 

had huge participation with a membership of up to 700 to 800 from all in-

dustries across the country, and thousands at the meetings.‖ Mr. Connors 

adds that in the last few years some of the big companies have got what they 

needed; ―they have B2B data platforms that meet their needs, therefore, they 

don‘t feel the need to participate as actively as they did before.‖ With big 

companies it is very hard to get them to agree, some especially in the 

automotive industry felt the need to go international, which also affected 

X.12 membership. Today the automotive industry does not participate in 

X.12 and has minimal representation with UN/CEFACT. As stated above 

they are not building new messages. Their participation is missed and there 

are efforts to bring the two organizations together to see this reversed. They 

have a wealth of experience and financial clout, which would greatly en-

hance the ASC X.12 performances. This would help X.12 in general build 

better standards. 

In the case of organization R6, the main concern was that the companies 

assume that it is normal course of doing business without collecting matrix 

on error rate, e.g. orders or invoices. This leads to pattern ―key resource is 

the information format.‖ The business relationships between many compa-

nies have been unique to their business processes, hence their concerns over 

the new ideologies that the X.12-XML would address all the bottlenecks in 

electronic business. In addition, concerns with data security and the reliabili-

ty of the standard still arise. Therefore, just like the shipping company, they 

prefer to create their own networks in an attempt to leverage buying power 

more successfully. On the other hand, this causes the shipping company to 

face financial challenges of meeting the heavy costs involved in the private 

network. 

Organization R5‘s business partners do not use the same application 

software for exchange of data. Therefore, technical problems such as engi-

neering design adjustments arise. Department of Defense also faces chal-

lenges caused by their stand-alone (non-interoperable) systems with dispa-

rate data standards. 

3.6.2 Organizational problems  

EDI platforms built by the fortune 500 companies to exchange electronic 

messages were very expensive; hence these companies are not keen on the 

change because of the high investments in terms of time, money and human 

resources made earlier on. Besides, many of them believe they are doing fine 

with their EDI platforms and are not interested in investing more money in 

making vast changes, though some are willing to make small incremental 
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changes as they watch closely the return of investment. Main questions such 

as what is the move to XML going to get me still remain.  Hence the chal-

lenge for standard organizations is to determine and teach its members and 

potential members the value proposition of moving from X.12 into XML. 

They intend to address this through a strategy of moving from X.12 to XML 

by small increment changes rather than big moves as the value of moving 

over is appreciated. In the time when e-commerce activity is geared towards 

empowering SMEs to participate, this is expected to bring back the SMEs to 

build relationships hence increasing the adoption rate. However, before all 

this happens, harmonization is needed for the different standards within 

X.12 and the newer XML to be more interoperable. This leads to the pattern 

―harmonization through standard based centralized approach.‖ Efforts to 

address this are present but still in their early stages. Furthermore Mr. Kaa-

zaz, adds, ―my vision includes seeing the American standard being one and 

synonymous with the international standards, ―harmonization for the stan-

dards to create more efficiency.‖ With this said challenges remain for ASC 

X.12 like to get the competing standards groups to stop and evaluate the 

benefit that would come from harmonization. 

ASC X.12, strategies of increasing diffusion of X.12 include using the 

emerging standard XML, with the highly acclaimed syntax neutral architec-

ture called Context Inspired Component Architecture (CICA), which is more 

flexible and human readable than EDI. A4, says ―what we are trying to do 

with this architecture is to set ourselves for the long term future so that 

whatever comes along in XML we will be ready for it.‖ With this approach 

organization R1 with its experience and technical expertise, as the United 

States B2B primary standards body is leading the way to convergence of 

EDI and XML Standards to handle the business processes within an Internet 

based e-commerce environment. Challenges with the CICA architecture are 

that it is complicated. It is hard to get a wide group of people to understand 

that they can model their business and build messages simultaneously.  

Organization R5 faces data problems in disparate locations and scattered 

throughout the organization. This leads to the pattern adopt a centralized 

data repository. Furthermore, system obstacles include integration with in-

ternal applications and existing business methods. This leads to the pattern 

apply B2B integration concepts.While for the firearms company the main 

concern is transforming the organisational capabilities in line with e-

commerce strategies. This entails planning, and integration with the com-

pany‘s business processes. Therefore, this puts the focus on the firearms 

company‘s information flow, which is the business process. In addition, 

organization R5‘s business partners are not reengineering their business and 

their supporting information systems. Instead, they just try to patch on 

another system to the existing systems that could be there from the begin-

ning. Key elements to address here will be the understanding of making the 

business processes solid by synchronizing and integrating the processes. 

This leads to the pattern apply business process reengineering concepts. 
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3.7 Chapter summary 

In this chapter we have presented the findings from our empirical study and 

the challenges arising. These are addressed later in the next chapter in the 

pattern presentation.  
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4 PATTERNS 

In this chapter, we show the interpretation of the empirical findings in the 

form of organizational patterns in 4.1, the structure of patterns in 4.2 and 

chapter summary in 4.3. 

4.1 Organizational patterns  

In the following subsections, we present a set of patterns that contain solu-

tions to a given number of problems identified.  

4.1.1 Key resource is the information format  

Name: P1-Key resource is the information format. 

Problem: Companies assume that it is normal course of doing business 

without collecting matrix on error rate. This causes the system to mal-

function with the same errors repeatedly.  

Solution: Companies need to collect matrix on error rate, which will 

enable them to clean the system up while coordinating with trading part-

ners, consequently the error rates will go down. 

Motivation: For example, if a distributor sends an order to a manufactur-

er and receives the order with the incorrect information by fax or a B2B 

system, it will need manual reconciliation. Problems arise like sending 

the wrong part number the wrong price and the recipient entity will not be 

able to place the order, which calls for reconciliation. Moreover, most 

organizations do not keep track of these problems.  

B2B e-commerce is beneficial regardless of what definition is used, 

however if the information in the B2B document is not good then errors 

are passed on at a faster rate hence it is garbage at a faster rate going back 

and forth. Contributor A8 says ―All that means is that companies get the 

problems sooner and reconcile them quicker but still have the problems 

they did before.‖ Using incorrect data spoils the business system. Adopt-

ing B2B systems does not mean problems go away. It just means getting 

problems quicker because the system is electronic. Therefore the basis for 

any good B2B system is not necessary the EDI translator or the transfer 

protocol, it is how good is the information. 
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4.1.2 Apply business process reengineering concepts  

Name: P2-Apply business process reengineering concepts 

Problem: Organizations are not reengineering their business and their 

supporting information systems. Instead, they just try to patch on another 

system to the existing systems that could be there from the beginning. 

Solution: Organizations need to understand the stages of B2B e-

commerce growth and reengineer business processes (such as order ful-

fillment and delivery, which are at the heart of any business) concurrently 

with B2B implementation. Furthermore, they also need to build decision 

rules in the B2B e-commerce processes geared at operational efficiency.  

Motivation: In the last three decades, many organizations in the United 

States recognizing the need for more radical change in their business 

processes, intiated programs of BPR with the objective of achieving 

process cost reduction, improved quality, customer satisfaction, process 

execution and time reduction involved in the execution of each of the 

business process.  

Contributor A8 says, ―because they just did a B2B implementation, 

look at all the money I am making, they do not see it.‖ He adds, ―because 

the person who may be processing an order manually or receiving and 

order manually they don‘t fire them they move them up to another divi-

sion or something else so they are not really removing the cost element. 

They are just redeploying the assets to some other place.‖ This will ena-

ble the companies obtain the full benefits that B2B solutions are supposed 

to bring in terms of reducing staff overheads. 

4.1.3 Harmonization through standard based centralized 

approach  

Name: P3-Harmonization through standard based centralized approach. 

Problem: Organizations face B2B connections obstacles and problems of 

streamlining cross-organizational processes. For example, an order ful-

fillment requires collaboration between distributed platforms across mul-

tiple business partners. 

Solution: Build B2B solutions that are driven by standards. For example 

governments can develop and apply standards based procurement poli-

cies.   

Motivation: Standards such as X.12 are important because they are not 

only about producing norms, but help to add credibility, focus and critical 

mass in markets for new technologies hence reducing cost to adoption. 

Therefore standardization of processes and transactions is a method, since 

co-operation is simplified if the same types of standards are used. Inte-

grating cross company business process standards in an inter-

organizational system context is an emerging phenomenon on several 

business fronts. The practice is viewed as an enabler towards solidifying 
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B2B connections. 

Contributor A7 says, ―organization R5 encountered version and back-

ward-compatibility problems when some system operators needed sys-

tems changes, such as additional data, faster than they could be imple-

mented through the centralized approach. The proliferation of changes 

outside DLSS made version control and backward compatibility increa-

singly difficult.‖ Instances where one system using a data element to in-

dicate a color instead of the status of a shipment, which was the original 

intent calls for a change to be made outside the standard. In Organization 

R6‘s experience, Contributor A9 says ―most manufacturers insist on us-

ing SAP's R/3 integrated suite of applications with significant market 

share in the ERP arena or Oracle. And with SAP or Oracle they do not 

have all the necessary components. Hence, they have to put additional 

components and buy separate applications for the B2B engagements.‖ 

4.1.4 Adopt a centralized data repository  

Name: P4-Adopt a centralized data repository 

Problem: Companies face data problems in disparate locations and scat-

tered throughout the company. 

Solution: To get their data in an easy to reach environment platform 

companies need to redesign the whole internal procedure of supply chain 

management. With the concept of having all the major drivers, such as 

inventory, transportation, production and facilitates of the supply chain 

feeding into the centralized repository. 

Motivation: For example every time a client wants to go on a trip they 

have to visit multiple websites to get an online ticket, which is similar to 

what the companies need to do. Information is never centrally located. 

All the fields for one product have different attributes. As they grow and 

develop their systems they never really combine them as one hence dif-

ferent attributes and information because one system was built on top of 

another system. When they need to provide data for a product or to ar-

range cataloguing for electronic sales they are trying to pull from these 

disparate locations which causes many potential places of failure because 

data is connecting from different areas which would be avoided in case of 

one central repository.  

Contributor A8 ―Product price information is really the ingredients 

that serve as the foundation for the B2B documents.‖ With the data ware-

house within the company‘s backend system allows all divisions to pick 

the information and use one single version of the truth. The externals of 

the company can use that same information to populate their web or if 

they have an extranet or portal, they can use it for XML point to point. 

Using an XML document to send an invoice that same information would 

be coming out of that database. This is one method to solve all the firm‘s 
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problems because the customers are driving the trading partners and the 

trading partners find which of these they are going to use. Because the 

trading partners such as the distributors are all of different size and capa-

bility from a million dollar distributor to a billion dollar distributor. A 

million dollar distributor is not going to invest in an expensive EDI sys-

tem. He would go for an option of multiple suppliers being tied up on his 

website and they will download the information that way. Contributor A8 

says ―We do not think that is efficient but guess that is the way life is, In 

today‘s environment capabilities are necessary to do all of this.‖ One 

supplier or manufacturer doing one-on-one with one trading partner is not 

very efficient because in the electrical industry on average a distributor 

has 250 suppliers. This would need a distributor to visit the 250 websites 

extranets or portals. 

4.1.5 Apply B2B integration concepts  

Name: P5-Apply B2B integration concepts 

Problem: The B2B technologies do not adequately facilitate interaction 

between organizations with their business partners (clients). 

Solution: Restructure content strategies to focus on interactivity and in-

tegration. This includes the extent to which the intra- and inter-

organizational B2B systems are capable of sharing information with each 

other. 

Motivation: Integration will be beneficial to participating parties in busi-

ness process For example the integration of customer relationship man-

agement and B2B provides information instantly to clients thus enhanc-

ing customer satisfaction. Companies need to rebuild their systems in 

order to become compatible with those of other communities that are 

advancing in a network-centered environment using emerging technolo-

gies. Contributor A9 says, ―organization R6 clients face problems of 

sending documents electronically that recipients cannot get because the 

systems are not integrated.‖ ―This causes the receiving companies to ma-

nually re-enter information which downplays the full benefit that could be 

achieved because of the manual factor.‖  

Organizations like R6 can play various roles in building up the strateg-

ic viewpoint for their clientele. Organization R6 can take the mandate to 

direct the firms to a good solution that will meet there immediate needs 

but then provide some responsibility to the firms to answer internal pro-

cedure questions. 
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4.1.6 Apply interoperability through sector standard 

technologies  

Name: P6-Apply interoperability through sector standard technologies 

Problem: Companies face challenges caused by their stand-alone (non-

interoperable) systems. They have disparate data standards and backward 

compatibility caused by operating in different versions. 

Solution: Data interoperability technologies as discussed in section 2.4 

that focus at the data level to ease the transition of data from machine to 

machine. They would build on standards like X.12, and attempt to pro-

vide seamless integration among machines. In addition, organizations 

facing this problem should move EDI enabled connections to the Internet. 

Motivation: Operation of B2B technologies at the system level, allows 

systems to exchange information in disparate formats creating a greater 

scope of interoperability. It would allow legacy data formats to exist, 

while improving interoperability between the company and others. Con-

tributor A6 says ―by utilizing one or more of the interoperability technol-

ogies, organizations would eliminate many of its version control and 

backwards integration problems because the technologies operate at le-

vels higher than the data.‖ Thus, data in old formats could be manipulated 

and transferred by systems using newer formats. 

4.1.7 Apply interoperability through sector standard 

technologies  

Name: P7-User friendly tools 

Problem: For adopters‘ challenges with the B2B tools, is that they are 

complicated. It is hard to get a wide group of people to understand that 

they can model their business and build messages simultaneously. 

Solution: Software vendors should produce user-friendly tools to reduce 

complexity that will make adoption of B2B easier even by SMEs. 

Motivation: Contributor A1 says, ―What we are trying to do is to en-

courage the software community to develop tools, so that the data in-

volved in a particular business message can be entered into the tool and 

the tool will help them model their message, the model can then automat-

ically populate the X.12 CICA.‖ ―This is a very high priority for us right 

now. The people at the end in the sub-committees vary in technical exper-

tise; we want to create a platform that will allow as many as possible to 

build CICA complaint messages without having to understand all the new 

nuances of the architecture. If they enter the data it will come out the 

backend the way they want it and have strong, reusable component.‖ 
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4.1.8 Inter-organizational factors  

Name: P8-Inter-organizational factors 

Problem: Organizations have problems of acting as individuals in creat-

ing their own networks in an attempt to leverage buying power more suc-

cessfully. This causes financial problems to meet the heavy costs in-

volved in the private VANs. In cases where industries are dominated by 

standards, organizations seek differential advantage that results in down 

playing the standards. 

Solution: Build business relationships that go beyond transactions and 

allow for flexibility of trading partners by using standard based organiza-

tions.  

Motivation: Clients for organization R6 have been noted to come from 

firms, like Sterling commerce a company that provides process automa-

tion solutions, or its competitors, webMethods, a company that provides 

business integration software and GXS which provides B2B EDI and on-

demand supply chain integration, synchronization and collaboration 

solutions. Other clients were originally using the traditional VAN ap-

proach. Contributor A8 says, ―Main Context for organization R6 clients 

switching over was looking for a solution that they can use to form stra-

tegic alliances to meet new strategic business opportunities.‖ He adds that 

―Our clients‘ decision to adopt the organization R6 network is influenced 

by the nature of relationships between the organization and its existing 

and potential trading partners.‖ 

4.2 Structure of patterns 

In this section we present a diagram (see figure 6) of how the patterns relate 

to each other. The pattern adopting a centralized data repository relies on 

other patterns such as harmonization through a standard based centralized 

approach. This creates an environment of common protocols and operating 

interoperable standardized platforms, which is important for communication 

of business messages. The pattern of user-friendly tools works hand in hand 

with the pattern of inter-organizational factors. This will help companies 

avoiding problems of doing B2B because they have been forced into it and 

not because they see the value. The pattern of applying B2B integration con-

cepts through web service based solutions, will automate all business trans-

actions between trading partners both within and the external part of the 

company, which works together with the pattern of applying interoperability 

through sector standard technologies. Using the pattern of applying business 

process reengineering concepts after collecting matrix on error rate will feed 

into a centralized data repository that acts as a gateway solution that pro-

vides a platform for secure data exchange. No matter what content standards 

such as X.12 are being used this solution enables the client to reach all the 
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trading community, hence agility and flexibility. Clients will testify to bene-

fits of cost reduction and improved customer service.  
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Figure 6. Organization of patterns  

4.3 Chapter summary 

In this chapter we presented the organizational patterns, which are presented 

with a particular sequence followed. And the structure of patterns to show 

how the patterns relate together. These relationships vary from pattern to 

pattern, as shown in figure 6 above.  
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5 CONCLUSIONS  

In this section we summarize the contributions of the research in section 5.1 

concluding remarks in 5.2 and future work in 5.3. 

5.1 Contributions 

This research contributes to existing literature by providing a set of patterns. 

In these patterns are problems with their corresponding possible solutions. 

The research questions were answered as follows. 

 

Question One: What are the reoccurring problems faced by organiza-

tions in the B2B engagements?  

This was addressed by reviewing the status of B2B e-commerce diffusion by 

X.12 standards in the United States outlined in chapter 3. Specifically we 

assessed X.12 diffusion by industry sectors, in section 3.1. We then review 

the government sector, with emphasis on the challenges of organization R5 

as a leader in e-commerce transactions in the sector in section 3.2. Further-

more, we assessed other cases including organization R2 that has been doing 

B2B based transactions since 1970s in section 3.3. In addition organization 

R4 doing B2B engagements for over three decades and a standards organiza-

tion in section 3.4, organization R6 that facilitates B2B e-commerce in the 

electrical Industry in section 3.5. We examine the overall theme of problems 

and challenges that management is facing in B2B e-commerce adoption in 

section 3.6.  

 

Question Two: What are the solutions to the problems in question 1 

which can be used as best practices in the B2B engagements?  

This can be seen from the knowledge capture in form of the organizational 

patterns. The emphasis was on investigating and describing the features and 

function provided by B2B e-commerce technologies rather than the technical 

implementation solutions that change from time to time.  

Insights are provided that are beneficial to business managers and strateg-

ic leaders in the various sectors that are seeking to formulate new strategies 

in the global internet based economy to take advantage of the B2B e-

commerce technology. The cases were all from the U.S as the global B2B e-
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commerce adoption leader. These cases would be beneficial to other indu-

strialized nations and regions that are aiming to replicate the adoption pat-

tern of the United States.  

However, limitations of the study include the time span and scope of the 

study. Qualitative studies of this nature would require multiple and long 

term experiments. As the companies‘ experience is an iterative process. The 

nature of the topic is not region specific, although for purposes of this study 

we focus on one country i.e. United States. 

5.2 Concluding remarks 

In this section we present a synopsis of the research by outlining conclusive 

remarks. 

B2B is a very complex heavy set of message standards, with so 

many variations that they differ from network to network, from In-

dustry to Industry, and are quite expensive to interface with all its 

variations. They have generally been designed for batch transmission 

and processing. Just adding this to the Internet does not really do 

much to solve the problem, or add any real benefit. It is would be 

like saddling the Internet with a paper-based system - e.g. sending 

faxes to people rather than emails. Companies need to learn how to 

extend the core applications such as customer relationship manage-

ment with their business partners.  

 

In the management of the supply chain the key resource is the infor-

mation format. For most companies the approach to adoption is be-

ing done the other way round. Like many other companies these case 

study companies are being pressured into adopting by the industry 

rather than seeing the benefits. Hence, failure rates attributed to fail-

ure to change the internal procedures. The B2B systems are not inte-

grated with the internal systems. These adopters need to map strateg-

ic business process reengineering plans for their B2B technology to 

be improved.  

 

The determinants of B2B e-commerce adoption vary from firm size, 

qualified personnel; to industry pressure. Also predominant is the or-

ganization stage in the technology adoption process. This is consis-

tent with the general IT adoption theories; the adoption process has 

an impact on the ultimate success of the technology. This is relevant 

to B2B e-commerce adopters because, once understood, it provides 

valuable answers for enhancing the usage of (B2B) solutions to in-

crease profits. Through analysis of the adoption process the organi-

zations can develop strategic plans focused at a predetermined stage 

of the adoption process.  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Part III presents the research carried out after the Licentiate thesis (part II) 

by building upon the background, theory discussion and initial findings of 

part II. Part III further develops and validates the idea of using the pattern 

approach as a means to capture knowledge and store it in a reusable form. 

The problem area and justification is discussed in section 1.1. This is fol-

lowed by research goal and questions in section 1.2. Section 1.3 presents the 

research process with steps for developing the B2B engagement pattern lan-

guage in the following subsections as follows. Eliciting candidate patterns is 

presented in 1.3.1, evaluating suitability in section 1.3.2, documenting pat-

tern in section 1.3.3, and pattern validation in section 1.3.4.  

1.1 Problem area 

According to (Booch, 2008) ―The challenge for every organization is to find 

the sweet spot that provides the right balance of innovation, predictability, 

repeatability, and risk confrontation for that project at every given moment.‖ 

In the B2B engagement there is a problem of poor implementation of B2B 

solutions due to the complexity of numerous standards. The reason for poor 

implementation appears to be that domain experts are non-intuitive to the 

B2B system requirements. This concept stems from an understanding that 

the greatest needs of business are participation by decision makers in tech-

nological implementation. With an increasing complexity of technology and 

the loss of knowledge with a shifting workforce, the creation of an approach 

for knowledge capture which is intuitive, accessible, but empirically based, 

is critical to business innovation and the quality design of IT. 

B2B practice is a lot about capturing and using the existing best practices, 

therefore this research proposes the B2B engagement pattern language as a 

“solution” to implementation problems because it shows the when, why and 

how of going about the implementation. The elements of the pattern allow 

the potential pattern user to make a judgment as to the pattern‘s usefulness, 

appropriateness, and applicability in different contexts. In addressing the 

problem, we analyze, interface systems and protocols that contribute to effi-

cient transactions and delivery operation. Moreover, we examine the neces-

sary B2B engagement requirements that need to be setup to allow transac-

tion operations to proceed without road bumps. To make this practical, it 
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would call for trading partners having to adhere to consensus processes fol-

lowing established structures.  

1.2 Research questions 

The research goal of part III is to extend, enhance and validate the initial 

pattern language developed in part II. Hence the first two questions tackled 

in part II are revisited and two more questions are added as follows. 

 

1. What are the reoccurring problems faced by organizations in the 

B2B engagements?  

2. What are the solutions to the problems in question 1 which can be 

used as best practices in the B2B engagements?  

3. What are the considerations in setting up B2B engagement best 

practices? 

4. What is the overall usefulness of the captured best practices for the 

B2B engagement? 

1.3 Research process  

The research process follows the seven guidelines of design science as stated 

by (Hevner et al. 2004), namely: design as an artifact, problem relevance, 

design evaluation, research contributions, research rigor, design as a search 

process and communication of the research.  

To develop the knowledge artifact we use multiple knowledge discovery 

techniques for example, observing practice of the organization‘s business 

process in the day-to-day B2B business operations. Other sources of know-

ledge for eliciting candidate patterns included business documentation (ma-

nuals, repositories and intranet) with description, policies, internal rules, 

archival sources like project reports, face to face, and phone interviews. As 

part of the research process we joined pattern related discussion groups that 

helped provide insight into building pattern languages. Raw data (interviews, 

field notes and documents) was used to draw theoretical-logical themes for 

B2B engagements.  

Literature review in the B2B domain was aimed at helping us establish 

scope and problem area of B2B engagements and patterns, which in turn 

influenced our decision in picking the organizations for the study. The 

organizational cases are selected, according to whether or not they are 

involved in a B2B engagement (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). In the case 

examination, we aimed at understanding the organizations and their cultures 

to figure out how they would use the pattern language. Table 13 shows the 

list of organizations that contributed to this process.  
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Table 13. List of organizations and their contributors used in part III 

Reference Organization description Contributors 

R7 A multi service provider (Internet, data, multimedia, and voice) that presents 
a complex web of networks with its vendors. The B2B exchange is still to 

some extent on research because they do not have standard transaction 

templates for accessing and executing transactions.  

A10 

R8 Wireless service provider Organization with multiple vendors for their B2B 

engagement.  

A11, A12 

R9 Company that enables B2B document exchange. It provides a B2B platform 

with a large numbers of suppliers, with which, buyers do considerable 

business often exchanging hundreds or thousands of documents.  

A13 

R10 Technology based enterprise providing complete automation of business 

document through electronic media coordination for partners in the telecom 
industry.  

A14,A15 

R11 E-business firm specializing in creating visibility throughout all layers of the 

enterprise. Exposes cause-and-effect relationships between strategy, busi-
ness processes, applications and infrastructure. 

A16 

R12 A provider of high-performance software solutions that deliver a return on 
information by streamlining enterprise information supply chains.  

A17 

R13 A global B2B e-commerce solutions provider. They make it easy for buyers 

and suppliers to exchange electronic business documents and integrate them 
into their information systems.  

A18, 

R14 A software company in the B2B arena that created the B2B translation 
software for transaction exchange. 

A19 

R15 A facilities-based competitive communications provider of Internet and 

voice looking to implement a comprehensive B2B solution and replace the 
existing internal system. By identifying problem areas, company is able to 

self-fund the development of the B2B system. The company‘s B2B solutions 
continue to save the organizations more than 10 percent of their total 

monthly expenditure. 

A20 

R16 Organization that communicates and collaborate with their customers, 
partners and suppliers by providing solutions that enable seamless integra-

tion of key business processes. 

A21 

R17 This a systems organization providing B2B solutions to companies of all 

sizes. There services leverage the power and cost-effectiveness of the Inter-

net to conduct business electronically. 

A22, A23 

After identifying the organizations, we went about designing data collection 

tools in form of questionnaires and interview guides. Data gathered was 

validated with a different set of people to provide a means of confidence that 

a representative set of patterns of a B2B systems environment have been 

addressed. 
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Design evaluation, research rigor and design as a search process are evi-

denced in the pattern development process used in this study. The approach 

adapted from (Rolland et al. 2000; Bubenko, Persson and Stirna 2001) 

started in the 1990s with Framework 4 ESPRIT Project ELEKTRA. This 

was later enhanced in framework 5 project HyperMedia and Pattern Based 

Knowledge Management for Smart Organization (Bubenko, Persson and 

Stirna 2001) and VINNOVA project EKLär (Persson, Stirna & Aggestam, 

2008). The EKP approach supports the process of knowledge capturing, 

packaging, documenting, sharing, applying, transforming and innovating. 

Representation of the organizational knowledge in the form of organization-

al patterns is supported guidelines for participatory knowledge acquisition 

and application.  

The EKP approach proposes a four step procedure to pattern development 

as follows: 1) eliciting candidate patterns, 2) evaluating suitability, 3) docu-

menting pattern, and 4) pattern validation. The steps beginning with pattern 

collection were iterative, i.e. while we expected to go from 1 to 4, it was 

common practice to revisit previous steps In the following sub-sections we 

will present the different stages of the pattern development process in detail.  

1.3.1 Eliciting candidate patterns 

The objective of this stage was to flesh out a set of patterns in a draft form 

for review that came to 55 patterns. Our focus was on quality rather than 

quantity. This process uses the design guidelines discussed earlier in part I, 

section 1.4. 

This began with addressing the essential components of the pattern such 

as the problem addressed by the pattern and the solution proposed by the 

pattern. In order to have pattern representation as best practice solutions they 

are described in a cookbook fashion bearing in mind scope and generality. 

Questions we asked ourselves in eliciting candidate patterns included would 

the solution be reusable. Moreover, ―…suitability has to do with both the 

usage and the knowledge parts of the description of knowledge (Brash, 

2000).‖ Therefore not all the knowledge is documented.  

Eliciting candidate patterns also meant giving titles to the problem-

solution pairs, i.e. the pattern name. In getting pattern names, we were think-

ing descriptive, meaningful and memorable i.e. related to the function of the 

pattern but short enough for a normal conversation. A good pattern name 

also provides reference to the pattern (Rising, 1998). Accessibility goes with 

identifying appropriate tags or keywords for easy retrieval of the pattern that 

makes the patterns more usable to the target audience. As the language 

grows over time, classification hierarchies could be used to help make re-

trieval of patterns much easier.  

In this phase of the pattern development process, we moved between eli-

citing candidate patterns and evaluating their suitability concurrently. Fur-

thermore, the degree of detail for the patterns was also enhanced as the pat-
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tern development process went along. The pattern development process in-

volves some magnitude of trial and error we did not necessary perform all 

steps 1 to 4 on a set of patterns before starting a new elicitation round (see 

figure 1). 

1.3.2 Evaluating suitability 

This stage involved correcting, accepting and rejecting the patterns devel-

oped at stage 1. The intent was to review the set of 55 draft patterns to see 

their feasibility. During the process, the initial 55 candidate patterns elicited 

were later reduced to 25 after evaluating their suitability. This was because 

we noticed relationships between some patterns and therefore merged them 

to form more concrete patterns. It is vital to concentrate on pattern relation-

ships earlier in the process (c.f. figure 7 and 8). In figure 7 a set of patterns 

address transaction formats and access. 
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Figure 7. Example of pattern relationships 

Spending time comparing and contrasting patterns early on will help keep 

your patterns distinct and complementary (Vlissides, 1996). The patterns in 

figure 7 can act as unit but also serve as connection to the rest of the pattern 

language as shown in figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Related patterns 

The discussions in evaluating suitability took the shape of interviews either 

by phone or face to face. Each interview was about 30 minutes. The inter-

view follows two principles, 1) is the draft pattern on track? 2) Does solution 

make sense? The contributors in these discussions were the same group of 

people that contributed in the initial stage of developing the pattern. The 

interviews were less formal because at this stage the problem-solution areas 

were already agreed upon. Therefore, the idea was to refine the pattern and 

find out whether it is acceptable.  
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1.3.3 Documenting pattern 

In documenting the B2B engagement, pattern language the principle aim is 

to make the language readable so that others may learn from it, and make 

use of it in similar situations. Among the people who have built pattern lan-

guages there is recognition that documenting the pattern needs an open plat-

form such as a website. For instance, if someone wanted to integrate a pat-

tern they could do that through the website. If somebody else decided to 

improve a particular pattern, they would have access to the language to do 

that. In the case of Yahoo, the registry of pattern collections is searchable 

and this is seen as a possible starting point for integrating different expe-

rience and expertise. 

Once the knowledge was captured, the following step was to package it in 

a form usable by different users in the B2B engagement. Some patterns con-

tained knowledge that needed to be decomposed into separate knowledge 

chunks to be useful. This process also required some degree of generaliza-

tion. Breaking down models into several patterns, helps make sense of B2B 

technologies. Other fields like context as the preconditions, under which the 

problem and its solution seem to recur, were documented and the relation-

ships between patterns were added.  

1.3.4 Pattern validation 

Part of the process of developing patterns was validating patterns. I.e. we 

assessed the reuse potential of the proposed patterns outside the organiza-

tional context in which they were developed. We achieved this by using 20 

evaluators who were different from the initial contributors in writing out the 

patterns. Table 14 shows a list of evaluator profiles. 

The pattern evaluation process is part of practices for making a good pat-

tern. This would be similar to a writer‘s workshop used at Pattern Languages 

of Programs (PLoP) conferences. In Plop the idea is to create a forum where 

authors of patterns have an opportunity to get feedback. In our case the eva-

luators presented in table 14 above provide that feedback. All this is impor-

tant because patterns keep evolving with numerous iterations. One such ap-

proach to capturing feedback is a writer’s workshop which can be seen as a 

distinctive scientific method (Gabriel, 2008). He says ―….use of writers‘ 

workshops is not simply part of a process of improving the presentation of 

pattern languages—though that is important—but is also part of discovering 

the best characterization of the pattern language...‖. The writer’s workshop, 

as a focus group involves a moderator facilitating a small group discussion 

between selected individuals who have read a particular pattern (The Hill-

side Group 2009). This confirms with qualitative research approach, where 

the research process design can emerge as the study unfolds i.e. the concep-

tual approach is ‗path-based‘. Where rather than attempting to define all of 

the pattern development process before hand, the research focuses on pro-
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viding a path for the pattern development process over time. This is because 

discovery of knowledge is an ongoing process in an organization. 

 

Table 14. List of evaluator profiles 

Ref Evaluator Profile 

E1 Executive overseeing e-commerce solutions.  

E2 Lead architect for the deployment of e-commerce infrastructures. 

E3 Executive director of e-business for a global e-business solutions company.  

E4 Technology analyst and Senior Consultant with a Distributed Computing Architecture service.  

E5 An independent B2B consultant who has worked with many end user corporations.  

E6 B2B standards head driving standards initiatives. 

E7 Manager for a standards based e-commerce service provider. 

E8 Government consultant for the business process functions. 

E9 President of corporation, which provides business-to-business (B2B) ecommerce solutions. 

E10 Head of B2B Strategy, for consulting company.  

E11 Team lead in developing detailed designs for system architectures. 

E12 Senior consultant with a distributed computing architecture service experience. 

E13 Chief Enterprise Architect with over 20 years experience in distributed computing technologies. 

E14 Senior level systems architect that defines requirements for service-oriented information sharing. 

E15 Executive consultant provides e-business thought leadership for executives.  

E16 Consultant in IT and the Internet leading several e-commerce development teams. 

E17 Independent consultant that has worked with multiple B2B software vendors.  

E18 Founder and principal of B2B that provides select products and services in the data transaction.  

E19 National Practice Leader for e-Business Risk Solutions.  

E20 Enterprise Architect with transaction processing experience. 

The validation process was formed after a set of patterns had been developed 

and it showed the external consistency of the knowledge embedded in de-

veloping the patterns.  
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We adopted a pattern evaluation approach (ELEKTRA Consortium, 

1999; Rolland et al. 2000) that has been tailored and used in a number of 

subsequent projects. The approach puts forward a number of hypotheses and 

then validates them with a set of criteria addressed by questionnaires. The 

approach used in (ELEKTRA Consortium, 1999) evaluates the overall use-

fulness of the knowledge embedded in patterns using the following criteria:  

Usefulness: The degree to which the usage of the pattern would provide a 

substantial contribution in the context of a real problem-solving application.  

Relevance: The degree to which a pattern addresses a significant problem in 

the sector.  

Usability: The degree to which the pattern can be used in the context of a 

real application.  

Adaptability: The degree to which the solution advocated by the pattern can 

be modified to reflect a particular situation.  

Adoptability: The degree of acceptance of the pattern to be used by domain 

experts for resolving a particular problem of interest.  

Completeness: The degree to which a pattern offers a comprehensive and 

complete view of the problem under consideration and of the proposed solu-

tion.  

Coherence: The degree to which the pattern constitutes a coherent unit in-

cluding correct relationships with other patterns.  

Consistency: The degree to which the pattern conforms to existing know-

ledge and vocabulary used in the sector.  

Prescriptiveness: The degree to which the pattern offers a concrete and tang-

ible proposal for solving a problem, in particular with respect to the steps 

necessary for its implementation as described in the guideline.  

Granularity: The level of detail at which the pattern addresses a problem. 

Evaluation feature (2) addresses the usefulness of the pattern format to 

knowledge capture as follows:  

Usefulness: The degree to which the language captures and conveys the re-

levant knowledge for describing patterns. 
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Comprehensiveness: The degree to which different elements of the pattern 

(e.g. problem, solution, and motivation.) are adequate for understanding its 

purpose. 

Richness: The degree to which language is able to describe the different 

aspects of a pattern one is expecting in such a description. 

Relevance: The degree to which conceptual primitives chosen are appropri-

ate for expressing the respective parts of pattern knowledge. 

1.4 Outline of part III 

The rest of part III is structured as follows. Chapter 2 maps out the problems 

in B2B initiatives that are the point of discussion in the organizational pat-

terns presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents a requirements perspective 

for application of these patterns in a B2B environment. Patterns validation is 

presented in chapter 5. Summary and reflections on the research questions 

conclude part III in chapter 6. In chapter 6 we also discuss a comparison of 

the B2B patterns with a number of other cases where organizational patterns 

have been used to capture, document, and share competitive organizational 

knowledge. 
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2 EMPIRICAL STUDY 

The objective of this chapter is to present the empirics from the observation, 

in identifying a set of problems involved in the B2B engagements. The prob-

lems identified present the problem cases for the patterns discussed later in 

chapter 3. This is done in the form of analyzing B2B operations and poten-

tial problems. We start by examining the B2B services in section 2.1 fol-

lowed by the business processes and problems in 2.2. Section 2.2 is further 

divided into 2.2.1 electronic media process, 2.2.2 data management process, 

2.2.3 file service process and 2.2.4 missing file process. Section 2.3 ad-

dresses formats, access modalities, and 2.4 transmission options. Summary 

in section 2.5 concludes the chapter. 

2.1 B2B services  

The B2B services in, e.g., a medium-size enterprise working the telecom-

munication sector provide complete automation of business documents (the 

bill that a billing carrier submits to another carrier using its network) through 

electronic media coordination and print file technology. For organizations in 

the B2B systems domain, handling volumes of transactions over computer-

mediated networks in the most efficient manner is top priority. The electron-

ic media process converts business document from non-standard formats e.g. 

print files (PRN), data files (DAT), portable document files (PDF), space 

delimited files (SDF) and formatted text files (TXT) to an industry-wide 

standard transaction format which is carrier access billing system (CABS) at 

minimum levels of detail (see figure 9). The level of detail for file entry may 

vary based on file layout and content. The principal process is divided into 

sub-processes that include electronic media process, data management 

process, file services process, manual entry process, and missing file 

process.  

CABS is the North American standard for carrier-to-carrier billing and is 

the only industry standard format that provides the detailed file information 

required to maximize audit savings. It is controlled by ordering and billing 

forum (OBF) committee, made up of industry experts. This committee 

makes updates that are used to address industry changes that impact billing. 

In general, the CABS format is updated two times a year. The OBF commit-

tee controls another format created to support trading partners who do not 

use the CABS billing output specification referred to as the small exchange 
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carrier access billing standard (SECABS) which is updated less regularly. 

SECABS focuses on identifying information that small trading partners pro-

vide in order to meet criteria for complete and verifiable bills. Once a year 

the alliance for telecommunications and industry solutions and the OBF 

publish updates to the SECAB guidelines.  

There is a problem of dealing with different release cycles. The company 

sends a transaction in a non-supported version. The data becomes misaligned 

causing the functionality of the system to malfunction. When an unsupported 

version is loaded, the system simply rejects the file saying format is not 

identified. The file log does not say it identified the file as standard format 

but version as not supported. In addition, trading partners, especially in the 

foreign markets are hard pressed to get the most recent versions of system, 

and must make custom modifications behind the scenes to maintain produc-

tivity. In summary, versions are not always in line with what trading partners 

are capable of providing. This is discussed in versioning and compatibility in 

4.1.16 
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Figure 9. Services overview 

 

The technology extracts information from the business document delivered 

in different media types, namely: reel to reel magnetic tape, compact disc 
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(CD), data cartridge, digital versatile disc (DVD), email, file transfer proto-

col (FTP), internet download, value added network (VAN), and web data to 

create mechanized (electronic file that follows industry published standard) 

CABS files for system processing (see figure 10). This means that trading 

partners can send the files in the above types to the company and system can 

extract the relevant information for prompt processing. The data mining 

technology is far superior for its accuracy, timeliness, and price to scanning 

solutions, which are hindered by the inherent limitations of optical character 

recognition (OCR).  
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Figure 10. B2B exchange  

The problem related to error handling and management is that scanning the 

paper is unreliable because the best technology operates at 99% precision 

rate. E.g., with 1000 characters per page that is 10 errors and multiplying 

that by, say, 800 pages leads to 8000 errors to correct. Manual intervention 

on this scale raises many problems. Organizations assume that it is normal 

course of doing business without collecting matrix on error rate e.g. entry 

errors on business document such as orders. User error, might be interpreted 

as they do not know how to use the product or do not understand the direc-

tions which causes the system to malfunction with the same errors repeated-
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ly. Errors are a result of the way that business documents are loaded or for-

mats sent by trading partner are different from the predefined standard 

layouts i.e. detail items not matching and incorrectly populated records. In 

summary, little or no functionality for managing errors causes same errors 

repeatedly. This problem corresponds to pattern error handling and man-

agement in subsection 3.1.1 

Another B2B case supports machine-to-machine e-trading partnership 

EDI 811 between its trading partners in a delimited file format that uses 

hierarchical levels to provide billing information for multiple telecommuni-

cations service providers and billing arrangements. EDI 811 consolidated 

service statement is the transaction set (financial components associated with 

business document such as invoice i.e. current due, disputes, reconciles, 

applied overpayments, miscellaneous adjustments, payment and overpay-

ment) used by the telecom industry. This enables information to be provided 

by type of service, circuit number or telephone number and additional detail 

can be provided at the line item levels. The EDI format was adapted by the 

telephone bill work group (TBWG) which maintains the ANSI ASC X.12 

consolidated service/statement transaction set (811 TS) for complex tele-

communications billing. The TBWG has developed patterns for the 811 TS 

to be used in the telecommunications billing process but the implementa-

tions can vary by vendor. 

The problem here is organizations face difficulty in keeping up with 

transaction-oriented standards (i.e. difficulties in gaining cross-functional 

cooperation) because of lack of agreed conventions for implementation. 

Everybody has their own standards and standards can be interpreted diffe-

rently by different organizations. It is noted that Many standards are devel-

oped by those with little applicable technological expertise, and from irrele-

vant backgrounds. So standard information is typically too complex to im-

plement and use on a regular basis. This causes B2B connection obstacles 

arising from problems with streamlining cross trading partner processes. 

E.g., an order fulfillment that requires collaboration between distributed 

platforms across multiple trading partners. Problem is how to keep informa-

tion being hosted in several locations in synchronization with a lack of 

access and barriers to transact across borders. This problem is addressed by 

the single platform pattern in 3.1.3. 

In one case a solution was developed to extract the lowest level of detail 

available and create a uniform format. By automating the load of business 

document at the detail level, the solution opened the door to additional re-

porting opportunities. The solution parses data from non-standard, text sear-

chable files and provides a service that transforms business documents into a 

format that can be processed. Data from research business documents which 

are received in complete, uncorrupted, and readable condition is entered and 

transformed into electronic interchange file format.  
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There is a need to confirm how company is set up with his trading partners. 

Problems arise with login problems happening with error message such as 

the network connection to your linkage was interrupted. Some users consis-

tently get this message a couple of times when trying to log into system. 

Assumption is that these are configuration problems such as job or server 

clustering where system can be configured to load files from a location on 

another server, and system jobs can load to the same database, but neither 

are aware of the other one‘s presence. This problem corresponds to connec-

tivity as linkage to networks in subsection 3.1.15. 

In a particular case the solution to connectivity is provided through host-

ing and outsourcing services. The solution imports and stores electronic 

data, performs auditing and analysis on the data, and then facilitates the 

payment process. The system is configured for each trading partner that uses 

it in accordance with their business processes and needs. It also has the web 

based version that uses standard Internet Explorer functionality for some 

tasks. Workstations are used to perform manual entry, approval payment, 

and interactive auditing, reporting and dispute reconciliation.  

Processing services can be in the form of a license where trading partner 

purchases and administers software licenses. The other is application service 

provider (ASP) where trading partner purchases and administers software 

licenses and hardware in its data center and provides trading partner access 

to the solution. ASP connectivity includes virtual private network (VPN), 

dedicated circuit i.e. digital signal 1 (DS1, also known as T1 (E1 in Europe), 

sometimes “DS-1‖), DS3, frame relay, etc. and IP authentication over the 

Internet. Trading partner‘s ASP delivers the advantages of its powerful au-

diting, reconciliation and payment solution without the initial costs and on-

going technical support of a traditional in-house installation. Acquisition, 

installation and maintainability of hardware, software and database licenses 

is done by trading partner and housing the hardware is at organizations‘ data 

center. Company provides on-going data loading, technical support and ap-

plication maintenance services. Trading partners access the application over 

a dedicated line or VPN to perform transaction management.  

2.2 Business process  

From various B2B case analysis documents are received from trading part-

ners in various ways; the first is electronically in an industry standard: These 

business document are received by physical media (tape, cartridge, compact 

disc or by mail (FTP, e-mail, etc.). They are automatically loaded and 

processed. However, for some trading partners they are unable to transmit 

the electronic data files directly, and instead provide the electronic files on 

some form of physical media, which causes potential problems in multiple 

entry points and channels, creating duplicates (see duplication pattern in 

subsection 3.1.9). For one B2B case mail room clerks are responsible for 
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receiving these various types of media. They identify any obvious physical 

damages that are reported immediately and load tapes according to estab-

lished procedures. The tape loading process involves logging all tapes, car-

tridges, and compact discs into the tape log. Bar code labels are used to track 

incoming media. The bar codes contain current date so new labels must be 

generated and printed on a regular basis. Tapes are processed as they come 

in, while logging them into a system log. Each tape is recorded with current 

date, trading partner, delivery service, and tracking number. Tapes are 

loaded into slots, and marked with colored stickers once the tape has suc-

cessfully loaded as a visual indicator that the tape was loaded. Tapes are 

then put on shelves in storage room, labeled according to trading partner 

name. After a year old tapes are discarded to make room for new tapes. 

While loading there is lack of monitoring to watch for errors, such as tape 

error or can not open file. Further more there are instances where the track-

ing mechanism for problems is non-relational, i.e. ad hoc techniques and 

informal management do not work well. Generally, this involves what to do 

with tracking or trending problems (see tracking and trending pattern in sub-

section 3.1.24) feedback mechanisms, response times, resolution times, sta-

tus or follow-up and escalations. 

Another way for documents to be sent or received is the research ―hard-

copy‖ business document that are manually entered and then sent to elec-

tronic media process. Furthermore a limited number of business documents 

are also entered as ―softcopy‖ business document that are PDF, Word, Ex-

cel, etc. files are parsed using ―templates‖ and the pertinent data extracted so 

that business documents can be processed. When using this option, the busi-

ness document is passed after validation. These business documents are 

marked as created by system. Documents fail to load because of system 

template related problems. Sometimes these business documents do not pass 

the validation tests needed. It may be due to incomplete data, change in doc-

ument, incorrect mapping in the template, etc (see pattern transaction tem-

plate construction in 3.1.18). The principal process is to receive a file, and 

run it through a template to parse out key data and create a data interchange 

format (DIF) file as further discussed in 3.1.1. This substantially contributes 

to error handling and management. The interchange format file was primari-

ly created to support the B2B product or service, and is generally available 

for trading partners that elect to send data in this format. The interchange 

formatted business documents are created by a variety of source formats. 

These sources include, but are not limited to text based files, Excel spread-

sheets, PDF documents and scanned research bills. The data is entered into 

interchange format file format at the line item detail level. Company is paid 

for each document entered and transmitted to trading partner through as 

indicated in the agreement.  
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2.2.1 Electronic media process 

For one B2B case the electronic media group receives a list of identification 

numbers from trading partners with purpose of defining the transactions they 

will be responsible for performing translation services. This involves the 

electronic media group contacting the trading partners of the identification 

numbers with requests to convert the research formats into electronic billing 

formats to eliminate the need for manual entry, ensure data integrity and 

expedite the processing time. The problem is the requirements for transac-

tion integrity within the B2B system (see transaction integrity pattern in 

3.1.17). In this process the trading partner provides updates indicating dis-

connected service, account identifiers, supported formats, and maintains 

consistency and accuracy of the list. Electronic media process works as the 

liaison between the company and trading partner to implement the most 

reliable and cost effective means of processing data. This is accomplished by 

working with the trading partner to have business document sent in the de-

sired format via the desired transmission method to the processing team. The 

process also identifies and resolves problems with the list e.g. merge incor-

rect numbers. The process is responsible for transition of a identified number 

documents from manual processing team to electronic processing team and 

other problems that are delaying conversion to electronic media. After all 

this is done the electronic media analyst communicates the current status of 

each document to the trading partner and their processing teams.  

The electronic media coordination (EMC) service is performed for ASP 

and some licensed trading partners. In the past, EMC was limited to docu-

ments that were available in a supported format. Since industry standard 

formats are supported, it is relatively easy to determine if the trading partner 

produces any of the standard formats. With the creation of the B2B Solution, 

EMC is responsible for obtaining text searchable file formats. Additionally, 

a text searchable file cannot automatically be processed. A template is re-

quired to parse the data from the text searchable file, so EMC personnel 

must also be able to understand whether an electronic file supplied by the 

trading partner can be processed through the B2B solution or if it still re-

quires manual entry.  

In this B2B case electronic media coordinators collect several data points 

that are supplied by trading partners‘ e.g. identification number list and let-

ters of authorization. This information is taken and converted into a database 

(non-relational) where upon the information is augmented with contact in-

formation. The individual coordinators are issued B2B projects that they 

own from start to finish the management of their trading partner databases. 

Rarely is there cross pollination of information across the trading partner 

databases after the initial setup unless driven by management requests i.e. 

media coordinators rarely (without being instructed by management) work 

across trading partners to turn up formats as they become available in either 

a mechanized or non-mechanized format. The primary vehicle for contacting 
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trading partners is through email. Outbound emails typically contain infor-

mation specific to a given implementation, a copy of the letters of authoriza-

tion and a questionnaire regarding available format or media supported by 

the trading partner. The initial outbound email process is measured in 

months for medium to large trading partners due to incomplete contact in-

formation available in the project database as well as the time to manually 

compile each email once all data is available. While this process is occur-

ring, the trading partner will be required to incur shipping costs or perform 

manual entry themselves thereby nullifying some of the stated benefits of 

selecting the company solution. 

As the initial outbound mailing is complete, trading partner responses are 

sent back into a mailbox that is shared by all EMC projects. Due to the num-

ber of ongoing B2B projects, the queue in the mailbox can get rather large 

and there is at present no automated sorting mechanism used to separate 

between the various projects. As a result, email can be read by multiple me-

dia coordinators until action is taken. 

After the initial mailing is complete and media coordinators are actively 

working with trading partners the next phase is coordinate with trading part-

ners to provide expected conversion dates. This information is derived from 

the project specific MS Access databases which get stale very quickly (no 

automated reconciliation) which means that the reports that are provided to 

the trading partners are often inaccurate. In addition, the mechanism that is 

used to provide this target information is an Excel file which contains all of 

the status for the entire project thereby requiring trading partners to sift 

through data in order to find the information needed. 

In some of the B2B cases the electronic media team evaluates trading 

partner list and identifies the most effective and reliable method to process a 

file. They also work as the liaison to resolve list problems, and work with 

the trading partner to have business document sent in the desired format via 

the desired transmission method to the processing team. The services team 

loads trading partner identification number lists, identifying parsing tem-

plates to process the business document, and correct validation errors. Fur-

thermore they perform downloads from the trading partner websites, correct-

ly route business document that are not on the identification number list, and 

business document that cannot be processed electronically and create tickets 

when an error is identified with the parsing template. 

2.2.2 Data management process 

Data management conversion in B2B case includes receiving, identifying, 

and correctly routing business document received from trading partners and 

routing processed business document to the appropriate location. The 

process coordinates the setup for receipt of business document. Handles all 

inbound research business document tapes, CDs, website downloads, main-

tains lookup data and route business document that cannot be automatically 
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routed. The primary mechanism is to collect archive, and transmit files. The 

process provides a flexible and scalable application for handling large vo-

lumes of files over distributed server architecture. 

Organizations experience data problems in disparate locations and scat-

tered throughout the company therefore analysts are not able to easily adapt 

to pick up the work of other team members during outages to manage work 

queues, generate reports, and reconcile data from downstream applications. 

In addition, an instance where coordination has utilized separate databases 

for each entity to track status has resulted in a divergence of data in terms of 

the physical layout of the individual databases as well as the content (see 

pattern centralized data repository and/or business intelligence in 3.1.4). 

In addition there are identified problems related to scalability of the 

hardware platform as processing volumes and number of trading partners 

grows. Company‘s standards of engineering for determining hardware up-

grade thresholds are found lacking. E.g. How does company deal with fail-

ures stemming from memory leaks which happen when the system does not 

release the memory that it used once it has finished the task?- this causes the 

system to run out of memory, become unstable and crash (see hardware sca-

lability pattern in subsection 3.1.21). 

2.2.3 File service process 

File service process for the B2B case loads trading partner identification 

number lists, identifies parsing templates to process business document, 

corrects validation errors, and performs downloads from websites. The 

process correctly routes business document that are not on the list, and those 

that cannot be processed electronically. In the process trouble tickets are 

created when an error is identified with the parsing template. The parsing 

templates extract the data for populated data fields in the applicable file that 

can be recognized by system during the translation services.  

In the file service process, there are concerns regarding transaction docu-

ment accuracy like detail entry for large business documents. Cases arise 

with transactions that are not complete to the detail level, hence necessitat-

ing file resends and corresponding enhancements. When running systems 

queries cases arise of conflicting data. The data does not match. There are 

discrepancies in data from one system to another - specifically the coding 

business document details data is being placed in the wrong nodes. Standard 

requires rule settings that supersede settings configured at the transaction 

format level (see file resends and/or re-load option pattern in 3.1.13). 

Another file service process problem is an inadequate mechanism for pro-

tecting data and information in B2B engagements because data ownership is 

often political and the data quality is not what is expected. There is periodic 

loss of data when drivers become corrupted or files are deleted. Poor per-

formance when multiple users access the same project database. Also clus-

tered approach provides redundancy and scalability. Management is increa-
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singly running into problem(s) where business documents are being deleted 

in error or part of manual process workarounds. Once deleted the links to the 

original history of the document are lost thereby creating reporting gaps. 

More troubling is that deletions are not always detected and/or replaced with 

a business document resulting in lost data (see data and file processing pat-

tern in 3.1.23).  

2.2.4 Missing file process 

Organizations face difficulties in the change process to support B2B initia-

tives. They try to patch new systems onto the existing system because they 

are caught up in balancing between needs of tactical survival and strategic 

viability (see change management and business process initiatives in subsec-

tion 3.1.2).  

For a B2B case where you have partner-to-partner relationship the trans-

action process is crucial for the entire business operation. Let us take a case 

of a missing transaction process that finds out whether the business docu-

ment(s) are in house and manages trading partner documents. In this case a 

transaction is considered late n days past the due date (see figure 11). The 

missing transaction process functionality assumes a current and complete 

transaction list. Therefore the missing transaction processing team will run 

periodic reports to identify any expected documents that have not been re-

ceived in a timely manner. This applies only to business documents that 

have been previously received successfully. The report looks at the maxi-

mum date in each trading partner-number combination for electronically 

loaded, active numbers. At a high level, the process looks at partner, num-

ber, date, and format. From the last transaction‘s date a sequential timing 

period (x) is added to set up an expected next transactional date. Then a cal-

culated late date field is available when filtered by reviewing last transaction 

date and adding the sequence time period (x) to this date to set the criterion 

for a document to be missing.  

This provides a list of documents that are past their expected arrival date. 

This report is available to partner for them to review on demand so that re-

search for missing documents is prioritized by count of days late.  
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Figure 11. Business process 

Documents that are flagged as potentially late are proactively traced back to 

the source to determine if the file was or was not received, and if received, 

why it has not yet loaded. If the file was not received, or if it was received 

but not loaded due to a trading partner error, the data management process 

provides this information to the missing file process for communication to 

the trading partner as appropriate. In this, case there also tracking and trend-

ing instances where the tracking mechanism for problems is non-relational. 

Need a mechanism for determining transactions not sent and vice versa. 

Files are sent but do not load in the trading partner‘s system. Also invalid 

transactions are affecting the process. The systems are not providing the 

transaction correctly and sometimes it is hard to find any way to locate re-

jected transactions and other instances the only transaction information 

available seems to be incomplete (see resolution and reconciliation pattern in 

subsection 3.1.10).  

Possible reasons for missing document may include; file, was received 

and processed but the trading partner never received it. File, was received 

and currently processing after the report was made. File, was received and 

forgot to process. File, was received and the trading partner processed the 

file after the missing file report was created. File, was received and lost and 

the file was never received because identification account is inactive in that 

case the missing file analyst indicates on the report that it is inactive and 

follows up with whoever makes the document list; identification number 

does not match the trading partner‘s then missing file analyst follows up 

with whoever makes the document list; charges were too low for billing 

missing file analyst notify the team responsible for the trading partner to 

create a dummy file; never sent or lost in mail missing file analyst receives 

the file and routes it to the team responsible for the trading partner to 

process.  
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If the file was received and never processed the next stage is to process. If 

file was received and lost, the following process is followed. The B2B Solu-

tion is checked to see if file was processed but did not load then next process 

is to follow through with data management process. If none of the above 

sources have the file, trading partner is contacted to have a resend ordered. 

Another related problem is unresolved process, (for instance if the system 

comes across a 0-byte file, it will crash and hang until the file is removed 

and the service restarted. Furthermore, organizations delete business docu-

ments from system when they are not able to resolve problems for business 

documents that did not load into system. The reason why they delete docu-

ments is to prevent documents that are aging from appearing on their inter-

nal service level agreement (SLA) reports. This creates problems such as 

files that are dropped back into production with changed file name. Also this 

creates a break when performing SLA reporting and business document may 

be lost if the operational services either does not receive notice that the 

process has been completed resulting in missing documents. Finally, opera-

tional services do not follow the same process consistently between the ser-

vice members (see system process and/or task failure pattern in 3.1.20).  

There are sometimes no controls monitoring outbound and inbound 

communication. Standard security and configuration baselines for the vari-

ous platforms (user profile settings, logging, file permissions, group settings, 

open services permitted and required, password requirements, default set-

tings, etc.) are not formally documented and these system configurations and 

parameters are not monitored to ensure that servers are implemented and 

maintained with standard security and configuration requirements. The pro-

duction environment is not updated regularly or evaluated for recommended 

security patches or related hot-fixes. Most of these systems are thought to be 

production database servers, which are behind firewalls with restricted port 

access. E.g. a user gets access to the LAN room without obtaining the writ-

ten approval of the director of IT, in accordance with policy. Another exam-

ple is a login access that grants the user the ability to access (and update) all 

administrative functions available in the user interface: setup, business doc-

ument format setup, user security, security roles, form maintenance, report-

ing, and server management. All of the above functions except for reporting 

can negatively impact production should a user unintentionally or intention-

ally modify data (see controls and security pattern in subsection 3.1.22).  

2.3 Access modalities 

In B2B connections trading partners may send electronic data files in a va-

riety of ways. Here we capture the most common scenarios, to illustrate the 

path that files take. In the process, the responsibility lies with the business 

partner to provide the files in the agreed-upon manner. However a lot of 

existing transaction systems lack visibility into their systems, i.e. how is 
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output managed? Does data from different segments have visibility else-

where including net presence? Where does cross-segment data visibility 

reside? Does it exist? What/who determines format, presentation, and fre-

quency of data available? Organizations do not provide a process log show-

ing the status of the transaction. The problem is the ability to see the transac-

tion logged data in the system so that trading partners can know how long 

transactions have been waiting to be processed. Some organizations do this 

with their system workflow states but data is stored in a set of denormalized 

tables and is not available for real time reporting and there is need for re-

freshing nightly for next day reporting so the problem then becomes the 

problem of real-time system information (see pattern visibility and monitor-

ing in subsection 3.1.8). 

Data can be transmitted via physical media. However, some trading part-

ners prefer to provide their files via hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), 

Internet inter-orb protocol (IIOP) and FTP site. In these cases the supporting 

company is responsible for administering timely receipt of all appropriate 

files with the trading partner, and timely, successful transfer to the trading 

partner FTP site. The problem is that data preparation takes twice as long as 

estimated because server failures at the data centers appear to be the leading 

contributor to the inability to meet the timeliness service level agreements. 

All this causes the trading partners to dispute fees based on time line viola-

tions, system response, uptime, real-time data capture and accessibility re-

quirements (see timing an sequence pattern in 3.1.14).  

In another scenario, the trading partner provides a research, which is a 

non-standard supported business document that can be manually entered. 

Once supported media files have been received, they are staged for loading. 

All files at this point either reside on the FTP site (datacenter), or are pro-

vided on physical media to the mailroom for administration. Physical media 

files are uploaded into the FTP site (datacenter). All standard supported me-

dia files like portable data format (PDF) etc. are sent to the company via a 

network data mover (NDM) or connect direct (a secure transmission pipe), 

and registered into the processing folder. This must occur within 24 hours of 

initial receipt of each file. At six hour intervals, an automated job sends 

these files, and writes the name and physical size of these files to a log file. 

This serves to identify the time that the file has been received and it also 

serves as an indication of the cycle time for a file as it moves through the file 

system into the database. An automated job reviews the age of files as they 

appear on the network and sends an alert if business documents remain 

available, yet unprocessed, for a 12 hour period. It has become a significant 

threat that auto tasks will either not start or not complete due to errors, and 

sit in a frozen state for days without being noticed especially on non working 

days. Running auto tasks at the same time is a problem due to overlapping. 

Other problems include limited automated options such as the option to stop 

all jobs, option to start all jobs because if one has to stop all jobs, there is a 

strong likelihood of wanting to start all the jobs asynchronously as well.  
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More related problems stem from information which is derived from da-

tabases that get stale very quickly (no automated reconciliation) which 

means that the reports that are provided to the trading partners are often in-

accurate. Further more the mechanism that is used to provide this target in-

formation is a file which contains all of the status for the entire B2B project 

thereby requiring trading partners to sift through data in order to find the 

information needed. Due to the number of ongoing B2B projects, the queue 

in the mailbox can get rather large and there is no automated sorting me-

chanism used to separate between the various B2B projects (see auto task 

assignments pattern in 3.1.19).  

Working with hundreds of trading partners, organizations are responsible 

for processing business documents within defined service level periods. 

Since revenue is derived from the business documents processed, the profit-

ability of the service is based on the volume of business documents 

processed. The problem is that organizations deal with a lack of clear legal 

environment, so service level agreement problems with misapplied rules 

arise such as altering B2B software that results in violations of maintenance 

agreements. Misapplied rules typically result in additional steps required to 

process transaction for trading partner whereas not applying a rule can result 

in bad data being sent to trading partner (see contractual problems pattern in 

3.1.11). 

2.4 Transmission options 

Organizations spend a lot of money on complicated B2B tools and realize 

the tools do not provide the answers. The challenges are: messy code, many 

technical compromises, poor usability and primary user development is in 

languages that are difficult to staff. Additionally it is hard to get a wide 

group of people to understand that they can template their business and build 

messages simultaneously (see usability and/or end-user enhancements pat-

tern in subsection 3.1.6).  

In the B2B case FTP is used to transfer data from one computer to anoth-

er over the Internet, or through a transmission control protocol (TCP) net-

work. FTP server runs software which listens on the network for connection 

requests from other computers. The trading partner computer, running FTP 

software, initiates a connection to the server. Once connected, the trading 

partner can do a number of file manipulation operations such as uploading 

files to the server, download files from the server, rename or delete files on 

the server and so on.  

FTP transmission is the preferred method for sending and receiving files. 

To reduce risk, organizations prefer to pull data from trading partner‘s FTP 

site and push data onto licensed trading partner‘s FTP site. Pulling data via 

FTP transmissions involves pulling standard format files only e.g. EDI. Se-

gregation of business documents (separate folders) by trading partner is not 
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required unless value added network (VAN) charges apply. VAN charges 

are assessed to each trading partner based on actual costs and company se-

tups one mailbox per trading partner unless there is a special requirement. 

Trading partner also can pull non-standard format files such as PDF, Word, 

Excel, and ASCII text and if so all documents must be segregated. Organiza-

tions confirm all business documents processed that are successfully posted 

to FTP site and trading partner acknowledges receipt of all business docu-

ment files. Organizations can be notified within days of any transaction that 

fails to successfully load into trading partner‘s system. To achieve maximum 

throughput, trading partner must be able to quickly receive and route trans-

actions to the appropriate location for processing. Depending on the media 

and business document format received, transactions are routed to different 

locations for processing. Table 15 below outlines how various media and 

formats can be processed. 

Table 15. Transmission by usage 

Format type Media type Transmission 

Research Research mail  

PDF e-mail e-mail address or download 

Print image CD  carrier CD 

CABS Cartridge NDM 

SECABS e-mail trading partner access 

EDI FTP NDM/VAN 

Text e-mail e-mail address/ 

WORD Doc e-mail e-mail address or download 

The problem is how trading partner preferences such as available transmis-

sion type and media types should be stored? Services that are application 

service provider (ASP) or license based differ in terms of the mixes that are 

available?  

The problem is that B2B modules do not adequately facilitate interaction 

with each other (in-house) and across organizations (outsourced applica-

tions) with their trading partners such as expressed needs to determine how 

to integrate B2B systems to corporate data. For instance difficulties in inte-

grating B2B applications with existing applications and systems causing lack 

of interoperability between B2B applications and those of trading partners 

(suppliers, customers, etc.). This sometimes stems from closed architecture 

(see architecture and integration concepts pattern in subsection 3.1.5).  

Another problem is faced by organizations that do not act collectively in 

creating networks. They create their own networks in an attempt to leverage 

buying power more successfully. This causes financial problems because 

they need to meet the heavy costs involved in developing and maintaing the 

private VANs. In addition, there is not a consistent ‗workflow‘ in place 

across the different units (see inter-organizational factors in 3.1.7).  
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In one case, the data interchange format was created to load data in a ge-

neric fashion into their B2B system. Data interchange format file transmis-

sion options include trading partners provided with an option to have inter-

change format file pushed to their site or they may be pulled using FTP.  

Finally, there is problem of uncertain response of trading partners towards 

range of reports produced for output. For instance lack of an efficient report-

ing mechanism for describing file activity hence increased demand for anal-

ysis and reporting tools. There is a need to be able to find the dates a transac-

tion has gone through each step and provide reports on these dates and the 

time games between each step. E.g. to track who submitted the business 

document, i.e. sent the document to transaction processing, who requires 

access to detailed business trend information, do they also require business 

document detail query capability?. In addition, problems where the late 

transaction report not accurately identifying all the missing transactions, 

under reporting the dispute problems, and assistance needed to figure this 

out and to develop a work-around if necessary (see reporting capabilities 

and/or interactive performance pattern in 3.1.12).  
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The problems identified in the previous sections are summarized (see table 

16).  

Table 16. Problem classification 

X1:-The problem is dealing with different releases 

X2:-Lack of intervention on errors raises problems 

X3:-Lack of agreed conventions 

X4:-Set up problems with trading partners 

X5:-Multiple entry points 

X6:-Visibility and monitoring in transaction systems 

X7:-Non-relational tracking mechanism for problems 

X8:-Documents fail to load because of process 

X9:-No dialogue across the B2B modules 

X10:-No automated mechanism for various subtasks 

X11:-Data problems in disparate locations 

X.12:-Transaction document accuracy 

X13:-Lack of clear legal environment, 

X14:-Timely receipt and sequence of all files 

X15:-Frequency and format of archived information 

X16:-Change process to support B2B initiatives 

X17:-Complicated B2B tools 

X18:- Collectivity in creating networks 

X19:-Processing problematic transactions 

X20:-Reporting mechanism for transaction activity 

X21:-File resends and corresponding enhancements 

X22:-Template related problems 

X23:-Hardware standard thresholds 

X24:-Controls for communication 

X25:-Data ownership is often political 

X1:-The problem is dealing with different releases 

2.5 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, we discussed the processes and flow of information between 

trading partners via electronic linkages that are in place for business transac-

tions. We presented B2B practice, based on which we synthesize a set of 

problems (as summarized in table 16). The problems identified in this chap-

ter motivate the existence of patterns in the next chapter by empirical feed. 
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3 TRANSACTIONAL PRACTICE  

In this chapter, we present a set of 25 patterns developed in the B2B domain. 

Eight of these patterns are revisions of the patterns presented in part II. The 

patterns presented in the following sections are considerations and recom-

mendations to assist organizations in operation of B2B engagement prob-

lems. Caution must be taken in thinking that these patterns can be considered 

exhaustive of a complex and large domain such as B2B. As discussed earlier 

the pattern development process is an ongoing process, so this B2B engage-

ment language is intended to be kept alive and improved. 

3.1 Best Practice  

The pattern as a best practice has a description of major components: name, 

problem, solution and motivation (Appleton, 2000). The name of the pattern 

provides an easy means of identifying the pattern theme. The problem is the 

issue the pattern addresses. Solution is a proposal of how the corresponding 

problem should be solved. The motivation field is used to provide explana-

tion and support for the solution as well as to demonstrate the empirical 

grounding of the patterns. 

3.1.1 Error handling and management  

Name: P1-Error handling and management 

Problem: Lack of intervention on errors raises complex problems. For 

example, entry errors on business document such as orders. In other cases 

errors are a result of the way that business documents are loaded or formats 

sent; they are different from the predefined standard layouts i.e. detail items 

not matching and incorrectly populated records. Little or no functionality 

for managing errors causes analyst to get same errors repeatedly.  

Solution: Analysts need to move beyond reactive error handling to proac-

tive detection. (Find it early, correct it, and prevent future occurrences). 

Create a method by which errors (failed files, etc.) can be filtered, screened, 

and reported on. The idea is for users who are experiencing the problem to 

make a note on the ticket the next time that the type of error occurs. The 

information should be detailed enough with specifics such as user name, 

time of incident, what the user was doing immediately before the error 
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occurred, text of first error message (since some data service errors tend to 

be cascading, and we just need the first one). In addition, provide the option 

to enable the system to break apart a file into two parts; a completed and a 

failed. In the course of working on errors enhance documentation and add 

tags to show to and from details- explain what causes the type of error and 

how trading partner can get the business transaction in synchronization 

again. Furthermore, the document should identify the correct procedure for 

loading. The imported data should be loaded into the appropriate tables and 

reviewed for incorrect syntax and semantics during the import procedures. 

The system should have the ability to detect completed or partial file and 

back it out. This would greatly improve efficiency when trying to trouble-

shoot, and reduce the time required to make up for miss-loaded files. All 

this can be done through a system for warning that handles manipulation of 

all fatal errors. This warning message should be an optional message that 

can be turned off. The system should be able to generate and send error 

trending and/or performance logs – like number of files processed, number 

of errors, and number of rejected files. 

Motivation: Customers demand higher quality and elements of data fail to 

load or are not accurate. Using incorrect data spoils the B2B platform. Con-

tributor A29 says ―by allowing for the ability to change errors would mi-

nimize reloading and the amount of time spent following up on errors.‖ 

P10-resolution and reconciliation and P24-tracking and trending provide the 

means of continuity for the error management in P1-error handling and man-

agement. Through a system for warning, that handles manipulation of all 

fatal errors (ticket process); a step-by-step process is followed. The goal of 

this step-by-step process is to speed up the solutions through efficiencies 

gained when repeatable steps are followed. Depending on the complexity of 

the problem at hand, the problem for P1-error handling and management is 

escalated to the appropriate level as in P10-resolution and reconciliation or 

P24-tracking and trending. The ticket process for P1-error handling and 

management is kept open and periodic status reports as in P12-reporting 

capabilities and/or Interactive Performance are sent to the trading partner 

until the missing file is received and loaded into system.  

3.1.2 Change management and business process 

initiatives 

Name: P2-Change management and business process initiatives 

Problem: Organizations face difficulties in the change process to support 

B2B initiatives. They try to patch new systems onto the existing system 

because they are caught up in balancing between needs of tactical survival 

and strategic viability.  

Solution: There is a need for organizations to discuss the best mechanism 
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for initiating changes such as the ‗big bang approach‘ versus small incre-

mental changes while evaluating and evolving existing processes to success-

fully utilize B2B solutions. The overall suggestion is to pick one thing and 

do it consistently (a key change management concept) then add another-

continuous improvement to a standard format while understanding the stag-

es of B2B engagement growth and reengineer business processes (such as 

order fulfillment and delivery) concurrently with B2B implementation. In 

addition, change management helps organizations to implement B2B in a 

way that addresses people problems that may arise while moving from the 

current state to the desired state. The business context should address the 

processes, organization, people and technology. Following is a structural 

layout that could be followed: 

 

 The first step is to identify the current process. The organization 

implementation manager partners with the trading partner to identi-

fy all components of the current process, including: 

 The process change could point within the process when an action, 

or set of actions, are performed on the business document. For 

each step, trading partner should specify: 

 Entrance criteria 

 Actions that must be performed; actions that may be performed 

 Exit criteria 

 The next possible step or steps, and what determining factors 

should be used when there are multiple possible steps: 

 The work assignment entails each processing step; identify how 

the work is assigned. For each step, trading partner should specify: 

 To which users or groups the work is assigned 

 Secondary/default user assignments 

 The criteria used to identify to whom the work is assigned 

 The processing controls point within the process where work is 

controlled, either through an approval step or second-level review, 

namely: 

 Who is performing the approval or second-level review 

 What occurs when the reviewer accepts or rejects the reviewed 

work 

In all this, organizations need to build business decision-making capabilities 

in the B2B processes explaining the underlying principles and approach all 

aimed at adding trading partner value. E.g., work with the appropriate trad-

ing partners to determine the impact of the scope change.  

Motivation: Use when overcoming social and technical barriers. Approval 

from senior management is vital. According to contributor A25 ―process 

reengineering initiatives help in achieving cost reduction.‖ Additional 

change management benefits include improved quality, trading partner satis-

faction, and time reduction involved in the execution of each of the business 

process.  
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P2-change management and business process improvement concepts in-

volves following through process to identify deficient, broken and non-

existent process so as to reengineer changes or upgrades to take advantage of 

P14,- timing (according to process). Company sets up a change initiation 

process that begins with using a pre-defined template to clarify business 

need. Company will then assess architectural fit for P18-transaction frame-

work construction to consider component reuse, advancement opportunities, 

coupling, and technology use when creating scope, vision, and delivery plan 

for change. 

3.1.3 Single platform 

Name: P3-Single platform 

Problem: Organizations face difficulty in keeping up with transaction-

oriented standards (i.e. difficulties in gaining cross-functional cooperation) 

because of lack of agreed conventions for implementation. Everybody has 

their own standards and standards can be interpreted differently by different 

organizations. Furthermore, those with little technological expertise develop 

standards. So standard information is typically too complex to implement 

and use on a regular basis. This causes B2B connection obstacles arising 

from problems with streamlining cross trading partner processes. E.g., an 

order fulfillment that requires collaboration between distributed platforms 

across multiple trading partners.  

Solution: Build B2B solutions (software and hardware infrastructure ele-

ments) that are driven by expert and industry based standards. E.g., organi-

zations can develop and apply automated standards based procurement poli-

cies including the use of XML for order placement, order release, and ship-

ping notifications. Furthermore, review trading partner business practices, 

for informational purposes to create standard based platform that works for 

all. Industry standard bodies like ASC X.12 can assist with the creation and 

maintenance of standards to store source code and documentation for easy 

retrieval as well as a simple packaging process. Process model that will al-

low for leverage of information include:  

 

 Centralization of trading partner information in a repository that is 

both accessible and secure,  

 Centralization of associated formats (Mechanized and Non-

Mechanized),  

 Centralization of services,  

 Quality controls.  

The idea is to convert data that exists in several sources either by migrating 

all data at once or gradual migration of a trading partner at a time. Regard-

less of the approach, data conversion is required for a single platform.  
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Motivation: Inter-organizational communication standards such as X.12 are 

important because they are about not only producing norms, but also as con-

tributor A20 puts it ―help in adding credibility, focus and critical mass in 

markets.‖ for new technologies thus reducing cost to adoption. Therefore, 

standardization of processes and transactions is a method, since co-operation 

is simplified if the same types of standards are used. Integrating business 

process standards in an inter-organizational system context is an emerging 

phenomenon on several business fronts. The practice is viewed as an enabler 

towards solidifying B2B connections for global reach through standard 

access.  

P3 -a single platform advocating for Inter organizational communication 

standards as in P7 provides files that conform to the standards. This is re-

lated to P4-business intelligence because it works well with the concept of a 

centralized data repository. Trading partner can make changes to their for-

mat for the business document to be determined compatible, so they can 

send document. As in P7-Inter organizational factors if document is deter-

mined to be in a non-standard format trading partner can be asked to convert 

to another standardized media transmission option. 

3.1.4 Centralized data repository  

Name: P4-Centralized data repository  

Problem: Organizations experience data problems in disparate locations and 

scattered throughout the company therefore analysts are not able to easily 

adapt to pick up the work of other team members during outages to manage 

work queues, generate reports, and reconcile data from downstream applica-

tions. Also an instance where coordination has utilized separate databases 

for each entity to track status has resulted in a divergence of data in terms of 

the physical layout of the individual databases as well as the content. 

Solution: Aggregate data in a single system for intelligent analysis of busi-

ness information through  

 

 Data extract:- retrieving data out of badly structured data sources  

 Data warehouse:- as repository of electronically stored data 

 Query and reporting:- analyze data, to extract and transform for 

report 

 Visualization:- graphic illustrations of information  

 Dashboard:- real-time analysis as to how company is operating 

 Alerting:- identify trends at a glance and drill down into data sets  

 Statistical and data mining:- extracting hidden patterns from data  

Systems that are seamless, multi-processor and multi-threaded intelligent 

applications can load various formats into one centralized database that im-
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proves internal communications and allows for better decisions faster.  

For this to happen, access to and coordination of disparate data sources is 

necessary to derive intelligence. Therefore, data needs to be maintained and 

available to all system users with capabilities of each interface having vary-

ing use for the data while managing and maintaining a single source of con-

tent. Furthermore, organizations need to redesign the internal procedure to 

get uniform data so it can be used in a variety of ways and is in an easy to 

reach platform. The objective of this is to have all the major drivers, feeding 

into the centralized repository.  

Motivation: Centralized data repository and business intelligence will facili-

tate timely, well-informed decision-making. Contributor A8 stresses that 

―centralized product price information is really the ingredients that serve as 

the foundation for the B2B documents.‖ A data warehouse within the trading 

partner‘s backend system allows all divisions to pick the information and use 

one single version of the truth. The externals of the trading partner can use 

that same information to populate their web or if they have an extranet or 

portal, they can use it for XML point to point. The trading partners are of 

different size and capability. E.g., a two million dollar distributor may not be 

willing to invest in an expensive B2B system compared to a five million 

dollar distributor. For the distributor it makes sense to go for an option of 

fifty suppliers being tied up on his website and they all download the infor-

mation. Contributor A8 says ―That is not efficient but that is the way they do 

it. In today‘s environment capabilities are necessary to do all of this.‖ One 

supplier or manufacturer doing one-on-one with one trading partner is not 

very efficient because in any industry a distributor has several suppliers. 

This would need a distributor to visit the several websites extranets or por-

tals. The impact would be enormous because having to manage several doz-

en sources of files for single trading partners requires a lot of time. It is 

noted that centralization and classification of trading partner information 

also allows electronic coordination to benefit from the information that is 

available with a common trading partner. 

A P4-centralized data repository with a centralized approach promotes stan-

dardization for P3 –single platform and P7-inter organizational factors. P7 

with a centralized approach creates enhancements for P12-reporting capabil-

ities and/or interactive performance.  

3.1.5 Architecture and integration concepts 

Name: P5- Architecture and integration concepts 

Problem: The B2B modules do not adequately facilitate interaction with 

each other (in-house) and across organizations (outsourced applications) 

with their trading partners such as expressed needs to determine how to inte-

grate B2B systems to corporate data. For instance difficulties in integrating 
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B2B applications with existing applications and systems causing lack of 

interoperability between B2B applications and those of trading partners 

(suppliers, customers, etc.). This sometimes stems from closed architecture.  

Solution: Organizations need to restructure module and/or content strategies 

to focus on interactivity and integration for trading partner needs. The extent 

to which the intra- and inter-organizational B2B systems are capable of shar-

ing information with each other. For instance content should be addressed at 

multiple levels e.g. workflow improvements, flexibility for productivity, 

package contents, and integration of modules. Reduce production costs by 

creating content once that serves to multiple devices. Add the combined 

functionality to load different information directly through the B2B system 

application. Additionally allow for information to be ported through system 

just like any other type of file. This would save time spent manually confi-

guring and running the load of data.  

The standard set of interfaces may include: a two way interface allowing 

to electronically send information for each approved transaction. In addition, 

accepts information from such as confirmation of receipt, payment informa-

tion for each transaction that is paid and rejection information for any trans-

action that is rejected.  

Another interface allows summarized domestic and international usage 

information to be loaded into B2B system. Summarized information pro-

vides the ability to compare internal summarized detail record data against 

documents received to ensure minute of use accuracy. This interface would 

consist of a standard flat file that can be fully documented. 

The inventory interfaces allows higher-level inventory data using a trad-

ing partner defined code. This interface, similar to the interface above allows 

the ability to verify, and analyze data. Depending on the type of data availa-

ble, and the goals of the organization, one or both of the interfaces may be 

used. The inventory interface can be XML based. 

Motivation: Business integration and B2B projects will be beneficial to 

participating parties in aligning application to business process e.g. the inte-

gration of trading partner relationship management and B2B provides infor-

mation instantly to trading partners thus enhancing trading partner satisfac-

tion. Contributor A9 says ―trading partners face problems of sending docu-

ments electronically that recipients cannot get because the systems are not 

integrated.‖ ―This causes the receiving organizations to manually re-enter 

information which downplays the full benefit that could be achieved because 

of the manual factor.‖ 

P5-architecture and integration concepts as the backbone are needed for a 

successful P4-centralized data repository. As well universal standards as in 

P3-single platform for the starting point for integration. Other relations are 

P15-Connectivity. Media transmission options discussed in 4.15.1 can set up 

trading partner preferences such as available transmission type and media 
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types to facilitate integration. In addition P5 -architecture and integration 

concepts contributes to P8-visibility and monitoring 

3.1.6 Usability and/or end-user enhancements  

P6-Usability and/or end-user enhancements  

Problem: Organizations spend a lot of money on complicated B2B tools and 

realize the tools do not provide the answers. The challenges are: messy code, 

many technical compromises, poor usability and primary user development 

is in languages that are difficult to staff. Additionally it is hard to get a wide 

group of people to understand that they can template their business and build 

messages simultaneously.  

Solution: Software community needs to deliver state-of-the-art tools with 

features and functionalities that enhance user friendliness. The tools and 

utilities as well as updates to those tools reduce complexity that will make 

adoption of B2B easier. The tools should include live help and efficiently be 

able to load many different business formats plus flexible workflow 

processes. One way of achieving user friendliness is make users part of the 

B2B solution team, so that team member satisfaction includes them. In this 

approach hold B2B project kick off meetings and set team member expecta-

tions. Each team member should be involved in the process of determining 

the artifacts to be produced, and the tasks required to complete the project. 

Develop a team driven schedule. Each team member should provide esti-

mates for assigned tasks and contribute to the resulting deliverable dates. 

Proactively deal with team member conflicts. Raise problems to be dealt 

with immediately. Hold regular status meetings to address problems, update 

the schedule, and make necessary adjustments. This keeps all team members 

informed and on the same page. Effectively communicate to the team the 

purpose and goals of the B2B project. 

Motivation: User involvement from inception makes users have a sense of 

ownership of the system, which can also have a profound effect on the B2B 

success. A1 chair says, ―The X.12 leadership is encouraging the software 

community to develop tools, so that the data involved in a particular busi-

ness message can be entered into the tool and the tool will help template 

messages, so that the template can automatically populate.‖ ―This is a very 

high priority right now. The people at the end in the sub-committees vary in 

technical expertise and there is a need to create a platform that will allow as 

many as possible to build complaint messages without having to understand 

all the new nuances of the architecture. If they enter the data it will come out 

the backend the way they want it and have strong, reusable component.‖ 

P6 end user enhancements are related to a successful change process in P2 as 

users have a direct role in system transition. This pattern can be said to di-

rectly influence or indirectly influence almost all the patterns e.g.P20. 
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3.1.7 Inter-organizational factors 

P7-Inter-organizational factors 

Problem: Organizations have problems of not acting collectively in creating 

networks. They create their own networks in an attempt to leverage buying 

power more successfully. In addition, there is not a consistent ‗workflow‘ in 

place across the different units.  

Solution: SDOs can play various roles in building up the strategic viewpoint 

for their trading partners. SDOs can take the mandate to direct the organiza-

tions to a good solution that will meet there immediate needs but then pro-

vide some responsibility to the organizations to answer internal procedure 

questions. Procedural questions such as enforce and build business relation-

ships that go beyond company transactions and allow for flexibility of trad-

ing partners by using process as per standard based patterns. Through this 

solution, trading partners can access data and create reports on transactions 

handled by trading partner, never losing touch with valuable network infor-

mation. Furthermore, enable the B2B system to utilize more than one pro-

cessor across multiple organizations to enhance the cross cutting functionali-

ty capability of a multi-processor server. Therefore, organizations should 

actively participate in industry forums and other industry seminars to keep 

abreast of format changes and the latest legislation regarding transaction 

reform. 

Motivation: By selecting the inter organizational based approach, trading 

partners can be assured of implementing solutions that meet current re-

quirements while partnering with visionary industry leadership that can an-

ticipate and meet future needs. E.g. Trading partners for organization R6 

come from organizations, like Sterling Commerce and Web Methods that 

provide automation solutions in form of business integration software. Other 

trading partners were originally using the traditional VAN approach. Contri-

butor A8 says ―Main Context for trading partners switching over was look-

ing for a solution that they can use to form strategic alliances to meet new 

strategic business opportunities.‖ He adds that ―trading partners‘ decision to 

adopt the network is influenced by the nature of relationships between the 

organization and its existing and potential trading partners.‖ This impacts the 

industry greatly because baseline multi-processor servers are utilized. This 

can be significant, for partners using server-grade machines to load with. 

An external B2B pressure that cannot be handled by individual organizations 

is enhanced by collaboration as a direct result of P3-single platform, P4- 

centralized data repository and P5-intergration concepts. 
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3.1.8 Visibility and monitoring. 

Name: P8-Visibility and monitoring. 

Problem: A lot of existing transaction systems lack visibility into their 

systems, i.e. how is output managed? Does data from different segments 

have visibility elsewhere including net presence? Where does cross-

segment data visibility reside? Does it exist? What/who determines format, 

presentation, and frequency of data available? Organizations do not provide 

a process log showing the status of the transaction. The problem is the 

ability to see the transaction logged data in the system so that trading part-

ners can know how long transactions have been waiting to be processed. 

Some organizations do this with their system workflow states but data is 

stored in a set of denormalized tables and is not available for real time re-

porting and there is need for refreshing nightly for next day reporting so the 

problem then becomes the problem of real-time system information. 

Solution: Organizations should provide a high quality web-based console 

for management and monitoring of processing. Executives can get visibility 

into operations using Dashboard to manage by exception via key 

performance indicators. The trading partner should be given confirmation 

notifications that certain jobs are completed. This notification can give 

status when trading partner expects to receive files. Furthermore, monitor 

system and send processes for trading partners to ensure successful comple-

tion of task. The idea is the ability to track a transaction through processes, 

e.g.: date received, who moved it through what steps on what date. This 

information should exist in the system for easy retrieval. System should 

show the transactions with their workflow so that a workflow can show 

when a person moves the business document. Also parties involved in a 

transaction should have visibility to the same data in order to perform a 

successful reconciliation process. 

Motivation: According to contributor A14 ―Today‘s trading partner wants 

to be able to log into a secure server and access information in real time.‖ 

and the use of web based portal for visibility to the business documents 

provides that. Enhancements to visibility will also allow organizations to 

add notes to track the progresses made towards locating the transactions 

within the system. As contributor A19 retaliated ―visibility is about seeing 

a neat list sorted by file name, file type, or started/completed time.‖ In this 

case the solution would involve adding information to the data screen that 

will present details representing transactions that did not generate excep-

tions. A select group of transactions statements can be written or modified 

to produce these details. This functionality would heighten visibility into 

performance, and allow for better resource management. Furthermore, con-

tributor A23 add that ―any and every trading partner would welcome more 

opportunities to be connected and current on what is happening.‖ This is in 

line with contributor A14 about expectations in the industry being for near 

real time business information. 
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In P8-visibility and monitoring, the role is to monitor and ensure that re-

quests are assigned in a timely manner as in P14-timing and sequence. In 

addition, the monitoring reviews the support transaction process to ensure it 

is being maintained appropriately. This influences resolution and reconcilia-

tion in P10 and reporting capabilities in P12. 

3.1.9 Duplication 

Name: P9-Duplication 

Problem: Transactions are being processed through multiple entry points 

and channels, creating duplicates.  

Solution: Create a review state, for business documents so that potential 

duplicates are flagged for validation. The purpose of this state is to pre-

vent duplication for a single document. Documents where the identifica-

tion combination matches another document can be sent to this review 

state upon entering the system. The document can be identified as invalid, 

but the identification number is still active. The user also must inactivate 

the identification number if it is not valid. The system should prevent 

manual entry or electronic load of duplicate business documents with the 

same combination of identification number. Furthermore, eliminate ma-

nual or duplicate efforts by automating as many actions as possible 

throughout the organization. It is the duty of the organizations to work 

with the trading partners to ensure that duplicate media is stopped to limit 

the duplicate media errors. Also contact the trading partners to setup re-

ceipt of transmitted files and charge trading partner for the custom work 

done to track and verify things. 

Motivation: Great benefits come with identifying sporadic or periodic 

transactions because one can load skeleton transaction document to pre-

vent duplicate transactions from manual or electronic entry. For contribu-

tor A18 ―Administratively, this would be a great convenience because 

coordinators will be able to blast emails at the beginning of projects that 

will have a specific reference number.‖ The reference number can be 

used to sort transaction responses so they can adhere to approved process 

flows as dictated by workflow. 

P9-duplication includes considerations such as: when converting from re-

search to electronic what business rules should be established for duplicate 

business documents found? Specifically, which document, research or elec-

tronic, should be discarded? Under what circumstances (e.g. order in which 

they were received, level of detail entered/loaded, etc.)? This is related to 

P2-change management and P23 –data and file Processing. 
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3.1.10 Resolution and reconciliation 

P10-Resolution and reconciliation 

Problem: Need a mechanism for determining transactions not sent and vice 

versa. Files are sent but do not load in the trading partner‘s system. Also 

invalid transactions are affecting the process. The systems are not providing 

the transaction correctly and sometimes it is hard to find any way to locate 

rejected transactions and other instances the only transaction information 

available seems to be incomplete.  

Solution: Troubleshoot software then translate the available transaction into 

the format provided by the trading partner. Open problems to potentially 

segregate transmissions into separate status. Also provide end-to-end prob-

lem management to include, opening of trouble tickets, with status updates, 

and confirmation of resolution for ticket closure. These problems should be 

submitted through an online ticket system. Some considerations are:  

 

 Does business process require a second-level review of rejected 

documents? 

 At which points in your business process could a business docu-

ment be rejected? 

 Is the user/group who verifies new identification number the same 

user/group that would provide the second-level review of rejected 

document? 

 Is the user/group who verifies a business document‘s validity dur-

ing audit the same user/group that would provide the second-level 

review of rejected documents? 

Problem is reported as soon as possible so that troubleshooting can begin 

immediately. Once the trouble ticket is initiated, a service status assessment 

is completed and routed to the appropriate fix agency considering problem 

description. The assigned service person manages the trouble ticket through 

resolution and provides status updates as progress is made. Accurate and 

timely information allows for quick and efficient resolution to the problem. 

A system is established for prioritizing service problems based on the severi-

ty of the problem reported. Severities normally remain constant through the 

duration of the ticket. It is trading partner‘s goal to provide trading partners 

with status updates as their trouble ticket progresses toward resolution. The 

status report will inform the trading partner when the next action is expected 

to occur and establish, with the trading partner, the next status call interval 

for that action. Knowing trading partner needs differ and repair actions vary 

in time, the process for negotiating the next status interval provides trading 

partners with meaningful status updates.  

Motivation: As contributor A24 put it ―segregating different transaction 

status is likely the best route.‖ For example in their case they would make a 

transaction invalid (if failed) and copy it to a new one of the same dates to 
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correct the errors so that way a transaction can be processed. When this is 

done, the reconciliation on the newly created transaction document includes 

the information on the invalid document. Contributor A24 adds that ―since 

the problem with the transaction loads is not fixed, this is the available me-

thod to get correct documents.‖  

P10 resolution and reconciliation relates to P1 error handling and manage-

ment and P24 tracking and trending. For example specialists do their best to 

work independently, but should seek help as soon as it becomes apparent 

that they are not progressing. A big part of this process is to increase person-

al knowledge every time specialist needs assistance, so that the next time 

they can educate someone else. Once the file is loaded into B2B system, a 

resolution status for P10 is sent out to the trading partner and the ticket is 

closed as in P1. 

3.1.11 Contractual problems  

Name: P11-Contractual problems 

Problem: Organizations deal with a lack of clear legal environment for 

B2B operations, so service level agreement problems with misapplied 

business rules arise such as altering B2B software that results in violations 

of maintenance agreements. Misapplied business rules typically result in 

additional steps required to process transaction for trading partner whereas 

not applying a business rule can result in bad data being sent to trading 

partner. 

Solution: Organizations‘ need detailed SLA or trading partner agreement 

(TPA) for business transactions that clarify roles and responsibilities in the 

business relationship e.g. the time from initial receipt of the business doc-

ument to when the email is sent to the trading partner for acknowledgment 

should be included in the SLA. The purpose of a detailed SLA or TPA 

document is to outline the process of managing electronic data files from 

receipt to final population within the process. Organizations can look into 

creating trading partner specific needs to avoid violations of agreements 

by confirming that business rules are working and also that no workflow 

modifications are required.  

What process do organizations require from trading partners in submit-

ting requests for B2B service? Trading partner would be asked to prioritize 

their requests by high, medium, or low when they are submitted. A tech-

nical support specialist would be responsible for reviewing the requests 

that have been submitted, identifying the problem, assigning a severity 

level, and assigning the support specialist who will resolve the problem. 

Assignment of severity is based on contractual SLA and determines the 

priority with which problem will be addressed. Trading partner should be 

asked to follow process in accordance with SLA.  
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Motivation: The purpose of a detailed SLA or TPA document is to outline 

the process of managing electronic data files from receipt to final popula-

tion within the process. According to contributor A10 ―defining processes 

and responsibilities, in organizations creates efficient operations along 

with increased trading partner satisfaction.‖  

The legal environment for P11-contractual problems that must be in place to 

make sure the B2B system works and that all the partners understand their 

rights and responsibilities works with P7-inter organizational factors. Other 

relationships include P12 for sufficient reporting capabilities. P3-single plat-

form supports all players in the chain in fulfilling their roles for efficient 

P11-contractual problems. 

3.1.12 Reporting capabilities  

Name: P12-Reporting capabilities  

Problem: Uncertain response of trading partners towards range of reports 

produced for output. For instance lack of an efficient reporting mechan-

ism for describing file activity hence increased demand for analysis and 

reporting tools. There is a need to be able to find the dates a transaction 

has gone through each step and provide reports on these dates and the 

time games between each step. E.g. to track who submitted the business 

document, i.e. sent the document to transaction processing, who requires 

access to detailed business trend information, do they also require busi-

ness document detail query capability? Also problems where the late 

transaction report not accurately identifying all the missing transactions, 

under reporting the dispute problems, and assistance needed to figure this 

out and to develop a work-around if necessary.  

Solution: Acquire report engine that generates schedule and distribute 

reports periodically with structured data listing all transaction log entries 

with log search capabilities to the system for trending and analysis using 

interactive query tools. In addition, report engine should create follow up 

alerts for outstanding and late transactions with filters to retrieve all the 

missing transactions. Notification helps users know what transactions 

outstanding need their attention, with web-based reporting capability. 

Web portal provision should contain all source files processed with visi-

bility to the manually entered transactions. The web site root must be the 

URL that the trading partner uses to access the B2B system. If trading 

partner does not like any part of the notification text, it can be changed by 

request. Keep dispute contacts with appropriate contact information in 

B2B system for future reference.  

Motivation: According to A17 ―most trading partners would find a great 

benefit from being able to cut time spent on navigating logs and reports.‖ 

Reporting on file data with web-based management console options for 
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executives, managers, and supervisors increases visibility and reporting to 

ease and expedite access to data. This saves valuable time and money by 

providing snapshots about progress and productivity at the desktop. A21 

agrees that ―intuitive web interface in an easy to learn and use format with 

visibility of details to manage operations from desktop‖ is a welcome 

venture. Moreover A11 talks about ―dashboard for managing operations 

and streamlined search of transactions.‖ Load times could also be com-

pared to file size and performance trending can be analyzed. Organiza-

tions benefit from being able to search the logs and the load lists for a 

specific set of characters. It would also assist the user if the business doc-

uments loaded electronically would populate the document receipt date 

and also if this field was mandatory for manually entered documents. If 

the document receipt is not populated because some file uploads do not 

provide the actual receipt date, the logged date could be used as this 

would be better than the lack of a date in the report. This would also assist 

the analysts as they process each business document without having to 

rely on system to the system to determine when a business document was 

received. Moreover, providing access to back-end database tables that 

allow users to pull data out of system that is user-related for reporting. 

Reports should provide the formats needed by users. This can be an Excel 

file listing according to user criteria.  

By automating the load of business document at the detail level, P19-auto 

task assignments the B2B solution opens the door to additional reporting 

opportunities for P12. This is directly related to reporting opportunities in 

terms of visibility and monitoring P8 which enhances error handling and 

management as in P1. 
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3.1.13 File resends and/or re-load option 

To deal with P13-file resends and/or re-load option, organizations would use 

automated process that loads the business document within a few days of 

receipt. If key data is missing, the load process will eliminate error business 

documents as identified in P1-error handling and management and require 

Name: P13-File resends and/or re-load option 

Problem: Concerns regarding transaction document accuracy like detail 

entry for large business documents. Cases arise with transactions that are 

not complete to the detail level, hence necessitating file resends and cor-

responding enhancements. When running systems queries cases arise of 

conflicting data. The data does not match. There are discrepancies in data 

from one system to another - specifically the coding business document 

details data is being placed in the wrong nodes. Standard requires business 

rule settings that supersede settings configured at the transaction format 

level.  

Solution: Include an option to re-load a file. Add an option in the 

failed/partial/etc. file to re-load the file. This would eliminate hours of lost 

productivity by eliminating the searching for specific and confusing file-

names and allow for correction and recovery from an error in minutes. 

Furthermore, provide partial load parsing option to enable system to break 

apart a partial file into two parts; a completed and a failed. By loading 

what is good and failing what is not this modification would allow for 

identification of the cause of the failure. Moreover, determine if a reload is 

necessary faster than if the file is partially loaded and the log kept in its 

entirety. This would require appending a suffix to the filename to discri-

minate between the completed and failed portions. Also requirements are 

specified that provide exact format/layout that needs to be followed with 

functionality of not being able to change the information in the business 

document. These fields should be calculation and auto-generated only. 

Once it is changed the calculation part of the field should not be able to 

recalculate. Enforce at the trading partner level business rules that are re-

quired to properly render a standard transaction. Also increase system 

entry accuracy for transactions and eliminate special processing require-

ments. Other options may include resend the files to the receiver server 

through FTP. 

Motivation: For contributor A10 ―adding the ability to select a 

failed/partial file helps streamline operations.‖ This has a strong impact in 

that, with proper execution, the organization can easily discard unimpor-

tant errors and easily discover more important ones. On the other side of 

the system, users can easily see when they can expect their next transac-

tions, and what is missing.  
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the trading partners to provide updated ones. Therefore it is the responsibili-

ty of the trading partner to ensure that the data is properly maintained and 

updated according to standard data definitions ahead of the file loads as in 

P17-transaction integrity. More of this is discussed in validation failed op-

tion and parsing template in 4.1.1. 

Further more the missing file process discussed in subsection 1.5.4 can 

have trading partners contacted to have a resend ordered for problematic 

instances. This contributes to P23-data and file processing. In addition in the 

creation of a B2B service there can be additional services for P13-file re-

sends like FTP re-route service to deal with files gone bad hence enhancing 

P17-transaction integrity. The purpose of the FTP re-route service is to assist 

trading partners with receiving the B2B solution supported formats being 

transmitted via a method not supported by the trading partner.  

3.1.14 Timing and sequence 

P14 relates to trading partners that do not supply files in a timely manner. 

P14-timing and sequence relates to P2 change management and contributes 

to P16-version and compatibility in cases where organizations do not follow 

their own process because the process is deficient, broken, and non-existent; 

or they did not communicate changes or upgrades to the trading partner in a 

timely manner (according to process). It is also helpful to have a daily 

trouble ticket meeting for P1-error handling and management. This can be a 

Name: P14-Timing and sequence  

Problem: Data preparation takes twice as long as estimated because server 

failures at the data centers appear to be the leading contributor to the inabil-

ity to meet the timeliness service level agreements. All this causes trading 

partners to dispute fees based on timeliness violations, system response, 

uptime, real-time data capture and accessibility requirements.  

Solution: Create an approach to trigger response to time-sensitive requests 

and problems on short notice and assist in bringing trading partners time 

based problems to closure. Example, by automating the process of sending 

EDI returns to trading partners. Add a file management function within the 

system, configured to recognize incoming EDI files, confirm them, and 

leave a return file in that location or a location specified. Furthermore, 

analysts need to respond quickly to time-sensitive requests for ad-hoc que-

ries and database reconfigurations including unique configurations that are 

not standard and usually one-time events. 

Motivation: For contributor A15 ―responding to time sensitive reconfigu-

ration requests and problems can produce efficiency.‖ This is possible be-

cause it assists in daily processing activities to ensure file loading/task 

processing occur in a timely and successful manner for organizations.  
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stand up meeting where each open trouble ticket is reviewed to determine 

the importance that feeds into the processes of P14-timing and sequence. 

3.1.15 Connectivity as linkage to networks  

Name: P15-Connectivity as linkage to networks. 

Problem: There is a need to confirm how company is set up with his trad-

ing partners. Problems arise with log in problems happening with error mes-

sage such as the network connection to your linkage was interrupted. Users 

consistently get this message a couple of times when trying to log into sys-

tem. Assumption is that these are configuration problems such as job or 

server clustering where system can be configured to load files from a loca-

tion on another server, and system jobs can load to the same database, but 

neither are aware of the other one‘s presence. 

Solution: Deploy the B2B system as a service that can be scaled onto mul-

tiple servers with the same source and the same destination with platform 

independence. Using the VPN tunnel access method a organizations‘ net-

work department can work with trading partner to coordinate the setting up 

of connectivity hardware and software. VPN connection runs from company 

location to the trading partner managed firewall located in their data center. 

Licensed trading partners should have system installed locally on each ma-

chine, while hosted trading partners should have B2B system installed local-

ly on each machine to have remote access. 

When a VPN tunnel is created from the company to the trading partner 

data center, It is the responsibility of the trading partner to ensure that on 

their side the appropriate routing is setup. When a user enters company URL 

in their browser the local network should route them over the VPN tunnel to 

trading partner servers and not over the public internet. If the company has 

multiple locations, they should arrange for all users to route over the VPN 

tunnel. The remote locations should have a proper amount of bandwidth to 

reach the location with the VPN connection (at least 50ms ping times from 

remote location to the trading partner servers). 

With Internet Protocol (IP) Access method of connectivity trading part-

ner enters into their firewall the IP address of the proxy server from the 

company so that computers behind that proxy are able to access servers. The 

external IP address of the company firewall is required in order to allow 

access to the firewall on the other side. Company takes appropriate actions 

to ensure the IP address given to them is owned by the submitting trading 

partner. Company does not enter the IP addresses from user‘s home broad 

number access provider including, but not limited too cable modem service, 

digital subscriber line (DSL) service and dial-up service. If the trading part-

ner does not utilize a proxy server or have more than one, then trading part-

ner works with the company to figure out the best method of connectivity to 

try and limit the number of IP addresses entered.  
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Motivation: This would have a significant impact through infrastructure 

and business architect because as contributor A12 puts it ―system configura-

tion flexibility allows for interface with multi-partner systems and multiple 

data formats.‖ In addition, this could potentially be of interest to trading 

partners who want to have remote access and be able to check the system 

status from any workstation. 

P15-connectivity is related with company‘s environment such as unsup-

ported operating system or drivers, port conflicts and firewall. Hence the 

B2B connection should be a VPN or better to ensure optimum performance 

and security. P15-Connectivity is part of keeping P17- Transaction Integrity 

in check. P15-connectivity also contributes to P22- Controls and Security for 

System security, encryption and authentication problems. 

3.1.16 Versioning and compatibility  

Name: P16-Versioning and compatibility  

Problem: Dealing with different release cycles. The trading partner sends 

a transaction in a non-supported version. The data becomes misaligned 

causing the functionality of the system to malfunction. When an unsup-

ported version is loaded, the system simply rejects the file saying format is 

not identified. The file log does not say it identified the file as standard 

format but version as not supported.  

In addition trading partners, especially in the foreign markets often 

times are hard pressed to get the most recent versions of system, and must 

make custom modifications behind the scenes to maintain productivity. In 

brief versions are not always in line with what trading partners are capable 

of providing. For example, SAP plans to end support for its R/3 4.6c soft-

ware at the end of 2010 and R/3 4.7 by the end of 2012. Organizations 

need to reach trading partners that are using SAP R/3 systems and con-

vince them to upgrade their software to meet their emerging regulatory or 

business requirements. Problem is how to reach them? 

Solution: Learn and plan for new versions of the system and extend the 

duration for supporting versions of industry standards while making all 

new packages and documentation available to trading partners by posting 

to a website. Maintain the website versions, modifying as needs change, 

and archiving old releases and documentation. Allow system to support 

multiple versions for internal server-to-server interactions. With little ad-

ditional work, it would be very easy to maintain a larger base of versions 

supported by the company. The company should be able to communicate 

with trading partner server it is connecting to, compare versions, and up-

date itself to the correct one. Software should be capable of contacting its 

maker‘s site and check for updates, then report ―an update is available, 

would you like to download it?‖ This would obviously be more significant 
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as version upgrades are no small matter, but awareness would be gained. 

Other versions can be made available to trading partners depending on the 

contract. For instance, in the B2B case in part III of section 2.1. We noted 

that CABS standards are upgraded twice a year. So in this case B2B solu-

tion would supports 3 versions of CABS: the current version, the new 

version being implemented, and the previous version. Furthermore, com-

pany maintenance can also cover CABS differences lists, which specify 

how trading partners deviate from the industry standard. SECAB standards 

are upgraded as the industry dictates following a process similar to CABS. 

EDI versions do not have a specified upgrade cycle. Each trading partner 

can, at any time during the year, make changes to their specifications. B2B 

solution can import the greatest number of EDI formatted electronic doc-

uments of any available system. Principal focus is when industry electron-

ic changes occur, company should make updates to all its products to en-

sure compliance with trading partner transaction. For ASP services, pro-

vide pre-defined maintenance windows. Trading Partners can be notified 

in advance of an upcoming update and obtain approval before performing 

these updates. 

In separate instance trading partner coordinates efforts with trading 

partners to support a single language of changes. From a requirements 

perspective system identifies the file and then checks the problem number 

or version for a supported version. An issue for design consideration is 

that, if the data file has two different versions of a format, they skip the 

middle document and continue. They do this across the board with all 

formats. Files that can be identified will get the parser and then error be-

cause they are the wrong version. Upon installing updated version, trading 

partner can configure the database to use the preferred transaction man-

agement option.  

Motivation: This would greatly improve ability to handle certain trading 

partners, as well as enhance flexibility when it comes to upgrades. Fur-

thermore the use of multiple versions can avoid version problems because 

no application specific software ever resides on the trading partner end. 

Contributor A7 says ―version and backward-compatibility problems occur 

when some system operators needed systems changes, such as additional 

data, faster than they could be implemented through the centralized ap-

proach. The proliferation of changes outside the system made version 

control and backward compatibility increasingly difficult.‖ In contributor 

A9‘s experience, the system manager says ―most manufacturers insist on 

using SAP's R/3 integrated suite of applications with significant market 

share in the enterprise resource planning arena or Oracle. And with SAP 

or Oracle they do not have all the necessary components. Hence, they have 

to put additional components and buy separate applications for the B2B 

engagements.‖ 
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P16-versioning and compatibility contributes to P1-error handling and man-

agement, and P22-Controls and Security. B2B solutions can be upgraded to 

newer versions as in P16-versioning and compatibility, e.g. a newer B2B 

protocol. In this case all trading partners have to be informed so they imple-

ment the same change as in P5-closed architecture/ integration concepts. 

3.1.17 Transaction integrity 

P17-Transaction integrity 

Problem: The problem is the requirements for transaction integrity (pertain-

ing to keeping transactions in the balance) within the B2B system. E.g. 

transactions do not follow the workflow even though the workflow is not 

modified. 

Solution: Perform file validation to confirm that the file adheres to basic 

structural requirements as indicated by industry standard. This validation is 

limited to the structural integrity of the file. Additional problems may be 

uncovered after the file has been transmitted out of the data management 

process by downstream systems. Furthermore, put together a document that 

will provide descriptive answers for structural transaction integrity verifica-

tion and security. This document can contain requirements for ensuring that 

transactions remain in balance at all times within system. Requirements in-

cluded in this document should provide two additional security features that 

can be turned on/off from the system security screen. This feature will pre-

vent users of certain groups from modifying transactions while they are in 

processing. Out of balance transaction security includes requirements to 

ensure that transactions that are out of balance are not sent to the system and 

are instead rejected out of system. Added transaction integrity can include 

added ability allowing the system to view all transactions in the initial state.  

Motivation: For contributor A13 requirements for allowing system to view 

all transactions in the initial state would have system, program, technical, 

end-user and testing impacts (test plans, test cases, unit and integration test-

ing). By adding the out of balance check, a reject workflow action can be 

visible during processing.  

P17 transaction integrity is related to P3, P4 and P18. Dependencies for suc-

cessful B2B engagements include data with basic integrity and accuracy. 

Success is also heavily dependent upon existing infrastructure for workflow 

in the organization because changes needed to the infrastructure may nega-

tively impact delivery. This is applicable for processing where files are 

maintained on the trading partner network.  
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3.1.18 Transaction template construction 

P18-Transaction template construction 

Problem: Documents fail to load because of system template related prob-

lems. Sometimes these business documents do not pass the validation tests 

needed. It may be due to incomplete data, change in document, incorrect 

mapping in the template, etc.  

Solution: System should have a data template that is closely tuned to the 

electronic file so that it knows what to look for in the file at a detail level. It 

could employ enhanced capabilities such as boolean logic expressions to 

validate the data mined. These different problems such as no data found or 

no documents found means that there is a mismatch which could mean that 

the template has not been uploaded to the server therefore file processor 

should communicate to engineering to verify the error and create the new 

template request reporting the problem. The following items structure the 

contents of this template: 

 

 Philosophy: Explain the underlying principles and approach be-

hind this process 

 Standards: Provide technical standards underlying consistent and 

high-quality systems 

 Templates: Indicate the contents of the key artifacts recommended 

by this process 

 Environment: Define the context in which B2B projects are ex-

ecuted in this process 

 Methodology: Explain the B2B system development lifecycle and 

provide checklists for B2B project execution 

 Organizational: Help define goals/strategy and build an effective 

system development organization 

The idea is to receive a file, and run it through a template to parse out key 

data and create a workable file. When template fails in production a tem-

plate ticket with sample files can be opened and assigned to the analyst or 

developer who built the template. Template fixing analyst can fix the for-

mat and unit test it. After unit testing, he/she can release the ticket. Before 

releasing the ticket, analyst verifies and updates the ticket details with the 

highlight of the updates made in the template. Once the ticket is released, 

manager gets an e-mail and closes the ticket. If information is missing on 

any stage of the template completion, the ticket can be returned to the per-

son who is responsible for entering that information. A ticket is entered for 

a new format and assigned to analyst or developer and who makes sure the 

format name is in the heading of the ticket, description with the priority 

level and the expected date for the completion of template building. Addi-
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tional details of the ticket contain qualifier identification for the test and 

production environment.  

Motivation: The benefit of file processor checking to determine if the tem-

plate has been setup allows for adding it if required. If the template has 

been setup, file processor will look for another qualifier for the trading 

partner. The trouble ticket process in comparison to e-mail or phone call 

helps keep track of time. This is beneficial because it helps justify more 

staff, which results in better service. In addition, it enables organizations to 

see trends and identify weak areas, so they can improve them. For instance, 

if they see that multiple trading partners are having the same questions, 

then it is obvious that they need to do something like training or documen-

tation. Furthermore, as contributor A16 puts it ―ticket process helps organi-

zations make sure that they do not have their people wasting time duplicat-

ing efforts.‖ Let us say two of trading partner‘s people e-mail two of organ-

izations‘ people on the same problem. Without a ticket, each of the organi-

zations‘ people would be running around doing the exact same work. This 

does not end up with company helping trading partner twice as fast. This 

ends up with organizations taking longer, because eventually they figure 

out that there are both working on the same problem, and then they have to 

spend time with each other figuring out exactly who has done what. More-

over, if company does not have a ticket, and the person working on the 

problem unexpectedly becomes unavailable, they have no way of knowing 

what has been done. In contributor A22‘s case ―with a ticket, they have a 

central place for all status updates, making it easier for someone else to 

help.‖ For instance, in some company during an upgrade, a trading partner 

called and asked if one thing was required before he could continue the 

upgrade. Service person was distracted by an emergency release that was 

going out, and then they went into training for 4 hours. So, they did not get 

back to the trading partner until after he had already gone home for the day. 

If trading partner entered a ticket that would not happen. This last reason 

also makes it much easier for the trading partner to escalate problem if need 

be; it is easy to escalate a ticket not so much a phone call. 

P18 substantially contributes to P1- error handling and management. E.g. 

problems such as structured query language (SQL) loader failed to load the 

data and a new template must be built. It is also contributes to P9 duplication 

and P23- file processing. 

3.1.19 Auto task assignments 

Name: P19-Auto task assignments 

Problem: It has become a significant threat that auto tasks will either not 

start or not complete due to errors, and sit in a frozen state for days with-

out being noticed especially on non working days. Running auto tasks at 
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the same time is a problem due to overlapping. Other problems include 

limited automated options such as the option to stop all jobs, option to 

start all jobs because if one has to stop all jobs, there is a strong likelih-

ood of wanting to start all the jobs asynchronously as well. More related 

problems stem from information which is derived from MS Access data-

bases that get stale very quickly (no automated reconciliation) which 

means that the reports that are provided to the trading partners are often 

inaccurate. Further more the mechanism that is used to provide this target 

information is an Excel file which contains all of the status for the entire 

B2B project thereby requiring trading partners to sift through data in 

order to find the information needed. Additionally, due to the number of 

ongoing B2B projects, the queue in the mailbox can get rather large and 

there is at present no automated sorting mechanism used to separate be-

tween the various B2B projects.  

Solution: Create for the B2B system jobs to be able to self-diagnose its 

problems by allowing it to recognize, log, and potentially notify if a 

task/job fails to complete, fails to start, or just fails. Hence, add functio-

nality in the design of the auto tasks to accommodate for two-way com-

munication between system and the task functions. To monitor the status 

of auto tasks and notify/log occurrences of failures and/or non-

completion, a threshold needs to be established for an ‗acceptable period 

of time‘, in relation to the data being processed, that an auto task should 

take to complete a job. When the job does not return a status within this 

time, notification is sent or logged. The same should happen if a job is 

unable to start, or errors out for any reason.  

Motivation: This would save time and money from an automation stand-

point, but more importantly enable organizations to extend abilities to 

receive files from trading partners that have been previously incapable of 

being received. Contributor A3 says ―Trading partners would undoubted-

ly appreciate any functionality that would allow them to integrate more 

electronic media into their systems.‖ Overlapping is hard to determine 

because the actual running might be unknown so even if they are spread 

out, this still should not occur. If the data is clean this would be a benefit 

for auto assignment of the transaction format. The benefit of this is that it 

will allow trading partners to automate a greater share of the transactions 

that they receive with greater accuracy of processing. 

Auto task assignments for task manager maintains tasks and their properties 

i.e. automation tasks - scheduling, FTP, encryption or decryption, zip or 

unzip. This is contributes to P2 business process initiatives and P5- architec-

ture and integration concepts.  
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3.1.20 System, process and/or task failure  

Name: P20-System, process and/or task failure  

Problem: Unresolved process, (for instance if the system comes across a 0-

byte file, it will crash and hang until the file is removed and the service is 

restarted. Furthermore organizations delete business documents from sys-

tem when they are not able to resolve problems for business documents that 

did not load into system. The reason why they delete documents is to pre-

vent documents that are aging from appearing on their internal SLA re-

ports. This creates problems such as files that are dropped back into pro-

duction with changed file name. Also this creates a break when performing 

SLA reporting and business document may be lost if the operational servic-

es either does not receive notice that the process has been completed result-

ing in missing documents. Finally operational services do not follow the 

same process consistently between the service members.  

Solution: Preliminary troubleshoot for desktop, server, and network prob-

lems, including but not limited to performance, unlocking user ID‘s, etc. 

Also provide a mechanism that will allow operational services to reload 

business documents as well as to mark documents as pending a change 

request in order to strongly discourage the process whereby documents are 

deleted from the system.  

Task failure is in form of notification sent via e-mail to the trading partner. 

Application support sends out an e-mail for successful jobs. Once the trad-

ing partner sends notification that the transaction was successful, applica-

tion support sends out notification to technology support regarding this.  

Each user must have their email configured in the user table. The user (Us-

er id) must then be configured in the notification profile screen. The notifi-

cation template is set at default. During implementation, trading partner 

designates the email account that system will use as ―from‖ and ―reply to‖ 

addresses on all alert email (typically the email server). Typical conditions 

in which email notice may be warranted include:  

 

 Alert a supervisor when a business document enters a specified 

workflow state requiring approval, such as Invalid transactions. 

 Alert a supervisor that a transaction has remained in a workflow 

state beyond the specified number of days.  

 Alert a manager/director/vice president that a transaction enters a 

specified workflow state requiring approval.  

 Alert a supervisor that a transaction has remained in a transaction 

workflow state beyond the specified number of days.  

For each configured alert, there are two distribution options: Send an alert 

immediately for each event and process alerts nightly, so that recipients are 

get a single email containing a list of all events where the specified condi-

tions were met.  
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Motivation: In the case of A5 this would potentially have great impact 

combined with the file management in that 0-byte files sent automatically 

to the queue would no longer halt operations over non-working hours i.e. 

weekends and nights. This can allow for more restrictive security to be 

introduced prohibiting non-administrators from performing actions that can 

negatively impact system performance. 

P20-system, process and task failure contributes to P10-resoultion and re-

conciliation because technology support identifies problematic areas and 

notifies the resolution team as in P10-resoultion and reconciliation then. This 

safeguards the legal environment for maintenance agreements as in P11-

contractual problems and allows for optimal performance as in P21-

hardware scalability. 

3.1.21 Hardware scalability 

Name: P21-Hardware scalability  

Problem: There are identified problems related to scalability of the hard-

ware platform as processing volumes and number of trading partners 

grows. Company‘s standards of engineering for determining hardware up-

grade thresholds are found lacking. E.g. How does company deal with fail-

ures stemming from memory leaks which happen when the system does not 

release the memory that it used once it has finished the task?- this causes 

the system to run out of memory, become unstable and crash. 

Solution: The primary factors for which the B2B system must scale are 

data volume and the number of concurrent users. The system should be 

able to scale to serve large trading partners (e.g. a large trading partner may 

load 5GB of data per month and have 60 concurrent users). This scaling 

can be generally accomplished by increasing hardware configuration for 

the database server. Minimize for the system to broadcast events, so that it 

may not be a factor in system scalability. Furthermore, a strategic solution 

would be to assume that the memory is going to leak within the servers so 

you can perform a staggered reboot at frequent intervals. In addition the 

system can be designed in such a way as to rely on hardware clustering to 

scale. Capacity can be determined using utilization and performance report-

ing and trending. 

Motivation: According to contributor A10 ―Using utilization and perfor-

mance reporting for capacity allows organization to predict and respond to 

growing demand or new trading partners effectively.‖ This would minimize 

maintenance reboots and free up resources for more jobs. For A2 partners 

could benefit from a lower cost of maintaining system, and resources as far 

as memory is concerned. In contributor A14‘s case adding database persis-

tence could also yield unforeseen benefit to the system. The scalability and 

redundancy afforded by a modification like this allows for load balance 
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loading, processing, and all the other features. This would impact larger 

trading partners and customers who are concerned about redundancy. 

A hardware scalability problem such as system not being able to release 

memory until the service is stopped and the process killed means for a large 

file sent, performance would not be optimal. This contributes to task failure 

problems related in P20. The system needs to be able to load files and re-

lease memory while idle that should be visible as in P8. 

3.1.22 Controls and security 

Name: P22-Controls and security 

Problem: There are sometimes no controls monitoring outbound and 

inbound communication. Standard security and configuration baselines 

for the various platforms (user profile settings, logging, file permissions, 

group settings, open services permitted and required, password require-

ments, default settings, etc) are not formally documented and these system 

configurations and parameters are not monitored to ensure that servers are 

implemented and maintained with standard security and configuration 

requirements. The production environment is not updated regularly or 

evaluated for recommended security patches or related hot-fixes. Most of 

these systems are thought to be production database servers, which are 

behind firewalls with restricted port access. E.g. a user gets access to the 

LAN room without obtaining the written approval of the director of IT, in 

accordance with policy. Another example is a login access that grants the 

user the ability to access (and update) all administrative functions availa-

ble in the user interface: setup, business document format setup, user se-

curity, security roles, form maintenance, reporting, and server manage-

ment. All of the above functions except for reporting can negatively im-

pact production should a user unintentionally or intentionally modify data.  

Solution: Create system, program, technical, and end-user documentation 

that outlines measurable controls that can be easily gathered and reviewed 

by management through a range of activities as diverse as approvals, au-

thorizations, verifications, reviews of operating performance, enforcement 

of the security of assets, segregation of duties and the encryption 

processes. Include functionality to encrypt outgoing files, as well as the 

ability to decrypt the incoming files. Furthermore, examine and address 

the factors that contribute to having a relatively large pool of users who 

are granted access to the administration user interface. Furthermore en-

force physical security measures that can be employed to protect the 

hardware. Moreover, cluster to allow for the loss of multiple servers with-

out impact to functionality.  

Motivation: As confirmed by contributors A2, A3, A5, granting and re-

moving access to databases and the server room, verification and review 
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of access privileges on a periodic basis, review of audit logs, and asso-

ciated follow-up as necessary, file integrity verification tool to monitor the 

integrity of audit log files, and internal or external security cameras all 

provide immense benefits. This reduces the risk that individuals could 

successfully obtain access to facilities to perform unauthorized activities 

without detection during or after the fact. 

P22-controls and security is related to P17-transaction integrity and P25 

archiving and maintenance as this allows for processing files in a seamless 

automated process. Also this would be another potential qualifier for stan-

dard compliance as P3-Single Platform. 

3.1.23 Data and file processing 

Name: P23-Data and file processing 

Problem: There are inadequate mechanisms for protecting data and in-

formation in B2B engagements. Data ownership is often political and the 

data quality is not what is expected. There is periodic loss of data with 

deleted files. Poor performance when multiple users access the same 

project database. In addition, clustered approach provides redundancy and 

scalability. Management is increasingly running into problem(s) where 

business documents are being deleted in error or part of manual process 

workarounds. Once deleted the links to the original history of the docu-

ment are lost thereby creating reporting gaps. More troubling is that dele-

tions are not always detected and/or replaced with a business document 

resulting in lost data.  

Solution: Create and maintain loading procedures outside of the system to 

help load mass amounts of data as quickly as possible. Assist on technical 

calls with trading partners on trading partner-specific data from a business 

perspective. Help with custom queries/uses (scripts/product workarounds 

relating to unique data loading to find disputes) and provide a mechanism 

that will maintain the order in which dispute about data was entered. Al-

low B2B system schedule to be triggered off of database events or through 

environmental triggering i.e. run independent SQL tasks that can be sche-

duled to run daily to catch conditions that may only occur on an infrequent 

basis. Enhancement to the task scheduler should be dynamic enough to 

query the database, run on the presence of a specific file in system‘s com-

pleted folder, or even trigger from the arrival of a monthly transaction. 

Furthermore flexible file acquisition supporting FTP, e-mail, and physical 

media includes adding functionality to allow system to retrieve files from 

various sources (automatically) including FTP and remote folders. Each 

job could be configured with multiple sources. Each step could be moni-

tored/logged/notified and each source could be scheduled differently. Add 

the ability for system to parse files based on identification number s.  
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Motivation: Increased flexibility has numerous beneficial impacts. This 

would reduce the number of daily jobs running. In addition, tasks would 

run immediately after condition is met, not by accident. This supports all 

typical functions of a mediation system (acquisition, transformation, deli-

very). On traditional hardware not well suited for analytical queries against 

large multi-terabyte databases. Data warehouse appliances use parallel 

processing techniques to deliver performance gains, open, standard access 

for business intelligence, and redundancy at all levels for no single point of 

failure. As for document, running commands through B2B application 

could move files from FTP to loading directories. Contributor A20 says 

―Trading partners would love to see this, as they would love to have a ‗file 

mover‘ from their FTP site to the staging directories.‖ 

P23-data and file processing is related to P9-duplication and P25 archiving 

and maintenance. The platform neutrality of a Java-language computer pro-

gram can be used to support queries of archive files, as in P25- archiving 

and/or maintenance read the files, then transform the results into defined 

format for P23-data and file processing. B2B applications are developed 

independently in P23-data and file processing leading to P9-duplication. 

3.1.24 Tracking and trending 

Name: P24-Tracking and trending 

Problem: Instances where the tracking mechanism for problems is non-

relational, i.e. ad hoc techniques and informal management do not work 

well. Generally, this involves what to do with tracking or trending problems, 

feedback mechanisms, response times, resolution times, status or follow-up 

and escalations. 

Solution: Create and maintain reports for tracking. Provide easier and better 

ways such as escalation of tracking crucial dispute information. Sometimes 

an incorrect template may have processed the transaction. If so send to the 

respective department to handle by forwarding a copy of the screen shot via 

e-mail once trouble ticket number is received. In some instances such as 

cannot determine what might have caused it escalate type of error to engi-

neering.  

Best practice action includes resolution of service interruptions accom-

plished through a series of steps common to all problems: information ga-

thering, initial testing, segmentation, isolation, and repair. The goal of 

trouble management is timely trouble isolation and repair via a sustainable 

process that addresses the vast majority of problems.  

Escalation is a process by which the trading partner fix agency manage-

ment structure is engaged to bring value to a problem that has fallen outside 

of process. In the context of escalations, outside of process is defined as 

having exceeded the typical interval established to complete a stage. 
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The escalation process begins by making a business case for escalating 

the problem. Depending upon the problem severity and scope, trading part-

ner may contact the appropriate supervisor. The supervisor with team mem-

bers discusses the problem and brainstorms potential solutions and/or worka-

rounds. Based upon the discussion, the team may: Propose an interim or 

long-term workaround. Conclude that the system is working as intended, and 

that the problem lies with another party (e.g. internal IT, procedure, error 

condition, etc.). In this case, the team may recommend a course of action for 

the trading partner to pursue independently. Recommend a development 

effort to produce a patch to address the specific problem reported.  

Motivation: Management seeks improved predictability because this em-

powers management to be an expert on each trading partner in order to prop-

erly allocate resources, communicate status to upper level management, and 

provide back-up as needed. At any time during the change request process, 

the trading partner may choose to escalate, if the problem is severe.  

In contributors A14 and A15‘s case they had a problem with getting email 

notification failure in the log file. The analyst followed through with a ticket 

process by first checking all the email notification settings to make sure the 

client is connected to a valid host server. This was followed by a look at 

both the domain name and the internet protocol address and still that failed. 

This was escalated to the supervisor who concluded that there may be some 

things to try with the connectivity to the server and to attempt a test message 

using the most basic mail service. This was further forwarded to engineering 

team which held a WebEx that revealed telnet can not open port 25 on any 

server. The B2B system server runs McAfee Virus Shield. The latest version 

by default blocks port 25. After turning off the block, they tried to test, but 

that test failed too on the spot. This was forwarded to the manager who fol-

lowed up with the trading partner, and partner‘s response was: We had 

turned off Port 25 blocking on the servers, however the intermediate server 

would not allow the changes to stay. There administration made exceptions 

on the intermediate server for trading partner servers and the email function 

worked perfectly. Solution was simple --the resolution was to make sure the 

port 25 going out for telnet is not blocked which was better achieved trough 

escalation. 

This would enhance P1- error handling and management, P8- visibility and 

monitoring and P10- the resolution and reconciliation. If for instance the file 

does not appear on the missing report that is generated for a trading partner, 

then the file is added manually to the report for tracking purposes as in P24. 

Escalation is applicable to pattern handling in P10- the resolution and recon-

ciliation and P24-tracking and trending. 
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3.1.25 Archiving and/or maintenance  

Name: P25-Archiving and/or maintenance  

Problem: Organizations are dependant upon continuous, uninterrupted 

services. Any loss of system, servers, network communications, or other 

resources for an extended period of time could have a severe economic 

impact on the company. How often is information archived? And what is 

the format of the achieved information? Archiving requires manual inter-

vention, and unless jobs are managed regularly, can often grow too large 

for the application to be effective. B2B systems require large storage capac-

ity and this growing amount of data due to lack of archival of data in rela-

tion to transaction data or transaction history creates a negative effect of 

slowing down system.  

Solution: Create a function by which the system archive files of a specified 

age to a specified location and can be configured to be compressed if need 

to be. Archive and purge unused data to save disk space, and minimize 

screen clutter from unused data. Restore archived data for regulatory audits. 

Include functionality in each job to set a threshold whereby files can be 

automatically compressed and migrated to a designated archive location. In 

each job properties, a section should be included for the automatic archiv-

ing of files and logs. The time frames by which these files are archived 

should be adjustable based on status (completed, partial, failed, etc.), and 

should include the option to compress (zip) the files together. An archiving 

schedule will directly correlate to the B2B system solution a trading partner 

chooses. In this case archiving would be different for the different 

processing pieces. The frequency and storage is mutually determined by the 

organizations and their trading partners. 

Motivation: This would eliminate many hours of work spent zipping, co-

pying, arranging, and managing archived files. For contributor A1 a pattern 

like this would again enable a trading partner of any size to reduce over-

head costs within their IT department by reducing hours spent managing 

files. Furthermore, archiving files intelligently, will balance the conflicting 

needs of users to access old files with the critical requirement of sufficient 

free space. 

Pattern Relationship I as shown in section 3.2, fig 7: P25 is related to P22 

and P23. The disaster recovery plan for P25-archiving and/or maintenance is 

intended to provide guidance as to actions management and staff should take 

in the event of a business interruption. This contributes to P22-controls and 

security and P23-data and file processing.  
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3.2 Relationships of the patterns  

In this section, we discuss the pattern relationships. Specifically we look at 

various problems in the area of B2B engagements. The overall problem that 

the proposed pattern language for B2B engagement addresses on the macro 

level is the lack of standards and structure in the operation and communica-

tion of the B2B environment. The research presents patterns for dealing with 

problems such as a lack of agreed conventions, lack dialogue across the B2B 

modules, lack of automated mechanism for various subtasks, data problems 

in disparate locations, lack of clear legal environment, collectivity in creat-

ing networks, as well as reporting mechanism for transaction activity. Table 

17 shows the outline of these problems. 
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Table 17. Problems, corresponding patterns and relationships 

Problem No. Pattern Name Relationship  

X1:-The problem is dealing with different re-
leases 

P16 Versioning and compati-
bility 

P1,P5,P22 

X2:-Lack of intervention on errors raises prob-
lems 

P1 Error han-
dling/management 

P10,P12,P24 

X3:-Lack of agreed conventions P3 Single platform P4,P7 

X4:-Set up problems with trading partners P15 Connectivity P17,P22 

X5:-Multiple entry points P9 Duplication P2,P23 

X6:-Visibility and monitoring in transaction 

systems 

P8 Visibility and monitoring P10,P12,P14 

X7:-Non-relational tracking mechanism for 
problems 

P24 Tracking and trending P1,P8,P10 

X8:-Documents fail to load because of process P20 System, process/task 
failure 

P10,P11,P21 

X9:-No dialogue across the B2B modules P5 Architecture/integration P3,P4 

X10:-No automated mechanism for various 
subtasks 

P19 
Auto task assignments 

P2,P5 

X11:-Data problems in disparate locations P4 Centralized data reposito-
ry  

P3,P7 

X.12:-Transaction document accuracy P17 Transaction integrity P3,P4,P18 

X13:-Lack of clear legal environment, P11 Contractual problems P3,P7,P12 

X14:-Timely receipt and sequence of all files P14 Timing and sequence P1,P2,P16 

X15:-Frequency and format of archived infor-

mation 

P25 Archiving and/or main-

tenance 

P22,P23 

X16:-Change process to support B2B initiatives P2 Change management P14,P18 

X17:-Complicated B2B tools P6 Usability/end-user en-

hancements 

P2,P20 

X18:- Collectivity in creating networks P7 Inter-organizational 

factors 

P3,P4,P5 

X19:-Processing problematic transactions P10 Resolution and reconcilia-

tion 

P1,P24 

X20:-Reporting mechanism for transaction 
activity 

P12 
Reporting capabilities  

P1,P8,P19 

X21:-File resends and corresponding enhance-

ments 

P13 File resends / re-load 

option 

P1,P17,P23 

X22:-Template related problems P18 Transaction template 

construction 

P1,P9,P23 

X23:-Hardware standard thresholds P21 Hardware scalability P8,P20 

X24:-Controls for communication P22 Controls and security P3,P17,P25 

X25:-Data ownership is often political P23 
Data and file processing 

P9,P25 

The B2B engagement pattern language illustrates the dependencies among 

patterns. The patterns represent a set of problems that are involved in B2B 

systems transactions and each pattern‘s solution and its effect are supported 

by trading partner experience. The pattern as best practice action provides a 

means for what organizations need to do in order to compete effectively in a  

shown in figure 12. 
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Figure 12. Expanded pattern language  

Change management and business process initiatives involves following 

through process to identify deficient, broken and non-existent processes so 

as to reengineer changes or upgrades to take advantage of P14:- timing and 

sequence (according to process). Company sets up a change initiation 

process that begins with using a pre-defined template to clarify business 

need. Company will then assess architectural fit for P18:-transaction frame-

work construction to consider component reuse, advancement opportunities, 

coupling, and technology use when creating scope, vision, and delivery plan 

for change. P6 usability and end user enhancements are related to a success-

ful change process in P2:-change management and business process initia-

tives as users have a direct role in system transition. P9:-duplication includes 

considerations such as: when converting from research to electronic what 

business rules should be established for duplicate business documents 

found? Specifically, which document, research or electronic, should be dis-

carded? Under what circumstances (e.g. order in which they were received, 

level of detail entered/loaded, etc.)? This is related to P2:-change manage-

ment and business process initiatives. 

A single platform advocating for inter- organizational communication 

standards provides files that conform to the standards. This is related to 
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business intelligence because it works well with the concept of a centralized 

data repository. Trading partner can make changes to their format for the 

business document to be determined compatible, so they can send document. 

As in inter-organizational factors, if a document is determined to be in a 

non-standard format, trading partner can be asked to convert to another stan-

dardized media transmission option. 

Architecture and integration concepts as the backbone are needed for a 

successful centralized data repository. Universal standards should also be 

used to support single platform for the starting point for integration. Media 

transmission options can set up trading partner preferences such as available 

transmission type and media types to facilitate integration.  

Auto Task Assignments for task manager maintains tasks and their prop-

erties i.e. automation tasks - scheduling, FTP, encryption or decryption, zip 

or unzip. This contributes to business process initiatives plus architecture 

and integration concepts.  

A centralized data repository promotes standardization for a single plat-

form. The central approach relates to inter-organizational factors. A centra-

lized approach creates enhancements for reporting capabilities and/or inter-

active performance.  

The legal environment for contractual issues that must be in place to 

make sure the B2B system works and that all the partners understand their 

rights and responsibilities works with inter organizational factors. Single 

Platform supports all players in the chain in fulfilling their roles for efficient 

contractual issues. 

An external B2B pressure that cannot be handled by individual organiza-

tions is enhanced by collaboration as a direct result of single platform, cen-

tralized data repository and integration concepts. By automating the load of 

business document at the detail level, auto task assignments the B2B solu-

tion opens the door to additional reporting opportunities. This is directly 

related to reporting opportunities in terms of visibility and monitoring which 

enhances error handling and management. 

3.3 Chapter summary 

In Chapter 3, we took an extensive pattern development initiative in the B2B 

domain. This required us to appreciate the B2B engagement and business 

operations. Twenty five patterns are developed. Each pattern had its own 

problem description and each of these problems was unique in nature with 

their own characteristics. The patterns represent a set of problems that are 

involved in B2B systems transaction and where applicable each pattern‘s 

solution techniques and its effect are backed by trading partner experience. 

The pattern as best practice action provides a means for what organizations 

need to do in order to compete effectively. The set of patterns is organized 

into a pattern language as shown in 3.2 
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4 CONSIDERATIONS FOR 
BUILDING B2B ENVIRONMENTS WITH 
PATTERNS 

In this chapter, we hypothetically state the responsibilities as well as re-

quirements of the connection between the trading partners in a data ex-

change B2B case. This includes the processes and procedures that the trad-

ing partner will follow to use a B2B engagement pattern language. The 

chapter starts with introducing the need for requirements in section 4.1. In 

section 4.2 we present business needs and user preferences. In section 4.3 we 

present functional requirements. In 4.4 we present non-functional require-

ments. 4.6 present the database environment and version planning. In section 

4.7 we present accessibility and interface requirements. We conclude with a 

summary in section 4.8. 

4.1 Introduction  

The considerations in setting up B2B engagement best practices includes 

requirements perspective entailing functional and non-functional decisions 

that shape the structure of a B2B system. Moreover, standard based macro 

and micro problems in B2B engagements traverse from the high end at stra-

tegic to the low end at tactical and operations c.f. table 18.  

The strategic level is committed and has significant influence upon 

organizational mission or vision. The tactical level does not have stake but is 

indirectly affected by an organization‘s actions. This level acts as the 

intermediaries that protect the interests of the strategic level. The operational 

level is affected, either positively or negatively by an organization‘s actions. 

They have no financial stake in the firm but have influence and control of 

the organization‘s operations. 
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Table 18. Categorizing the patterns 

No. Pattern Name Category Relationship to other 
patterns 

P16 Versioning and compatibility Strategic and Tactical  P1,P5,P22 

P1 Error handling/management Tactical and Operational P10,P12,P24 

P3 Single platform Strategic P4,P7 

P15 Connectivity Operational P17,P22 

P9 Duplication Tactical and Operational P2,P23 

P8 Visibility and monitoring Strategic and Operational P10,P12,P14 

P24 Tracking and trending Tactical P1,P8,P10 

P20 System, process/task failure Operational P10,P11,P21 

P5 Architecture/integration Tactical and Operational P3,P4 

P19 Auto task assignments Tactical and Operational P2,P5 

P4 Centralized data repository  Strategic P3,P7 

P17 Transaction integrity Operational P3,P4,P18 

P11 Contractual issues Strategic and Operational P3,P7,P12 

P14 Timing and sequence Tactical and Operational P1,P2,P16 

P25 Archiving and/or maintenance Tactical and Operational P22,P23 

P2 Change management Strategic /Tactical and Operational P14,P18 

P6 Usability/end-user enhancements Operational P2,P20 

P7 Inter-organizational factors Strategic P3,P4,P5 

P10 Resolution and reconciliation Tactical and Operational P1,P24 

P12 Reporting capabilities  Strategic P1,P8,P19 

P13 File resends / re-load option Operational P1,P17,P23 

P18 Transaction template construc-
tion 

Tactical and Operational P1,P9,P23 

P21 Hardware scalability Operational P8,P20 

P22 Controls and security Strategic / Tactical and Operational P3,P17,P25 

P23 
Data and file processing 

Operational P9,P25 

4.2 Business needs and user preferences  

The aim is to address the requirements necessary to add the transaction data 

to the B2B system and the corresponding business rules for the transaction 

procedures. The business requirements address the necessary enhancements 

that need to be made to the B2B engagement to accommodate the patterns 

discussed in chapter 3. This research provides common B2B systems re-

quirements that are met by applications and interfaces within the B2B arena. 

In many cases the B2B system is managed data that has no standards sur-

rounding the content therefore there is a need to address several layers of 

standard trading partner information that is meaningful to B2B and other 

inter organizational settings.  

Requirement 4.2 is to reduce cost of processing a transaction and asso-

ciated workflow changes to support that. This can be measured by setting 

success criteria, i.e. reduce transaction cost by particular percentage in a 

given period. For this to be successful business relationship has to be labor 

and time intensive. This involves stating the vision, purpose, objectives, 
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business rules, business impacts, assumptions, actors, scope and resources 

while establishing boundaries of the B2B project and success criteria.  

Requirement 4.2b is to create flexible file acquisition supporting various 

transmission formats such as FTP, email, and physical media. Additionally 

users should see messages written to the log file when the transaction is 

processing and a status bar when jobs are in current. Requirement for user is 

to add or delete fields in the B2B systems transaction log. These and more 

user preferences can put B2B system in jeopardy, if this is not well done. 

Therefore, requirement is to gather detail information about quality characte-

ristics and non-functional requirements from systems user. Social skills are 

needed to interact with a variety of stakeholders, including potentially non-

technical, and the technical skills to interact with systems designers thereby 

implementing a standard user interface to integrate system with trading part-

ner specific data.  

Requirement 4.2c is to contact the trading partners with requests to con-

vert their available formats into agreeable B2B standard formats to ensure 

data integrity and expedite the processing time. To do this the file identifica-

tion task can begin the process with the system reading the individual files to 

determine the correct business document format type and begin to parse out 

values in the file that are used in downstream tasks and reporting.  

Requirement 4.2d other problems include addressing questions like whom 

we should contact if there is a trading partner related problem with 

processing the file. An option could be using automated B2B checks that 

will email failure notifications with an attached error log to speed the 

process up and properly document errors (another identified requirement c.f. 

Niwe, 2007a). This rule-centered approach will significantly help reduce 

cost over runs for organizations and their trading partners, thereby support-

ing the efficiency and effective goals of the organization. Mechanism for 

controlling rule quality is testing which involves test planning various mod-

ules and brainstorming with testers for technical test scenarios covering test 

plans, test cases and executing unit and integration testing.  

4.3 Functional requirements 

Functional requirement is to describe the design for the B2B systems 

framework while capturing and conveying the significant mapping and load 

requirements which need to be made on the system.  

Requirement 4.3 design considerations in B2B systems integration in-

clude performance requirements, security, high-level testing scenarios i.e. 

creating test plans and test cases and executing unit and integration testing 

and special considerations such as documentation needs including additions 

and changes. The primary documentation is around B2B engagement and 

report processing for system, program, technical, and end-user documenta-

tion. Emphasis is placed on the functionality that the developers must build 
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to enable users to accomplish their tasks, thereby satisfying the business 

requirements.  

The B2B system functional requirements capture the behavior of the sys-

tem while outlining configuration such as transaction workflows, including 

user assignment, and functions allowed for components of the system. The 

ability to customize areas such as queries, reports, workflow, security and 

reference data, should be controlled through managing the system via a sys-

tem administrator. Organizations can add other functional features such as 

the capability to make system-wide changes for a given field with a minimal 

amount of data entry, and able to generate reports on changes.  

4.4 Non functional requirements 

Organizations are required to identify the constraints that the intended sys-

tem should obey while describing impacts or requirements to each area. The 

business impacts associated with the B2B system environment include or-

ganizations having the ability to report on process on a go-forward basis. 

Technical impacts include requirements that the trading partners have with 

utilization of the established networks. 

Typically, assumed factors are all those items that would have an adverse 

effect on the deliverable if found to be untrue. Organizations need to state 

specific performance requirements for various B2B system operations in-

cluding any of the following; response time, transactions per second, memo-

ry, disk space requirements, and computational accuracy to achieve scala-

bility, security, maintainability, reliability and availability. These various 

system tasks performed at the trading partner can ensure information is re-

ceived efficiently.  

4.4.1 Scalability  

How many simultaneous users does B2B application suite support? ―P21:-

Hardware Scalability, P23; Data and File Processing‖. Assume that several 

thousand trading partners are connecting to the server at the same time. 

What are people's experiences with projects using B2B of this scale and 

larger? Are there any scalability problems?  

Requirement 4.4.1 Organizations‘ B2B services environment should scale 

as needs arise to support the growing needs of trading partners. There should 

be no limit to the number of simultaneous users the B2B application suite 

supports from a technical perspective. Licensing restrictions as dictated by 

the terms of the software license agreements ―P11:- Contractual Problems‖ 

agreed to by both parties should impose the only limitation on the number of 

users. 

Requirement 4.4.1b For each level of B2B application scale, the require-

ment is: Hardware needs for each level of scale, What limits scale (hard-
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ware, software, other), scale based upon number of users, scale based upon 

number of events broadcast simultaneously, and what functionality is sacri-

ficed, if any, as the offering is scaled over numerous concurrent users 

The primary focus of scalability is to target manual or partially automated 

processes that are performed outside of the company that are not directly 

handled by other applications in order to provide a consistent and scalable 

service. Organizations need to provide additions or changes to the data im-

port and/or export structures (i.e. XML file, template). This addresses length 

of time required to restore ability to use the hardware and software for the 

B2B system. Important to note is the size of the database and requirement 

for restoring the information. E.g., if information will need to be restored for 

dispute back up, the query time for the particular segment will be determined 

by the scope of query.  

4.4.2 Security  

For security, Requirement 4.4.2 problem is how do organizations currently 

structure system security groups? If company creates security groups based 

on job roles, then they should incorporate the system functions into existing 

security groups. If company creates security groups based on application 

functionality, then one needs to create separate configuration groups. All this 

is aimed at integrating security levels for access authentication into the B2B 

system.  

Requirement 4.4.2b Furthermore the B2B system needs to be scalable to 

the analysts and to do so would require restricting access to and from select 

parts of the system ―P22:- Controls and Security‖. If a security level could 

be added to authenticate users entering system, then users could check status 

of their own files, maybe even load files, but could not modify settings or 

impact the database. This would be beneficial to the team, who spend a sig-

nificant amount of time reporting back on status, as well as responding to 

requests for reloads and loads. Also this would allow visibility into a system 

that would normally require entering a ticket to their IT group to get to. To 

ensure the confidentiality of information company databases need to be 

segmented and separated. Additionally, they can be secured based on active 

directory logins.  

Requirement 4.4.1c It is advisable that the organizations‘ security logic be 

on the server side rather than the trading partner side. The reason for doing 

this is that there may other applications that require a similar approach to 

security. In such cases, the code could be on the server side so that it can be 

reused. If it is on the trading partner side it would be tied strictly to the trad-

ing partner. As far as job function is concerned system may have one or 

more levels of access. Administrators would have the ability to create new 

jobs, modify existing jobs, create trading partners, run/re-run jobs, and es-

tablish maintenance windows for their given security partition. Administra-

tors would have no access to view or modify jobs that are not part of their 
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security partition. End user accounts can be individual or group specific 

depending on the functions being performed. End users will have a limited 

number of jobs whereas administrators will have a large number of jobs to 

select from. Simple login security is required.  

4.4.3 Reliability  

To address reliability let us examine the EDI standard and how it can be 

made more reliable. We may approach EDI testing in either of two ways: 

end-to-end, this involves loading raw EDI documents through the EDI trad-

ing partner. The EDI service is used to monitor for the presence of files and 

move them as necessary. This testing starts with the files that have already 

been previously translated by the EDI trading partner and stored away for 

regression testing. The possible test scenarios include: If testing an EDI re-

lease that includes a trading partner and server patch, then perform end-to-

end testing. If testing a server side patch only, and if already have translated 

EDI files, then can just perform the trading partner side only testing. Analyst 

will complete the format and unit test it. After unit testing, he/she will assign 

the ticket, following information must be entered in the ticket (these will be 

in form of questions template names and template count, number of docu-

ment tested during unit testing, test format identification, test database (this 

information will not be important when test database is.0 and everybody is 

loading the documents in the same database). It is recommended to mention 

the document number of the biggest document (if more than one sample 

available) so that business tester can test that document. Tester will assign 

the ticket for business testing with the expected date for the business testing 

completion. The business tester should attempt to test the bigger samples at 

the least (if more than one sample available). In case there are multiple sam-

ples available, testing of 1-2 bigger samples is sufficient. If any bug is found 

during business testing, business tester will assign the ticket back to analyst 

with comments in the ticket details. Analyst will fix the template, unit test it 

and assign back to business tester. Analyst will make sure to update the 

functional document in case there are any changes. This cycle will continue 

until the template passes the business test. Business tester will then release 

the ticket. Once the business tester ―releases‖ the ticket, product manager 

can get an e-mail. Product manager will then close the ticket. Authentication 

and integration with security as system and its functions begins to have an 

impact on analysts and their role, they in turn become more interactive with 

the system application. This need can be met by integrating a level of securi-

ty into system which would coordinate with the user rights. Rights could be 

given as administrator full access which would allow a person to login and 

perform any function the system has to offer, or restricted to analyst who 

would allow them to open the application, view the status of files, research 

batches and report on backup and storage. 
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Requirement 4.3.3:-Organizations that are not already using EDI can skip 

EDI and go straight to XML-based alternatives. Analysis, design, and main-

tenance of EDI applications in various formats that include ANSI X.12, and 

other proprietary formats using EDI offers limitations compared to the ex-

pandable, robust and more stable XML-based alternative.  

4.4.4 Maintainability  

Requirement 4.3.4:- Organizations‘ back-up services ―P25:-Archiving and 

Maintenance‖ should include a hot backup of the database twice a day and 

cold backup once a day. The redundancy requirement could be an environ-

ment with 2 servers and 2 disk arrays that fail over to each other. Require-

ment 4.3.4b Furthermore organizations‘ facility can provide redundant pow-

er and networking.  

4.5 Connectivity 

In the following parts, we describe sets of functionality for the various steps 

in the B2B process. This provides high-level information of the B2B system 

processing, such as interface options, and components. The requirement is to 

make general statements of user goals or business tasks that the users with in 

the B2B system need to perform such as scenario to verify that partner has 

received all transactions. For this to happen there can be multiple checks to 

ensure each transaction will be accounted for. A company can use automated 

checks in B2B application while maintaing logs on all transactions that are 

received. Therefore missing transactions as discussed in section 2.5.4 are 

communicated proactively with the trading partners. In addition to these 

procedures, organizations can provide strict rules around the process for 

guarantees.  

The company and trading partner sites can be connected by a dedicated 

T1 between the router at the company and the same model hardware at the 

trading partner site. The company would then publish a minimum system 

requirement for trading partner computers.  Below is a high-level overview 

of the data flow between the company site and trading partner end-users. 

It is the responsibility of company to define approach to firewall compa-

tibility and penetration ―P22:- Controls and Security‖. This can be achieved 

through a managed firewall team that is dedicated to the monitoring and 

support of the firewall infrastructure. The team can set up incident response 

notifications. 

Backups as discussed in ―P25:- Archiving and/or Maintenance‖ of Oracle 

database and Solaris OS files can be taken and stored on magnetic tape. 

These tapes can then be archived offsite and set in a periodic rotation. Tapes 

should be shipped off-site on a daily basis. Furthermore random backup 

verification tests should be run by company regularly (at least once quarter-
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ly) to ensure data is backed up properly and can be restored. In addition to 

redundant mirroring and backup systems, company should utilize Oracle 

Enterprise manager monitoring, as well as 3
rd

-party monitoring solutions to 

cross monitor the transaction environment ―P8:- Visibility and Monitoring‖.  

This can be supported by various business models such as trading partner 

pushing standard format files only segregation of business documents (sepa-

rate folders) by trading partner is not required unless VAN charges apply. 

Value added network charges are assessed to each trading partner based on 

actual costs. Only setup one mailbox per trading partner unless there is a 

special requirement. For example case where trading partner pushes non-

standard format files such as. PDF, Word, Excel, txt only, all business doc-

uments must be segregated by trading partner and folder setup is done by 

company. Case where trading partner pushes standard format and non-

standard format files, segregation of business document by standard and 

non-standard format is required. Non-standard format must be further segre-

gated by trading partner. Standard format only requires segregation by trad-

ing partner if VAN fees apply. Company will create two separate user IDs 

and passwords for the trading partner. In all this company must setup a job 

to process the files delivered by the trading partner. Furthermore, this re-

quirement includes a data flow, and/or process flow to make the process 

easier to capture. Furthermore high level overview responsibilities include 

workflow management, trading partner request packaging and management, 

automated format analysis, repository for adding, updating, and storing 

commonly used trading partner information and a centralized repository that 

can be used by multiple systems.  

Requirement 4.5.1:-Hardware requirements are determined according to 

the scenario or business model that company operates under e.g., Trading 

partner hosted or ASP type model. Ordinarily B2B system should be de-

signed to run on commonly available hardware.  

Requirement 4.5.1b:-If company provides hosting services and/or a com-

plete outsourced model, the service and the infrastructure employed to sup-

port the client load should include: data centers, hardware/software plat-

forms employed plus Internet line dedicated to infrastructure and dedicated 

bandwidth between data centers. 

4.6 Database environment and version planning 

The Requirement 4.5:- is to describe the system, program, technical (such 

as database environment), and end-user documentation needs including addi-

tions and changes to system versions. Make sure that trading partner always 

knows how to get assistance when and how they need it, and all partner inte-

ractions are documented for the benefit of the effectiveness. 
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4.6.1 Database environment  

Requirement 4.6.1:-Data philosophy ―P23:-Data and File Processing‖ is, 

first, to store similar data regardless of the source of the data in same tables 

and fields to support all types of business documents and their data. Ensure 

flexibility as industry evolves, company would want data template to be 

flexible enough to store the data without making structural changes. Do not 

store redundant data and there should be a few areas in the database where 

opportunities arise to store redundant data. Advantage is if data meets the 

criteria of the search in the database, file data retriever can provide a sum-

mary of the jobs and/or tasks with matches. File data retriever can also pro-

vide the record count for the number of matches found at the task level.  

It was noted that the majority of transactions that are processed through B2B 

systems fall into stand alone transactions ―P5:-Architecture and Integration 

Concepts‖. Therefore there is need to provide relationship information. Re-

quirement 4.5.1b:-The relationships are recommendations based on business 

rules.  

Requirement 4.6.1b:-All database objects should belong to one schema. 

Almost all of the tables should be dynamically modifiable. Although there 

are logical relationships between some non-primary key columns and prima-

ry key columns of other tables, there should be no referential integrity con-

straints defined - relations are maintained by the B2B application. Some of 

the stored procedures can be used for generating data for extract tables, a 

process that generally that can run nightly, for access via a Business Objects 

client for reporting purposes. 

Requirement 4.6.1c:-Some tables must be created to store trading partner 

reference data and their relationships to allow cross application of informa-

tion across the trading partner databases. Other data templates may differ 

from the basics discussed, since there are a variety of ways to construct a 

database. Provide trading partners with table naming patterns while explain-

ing table naming practices and how they conform to business relationship; 

e.g. convention explaining an analogy to illustrate a relational database: An 

MS Excel spreadsheet is similar to a table, the spreadsheet columns are simi-

lar to the table fields, a row is similar to a record within the table. The data 

template comprises a variety of tables, related to one another, to store a va-

riety of interface, and system configuration data. A table comprises a unique 

set of data.  

4.6.2 Version planning  

How does company conduct upgrade and/or new version planning ―P16:-

Version and Compatibility‖ in terms of deciding what functionality to in-

clude in the next release? 

Requirement 4.6.2:-Devise a release strategy (also discussed in 4.16.1) 

consisting of components such as quarterly releases, custom work, indepen-
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dent projects, service packs, and priority updates. Company can pursue a 

release strategy with smaller quarterly releases that provides the trading 

partner more opportunities for new functionality while freeing up parts of 

the organization for custom work or independent projects.  

A quarterly release would generally consist of a number of small to me-

dium projects (evolution cycles), trouble tickets, and updates to custom work 

as required by maintenance agreements ―P11:-Contractual problems‖. A 

quarterly release may also contain the final delivery of a new custom project 

or independent project. The IDEA is to strive to strike a balance between 

tactical and strategic initiatives when determining the composition of a re-

lease. Projects on the B2B Solutions priorities pipeline are assessed as re-

lease candidates based on their priority and requested delivery date. A re-

lease candidate list is proposed by the product management and product 

delivery teams, and the list is presented for review to the senior leadership 

team and line of business (LOB) general manager.  

A service pack would be an emergency patch released to resolve high se-

verity problems. A service pack would have an installation package and 

include all previous service packs and priority updates released since the last 

quarterly release. Service pack schedules can be captured as a line item on 

an existing project schedule or managed as a task list in the trouble ticket 

database (as discussed in 4.18.1). Service Packs typically contain fixes to 

more than one area of the B2B application or unusually complex fixes 

One consolidated project schedule is created containing all the projects on 

the candidate list and maintained throughout the life of the release. Each 

project owner individually contributes schedule information, status and up-

dates to the product delivery manager. The product delivery manager is re-

sponsible for managing the schedule, budget, delivery date, scope, and risks 

as a whole. 

The release deployment date and budget is approved at the LOB general 

manager level, and any changes to the date and budget are assessed and ap-

proved by the LOB general manager. 

4.7 Accessibility and interface requirements 

The requirement is to describe how various users, developers, and adminis-

ters will access B2B application. Create and maintain inviting graphical and 

easy to use interfaces between applications systems, and trading partner B2B 

engagements. Provide flexibility to tailor reports and insulate the user from 

the complexity of the back end system. It was noted that data for B2B opera-

tions does not all come in through the user interface ―P4:- Centralized Data 

Repository‖. Hence provide mechanism whereby approved transaction with 

document information is collected and transmitted using a common interface 

layout.  
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Requirement 4.6:-A developer may access the B2B application in the 

same manner but may connect to a specific development or test database, 

and may login with administrative privileges. They may also use a third-

party or database trading partner tool to login to the database to 

view/manipulate data and/or database structures directly. 

Requirement 4.6b:-The B2B system uses functionality with access me-

thods such as a graphical user interface (GUI). The interface requirements 

for B2B system capabilities in terms of the GUI, is to have menu-driven 

features designed to increase user productivity. Create intuitive, seamless, 

streamlined, consistent and web-based, GUIs like integrated development 

environment (IDEs) ―P5:-Integration Concepts‖ with better diagnostics for 

managers and executives (who now need greater visibility ―P8:- Visibility 

and Monitoring‖, to provide streamlined transaction review and approval 

plus access to relevant details via the fewest mouse clicks. 

Using this approach organization can see discrepancies categorized and 

prioritized, speeding up the problem-solving process. Add functionality to be 

able to report on rejected transactions. Also, add the ability to report on how 

many times a transaction moved to a workflow state, specifically approval 

states. This would be for both rejected and closed transactions. Requirement 

is to run time based reports on rejected transactions and number of times a 

transaction is submitted. Received date should reflect date transaction was 

received for electronic processing. Also original description as the field of 

transaction receipt date. This date is stored and should be visible to users.  

In addition, perform flexible searches to identify and resolve particular 

types of problems. The user must also be able to switch between screens in 

B2B engagements. Organizations can address two GUI-based platforms in 

the B2B system: the B2B trading partner and the B2B administration. The 

B2B trading partner would be a windows-based application that makes use 

of many of the features common to windows applications including menus, 

trees, and toolbars. The B2B administration would be used to administer 

transaction loading and automated job scheduling for the system, and it 

could use many of the features common to windows-based applications. In 

essence, the B2B system should provide the ability for expert users to cus-

tomize the system. The B2B application should have robust manual entry 

screens designed to reduce the amount of time required to enter new data 

and change existing data. When data is modified, the user that last changed 

the data and the time that it was changed should be stored and reports should 

be created within the system that display this information.  

Requirement 4.6c:-Another B2B systems interface requirement is specify-

ing hardware, software, or database elements with which the system must 

interface. E.g. would the B2B applications be installed on desktops or serv-

ers? The answer to such question will depend on the delivery options re-

quested. Options can include; a straight software license solution, where the 

software is configured on the server and the trading partner version is in-

stalled on user‘s desktops. In a B2B application service provider or hosting 
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solution the software is installed and maintained at trading partner and trad-

ing partners can connect through a VPN, or some type of protocol. License 

and ASP trading partners can be provided an FTP site for occasionally send-

ing/receiving large files as well as transferring interface data. Below are 

more proposed templates. 

Requirement 4.6d:-Furthermore, another requirement is to add a status 

bar to the file load and auto task functions. This requirement can be regarded 

more of a nice-to-have, category but it shows what kind of improvements 

can be made to make the product more appealing, would be to add a simple 

status bar where the queued, completed, etc fields are. Such a bar would 

allow visibility into the progress of a file or task. In the user interface, it can 

show a filename with start time, end time, etc, and an executable name with 

a system display in the status bar with how far complete the task/job is then 

switch to completed when applicable. Finally create and maintain web based 

interfaces to query and check status of internal databases and to access man-

agement servers to administer the databases.  

4.8 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, we addressed consideration for building B2B systems start-

ing with the business needs and user preferences in 4.1, followed by func-

tional and non-functional requirements in 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The non-

functional requirements examined the ―.ites‖ such as scalability in 4.3.1, 

security in 4.3.2, reliability in 4.3.3 and maintainability in 4.3.4.  

Implementation of the proposed requirements will reduce the amount of 

effort required by the trading partners to turn-up new formats. This improves 

the overall quality of the B2B process by standardizing rule assignment to 

norms preset when establishing or maintaining formats. In addition imple-

mentation of these requirements enhances the B2B initiatives such as dash-

boards, industry thought leadership, standards, best practices information, 

roadmaps and metric maps. Setting metrics can be helpful in evaluating B2B 

success. They feed decision-making activities and allow status to be com-

municated in a quantified, unambiguous manner. An effective approach to 

collecting metrics relies on deriving measures from information available 

within process support tools. 

Every B2B operation entails making a range of technical decisions (tac-

tical and strategic) that shape the structure of the system being built. Howev-

er, technical decisions alone have little to do with addressing the primary 

reasons that certain B2B systems fail. Managing risk, building the right 

thing, and defending against technological calamity are all largely business 

decisions, not technical ones. As a result, before embarking on any new B2B 

system, it is essential to explicitly identify those primary characteristics 

against which such business decisions can be made. These decisions usually 

result in tradeoffs between cost (staff), scope, time, and quality. Moreover, It 
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is impossible to optimize a system to address all success criteria at once. If 

time to market is a primary concern, then quality, reliability, scalability, and 

other non-functional properties of the system will likely suffer. This is not to 

say that a B2B system should not or cannot have multiple goals. Rather, the 

entire B2B team must recognize that for every technical decision, there is a 

cost or a business tradeoff. In other words, you cannot have it all.  
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5 VALIDATION RESULTS  

This section presents our findings from evaluating the B2B pattern language, 

which has been partially reported in (Niwe and Stirna, 2009). We examined 

the following features: (1) usefulness of the knowledge embedded in the 

patterns, and (2) the usefulness of the pattern format to knowledge capture. 

Evaluation was done after 25 patterns were developed and incorporated in 

the pattern language. To ensure the generality of the proposed solutions, a 

total of 20 evaluators from 12 organizations evaluated both features.  

The chapter is organized as follows: It begins with the validation process 

in 5.1. This is followed by a pattern-by-pattern evaluation in 5.2. The use-

fulness of the knowledge embedded in pattern language is presented in 5.3. 

In section 5.4 we present the findings concerning the pattern format. The 

chapter summary ends the chapter in 5.5. 

5.1 Validation process  

The evaluation process by questionnaire and informal discussions used crite-

ria developed for the ELEKTRA pattern evaluation approach as follows:  

 

 Hypothesis 1 Usefulness: The knowledge embedded in the pattern 

provides a substantial contribution for a transaction oriented trad-

ing partner to resolve an existing problem.  

 Hypothesis 2 Relevance: The pattern addresses a problem that is 

significant for B2B engagement oriented organizations.  

 Hypothesis 3 Usability: The knowledge embedded in the pattern 

can be used by a trading partner to resolve an existing problem.  

 Hypothesis 4 Adaptability: The pattern can be tailored and mod-

ified with a reasonable amount of effort in order to produce a tem-

plate for a specific trading partner.  

 Hypothesis 5 Adoptability: The pattern is likely to be used in a real 

situation by domain experts in order to respond to a need in a trad-

ing partner.  

 Hypothesis 6 Completeness: The description of the pattern is com-

plete.  

 Hypothesis 7 Coherence: The description of the pattern is coherent.  

 Hypothesis 8 Consistency: The pattern fully conforms to the exist-

ing knowledge and vocabulary of the B2B engagement sector.  
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 Hypothesis 9 Prescriptiveness: The pattern clearly describes the so-

lution to the problem addressed and lays out the individual ele-

ments of the solution and the steps for their implementation.  

 Hypothesis 10 Granularity: The pattern provides a solution with a 

level of detail reflecting the level of abstraction of the problem ad-

dressed. 

Using informal discussions we also evaluated the usefulness of the pattern 

format to knowledge capture using criterion developed for the ELEKTRA 

approach as follows:  

 

 Hypothesis 11 Usefulness: The language captures and conveys the 

relevant knowledge for describing patterns. 

 Hypothesis 12 Comprehensiveness: The different elements of the 

pattern (e.g. problem, solution, and Motivation.) are adequate for 

understanding its purpose. 

 Hypothesis 13 Richness: The language is able to describe the dif-

ferent parts of a pattern one is expecting in such a description. 

 Hypothesis 14 Relevance: The conceptual primitives chosen are 

appropriate for expressing the respective parts of pattern know-

ledge. 

The measuring scale was done for 2 options, a ―yes‖ or ―no‖ option such as 

adoptable and not adoptable. 

5.2 Evaluation of individual patterns 

In this section, we present the analytical results for each pattern using per-

centage of the number of evaluators in favor for the vertical axis against 

criteria identified in section 5.1 for the horizontal axis. Where applicable we 

include the evaluator‘s comments. The data set (as shown in appendix 3) for 

each pattern is represented by a histogram followed by a discussion. 

5.2.1 Error handling and management  

For most of the evaluators, the pattern is useful, relevant, usable, consistent, 

prescriptive and granular (see figure 13). However, evaluators were not as 

enthusiastic in terms of being adaptable, adoptable, complete and coherent. 

Concerning the completeness of the proposed solution, the results are more 

on the negative side. Looking at the comments such as evaluator E4 this is 

due to a perceived lack of detail. The completeness of this pattern may be 

hard to reach, because of enormous scale of the error handling in B2B en-

gagements.  
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Figure 13. Pattern evaluation: Error handling and management 

Evaluator E7 proposes a validation-failed option that sorts all business doc-

uments with errors as validation rules are applied at the system level or job 

level. Moreover, she says ―it is the duty of the trading partner to perform 

quality assurance checks to verify the integrity of the files.‖ Validation is 

necessary to ensure that the values are populated with industry standard va-

lid values. If any of the automated checks as in pattern P19:- result in discre-

pancies, the business document would not be exported until the violations 

are corrected or a supervisor overrides the discrepancies. For this to happen, 

a series of batch scripts can be used to read the flat log files and put the er-

rors into certain fields in a database stored locally which the analyst teams 

can query from (i.e. display a report of all the invalid files that failed). This 

is coherent with the reporting mechanism for transaction activity as shown in 

the pattern language. 

Evaluator E18 says a parsing template for template related problems 

should be introduced to handle different templates received as electronic 

media. These parsing templates would dictate which data fields are picked 

by the system. In the data fields, the lowest level of detail can be supported. 

The system extracts data files from all the different kinds of media, print 

files (text searchable), and versions of standard files. When errors are identi-

fied with the parsing template, tickets (process of handling errors) handled 

by the engineering team are created.  

Evaluator E15 talks about a ticket process -used to log and resolve errors 

that can have precise information regarding the purpose of the ticket and the 

ticket is trading partner and business document sequence identification spe-

cific. Attached to the ticket is the business document that has the specific 

problem or set of problems. Analysts can create rules such as error handling 

rules. These rules act as warnings of an occurrence that may occur. Warn-

ings are flagged as error services required to ‗force export‘ the business doc-

ument, as the warning condition is universal. Some tickets would be for 

documents that cannot be loaded into system and need immediate engineer-

ing assistance to resolve the problem whereas other tickets related to the 

absence or quality of data that has been loaded into the system.  

Under most cases the operational services person would be able to aug-

ment the data and subsequently export the document without waiting for the 
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change request process for pattern P2:- to complete, however there are cases 

where services needs to wait for engineering due to volume or problem 

complexity. 

5.2.2 Change management and business process 

initiatives  

The evaluators seem to be content with the usefulness, adaptability, consis-

tency, granularity and usability of the problem description and the solutions 

(see figure 14). The pattern solution is adaptable with a reasonable amount 

of effort, especially for the magnitude of information that needs to be ex-

changed and the pressure from the network created by the many trading 

partners involved.  
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Figure 14. Pattern evaluation: Change management and business process  

However for the other hypothesis (coherence, completeness and adoptable) 

the evaluators do not seem to fully agree. For evaluator E6 the pattern de-

scription is vague and of too high abstraction level. 

According to evaluator E2, ―the problem described in the pattern is real 

for initiatives that penetrate to the trading partner‘s core, change roles, re-

sponsibilities, measurements, incentives, organizational structure, IT, shared 

values and skills.‖ He alludes to the notion that change management in terms 

of people requires more B2B skilled people, ensuring that all affected em-

ployees in terns of knowledge transfer understand their role. In the process, 

this should allow for transfer of some people to more appropriate roles, plus 

training and cross training. 

Furthermore, the use of tools like process checklist allows follow through 

for predefined processes by examining all activities within each process line-

by-line, precept upon precept and eliminating those activities that do not add 

value. Define methodology, standards, and train people on the defined 

process use. Identify shortcomings of current systems; solicit feedback to 

drive system planning, migrate to modern technologies or standards, and 

adopt better tools and automated builds. Moreover, for problem X17:-

complicated B2B tools, use predefined process for all B2B improvement 

initiatives while introducing alpha or beta programs for new modules and 
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streamline management to have improved predictability and code quality 

(less/cleaner/better code, fastest path to end point). Less risky, working code 

along way allows entry into new markets. 

5.2.3 Single platform 

The results of this evaluation are in favor of usefulness, relevance and usa-

bility for B2B engagement oriented organizations (see figure 15). Further-

more, evaluators agree that the pattern is adaptable and adoptable in a real 

application where the trading partners dictate the formats for the electronic 

transactions. On the contrary, evaluators E7, E20, E1 agreed with the pat-

tern‘s coherence because they say, ―introducing standard operating proce-

dures supporting thousands of electronic trading partner formats has given 

us industry strength and reduction in system complexity.‖  
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Figure 15. Pattern evaluation: Inter organizational standards 

However, for evaluator E11 only XML is not enough to solve lack of agreed 

conventions. You need a strict data tree diagram or XML schema and valida-

tion of messages against the data tree diagram or XML schema to really lay 

down and force adherence to agreed conventions. 

Some possible options as evaluator E5 suggests, trading partner can re-

ceive separate file format(s) for example EDI and flat file from the same 

trading partner and these files are received through separate mailboxes: EDI 

coming from an FTP box and the flat file being sent to a given e-mail. The 

question would be what would be the priority: - such as the EDI file is re-

ceived first and must be held until the flat file is received. These two files 

are merged through a customized process so that they appear in system as 

one document. The manager responsible for this processing and is set up to 

be notified when the flat file has been received. When doing a merge the 

system populates entries in fields from all details.  
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5.2.4 Centralized data repository and/or business 

intelligence 

Evaluating the usefulness of this pattern, most evaluators have regarded it as 

useful. Despite this relatively high level of acceptance, the evaluators also 

stated suggestions for improvement. The results of this evaluation are in 

favor of relevance (see figure 16). Most evaluators have regarded the content 

of the pattern as relevant to the work of the B2B sector.  
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Figure 16. Pattern evaluation: Centralized data repository. 

While most of the evaluators were in favor of usability suggesting that the 

pattern could be used in the context of real application, some evaluators 

regarded it as not very usable. The main criticism concerned the level of 

detail of the proposed solutions, most stating that it should be elaborated 

further. One such area is common trading partner support and its reduction 

of variability of trading partner information.  

For evaluator E2 the positive degree to which the usage of the pattern 

language would provide a substantial contribution in the context of a real 

problem-solving application comes from ―more trading partners requesting 

that rather than send separate files for separate trading partners to the same 

location that they are able to send one file and trading partner parses it.‖ In 

this case the system needs to be aware of the identification number informa-

tion for each database connection and respond accordingly. This could even-

tually evolve into a central location to load from, and have the trading part-

ner know which files are for which partners. 

Evaluator E17 says they agree with emphasis on ―centralization‖ of all 

kinds of information. He adds that mostly organizations want to have some 

control over their data (data is an asset!), hence favor a federated architec-

ture with autonomous data sources. ―There are many good products on the 

market to keep these synchronized, send notification based on pub-

lish/subscribe patterns, create services to give authorized (read only) access 

to business partners, etc.‖. If message formats and protocol have been prop-

erly described and agreed upon, there is no need for (possibly casual/ad 

hoc).  
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5.2.5 Architecture and integration concepts 

The results of this evaluation are in favor of usefulness (see figure 17) sug-

gesting that the patterns can be used in the context of real application. Two 

evaluators regarded them as not very useful. The results of this evaluation 

are in favor of adoptability. Most evaluators seem to think that the domain 

experts are likely to use these patterns for solving particular problems of 

their work. Still five evaluators regarded them as not adoptable. The evalua-

tion results regarding the completeness of knowledge indicate that evaluators 

seem to be split into half. Evaluators required more concrete and complete 

solutions to the problems addressed.  
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Figure 17. Pattern evaluation: Architecture and integration concepts. 

5.2.6 Usability and/or end-user enhancements  

We conclude that most of the evaluators regarded the problem addressed and 

solution proposed as usable, complete, coherent and granular (see figure 18). 

Only E4 provided substantial comment and pointed to areas of improvement. 
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Figure 18. Pattern evaluation: Usability and/or end-user enhancements 

In evaluator E4‘s discussion with user-friendly tools, trading partner can 

make the B2B process automated in the processing of business documents, 

allowing for flexibility. E.g., users with electronic media access see when a 

file was delivered and ultimately view the file with next build in their 

process. The tool would provide an intelligent file reader that determines the 

file types of the documents. It would have active time intervals to schedule 

jobs at any time and Intelligent XML file to check multiple records for mul-
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tiple rules. Furthermore, it would have the intelligence to load valid business 

documents and reject and skip invalid business document, once corrected, 

loads only the invalid documents. The tool would also provide an attached 

log determining the particular file that failed. Systems engineers can make 

changes to settings for the jobs in the system at any time and stop jobs at any 

time. This tool should allow for easy schedule for over-night processing. 

This tool should have capabilities for the users to review new transactions 

added that have never been received before and changes or deletes to exist-

ing transactions. The tool would be used on a periodic basis whenever a 

change is required to the standard trading partner data as result of an ad hoc 

request from the trading partner and the tool would contain all the logic to 

parse, revise and correct the data before it is loaded into the data template. 

After the data is analyzed and prepared for release, scripts can be created to 

make the appropriate tables updates. Finally the tool should provide refined 

entry screens. 

5.2.7 Inter-organizational factors 

Most of the evaluators rated the pattern as relevant, coherent, consistent, 

granular and prescriptive. Several evaluators found it usable, adaptable, and 

adoptable (see figure 19). However, a few others found it useless. Some 

negative comments were in contrast with several positive ones.  
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Figure 19. Pattern evaluation: Inter-organizational factors 

Evaluator E14 adds a suggestion where the B2B system has one interface 

that all other trading partner speaks to. A trading partner loads the transac-

tion data extracted from the electronic process into the trading partner‘s da-

tabase using enterprise application integration (EAI) tools. The system 

would process series of rules, and execute without any manual intervention 

allowing instant access to copies of the electronic documents for the trading 

partners. The integration with the EAI tools also helps identify and eliminate 

duplicate files being sent by the trading partner. Presuming that company 

may be willing to enter into business with more than one trading partner, 

they would need to identify potential software vendors that will enable trad-

ing partner to extend B2B solution.  
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5.2.8 Visibility and monitoring 

The results of this evaluation are highly in favor of usefulness, granularity, 

relevance, prescriptiveness, usability and consistency (see figure 20). We 

conclude that most of the evaluators regarded the problems addressed and 

solutions proposed as complete and coherent. When it comes to adaptability 

and adoptability about half of the evaluators were leaning on the positive 

side. In one instance, evaluator E19 reemphasized the need for B2B opera-

tional dashboards in providing fast (timing and sequence) visibility, which 

helps businesses instantly, identify problematic transactions. Evaluator E8 

adds that the data elements collected overtime in the dashboard can be used 

for archive purposes which contributes to future reporting. 
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Figure 20. Pattern evaluation: Visibility and monitoring 

In addition, according to evaluator E7, trading partners embracing web tech-

nology visibility where B2B process is viewed via the web provides addi-

tional benefits. The first is the ability to launch the B2B trading partner from 

a web page based on the system server that allows for better flexibility in 

distributing the trading partner to users, etc. Secondly the implementation of 

a web version of the B2B application allows authenticated users to view file 

load status, task status, job status, and dig down. In this regards reminders 

for tasks are via alerter e-mails. Trading partner provides notification that 

the business document was entered internally and receives the same notifica-

tion from the trading partners. If notification was not provided there will be 

charges leaved to the trading partner concerned. The original research doc-

uments are available for review on trading partner‘s web-based portal. Com-

pany takes care of working with the trading partners to utilize their non-

standard electronic files and a sample copy of the business document request 

form is placed out on the network for all to view. Files that are unable to be 

processed for any reason are recorded as 'unprocessed' within the reconcilia-

tion process. All file reconciliation information is retained by trading partner 

for historical or troubleshooting purposes. Trading partners are given visibil-

ity into the results that passed the transaction successfully and the logic used 

in determining the successful transaction results. Users are able to see what 

was transacted in the past to make sure the transactions are working, both for 

those that generated exceptions and for those that did not generate an excep-
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tion. Trading partner also implements new functionality to allow the user to 

retrieve these results on an as needed basis for a predefined set of transac-

tions. The process involves files that are received and logged into containers 

flow of events. The date and time the file arrives is captured, followed by 

identifying and associating the trading partner(s) to the file. The trading 

partner processing priority is identified and the team responsible for 

processing the file is notified that the file has arrived. The company may 

receive all, part, or none of their electronic data directly from the trading 

partner prior to forwarding the information on to trading partner, depending 

on their own business processes. Additionally company should be able to 

store information for trading partners that allow for analysis of new transac-

tions based on recorded attributes while storing successful ordering 

processing forms. This enables trading partner to be able to view non-

mechanized files for a given trading partner. 

Web enabling will increase the number of viable prospects and allow or-

ganizations to better track web-hits. Organizations may be faced with limited 

resources to put into visibility to maintain the right balance. They may also 

argue that they have done well in the past without web enablement but there 

are also stand to gain from web enablement by creating better tracking me-

chanisms. 

In instances where a business document is sent via multiple methods, 

trading partner can determine a transaction based on the first method of en-

try. If a trading partner through his own efforts in anyway limits the means 

by which trading partner can receive data, the item is removed from the trad-

ing partner item list. Trading partner could also use FTP re-route as a for-

warding service. However FTP Re-Route problems may include significant 

additional work to reconcile business documents sent via FTP reroute versus 

ones entered at trading partner‘s direction. This can be dealt with by validat-

ing documents against item list. Then identify and suppress files with dupli-

cate documents and those requiring partial load.  

5.2.9 Duplication 

The results of this evaluation are in favor of the usefulness, relevance, usa-

bility, adaptability, adoptability, completeness, coherence, consistency, pre-

scriptiveness and granularity (see figure 21). According to evaluator E15 one 

way of dealing with duplication is turning off re-search for business docu-

ment immediately. Trading partner sends a spreadsheet that contains the 

entire research business document received that should be loading via FTP. 

Following this company contacts the trading partner to have the re-search 

shut off that. All research is suppressed once the mechanized version has 

been established. 
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Figure 21. Pattern evaluation: Duplication 

5.2.10 Resolution and reconciliation 

The results of this evaluation suggest that most of the evaluators were in 

favor of the pattern‘s completeness and prescriptive (see figure 22). Howev-

er, there seems to be no clear-cut agreement among them concerning useful-

ness and relevance. Some regarded them as useful while somewhat skeptic-

al. The main criticism concerned the level of detail and thoroughness of the 

proposed solutions according to evaluators E5, E8 and E20. 
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Figure 22. Pattern evaluation: Resolution and reconciliation 

The results of this evaluation are in favor of Granularity, Coherence and 

Usability suggesting that the patterns can be used in the context of real ap-

plication.  

For evaluator E10 ―attempts should be made to process files from the 

staging directory, where system would put the attempted files into one of 

two directories: completed or unprocessed.‖ If a file enters the unprocessed 

folder, it triggers an automated job which emails both the file name as well 

as the named path to the engineering team research/resolution. Files that 

complete are moved into the completed folder in an unaltered format. The 

data is then sent to trading partner via a secure transmission method (NDM) 

by an automated process (scheduled at regular intervals).  

Evaluator E11 discussed example case where document had details that 

were missing from an electronically loaded document. The service person in 

charge test loaded the raw data and the information appeared without a prob-
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lem. They got the logs and compared them, but nothing out of the ordinary 

was found. The data looked like it loaded ok. They also did a WebEx with 

the trading partner and while they were talking trading partner says that they 

manually entered the document, but with a different document number. 

Upon further analysis, they thought the view (stored query accessible as a 

virtual table composed of the result set of a query) was broken, but it was 

not. As evaluator E11 put it, ―The view is never broken. It is just a query.‖ 

Resolution was:- it turned out the client had a series of unfortunate events 

such as the manually entered document was put in before the electronic load.  

5.2.11 Contractual problems 

We conclude that most of the evaluators regarded the problem addressed and 

solution proposed as useful, relevant, usable, adaptable, adoptable, complete, 

coherent, consistent, prescriptive and granular (see figure 23).  
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Figure 23. Pattern evaluation: Contractual problems 

Only two evaluators E11 and E13 provided substantial knowledge addition 

for the pattern. For evaluator E11 trading partners make additional changes 

to the services agreement as and when necessary so trading partner will not 

charge trading partner until file has been successfully loaded. E13 expounds 

on the idea of the SLA corresponding with severity levels: 1): an emergency 

situation in which the system is rendered unusable or fails catastrophically, 

and there is no known workaround. 2): a detrimental situation in which per-

formance (throughput or response) of the system or a major functionality is 

inoperable and there is no known workaround. 3) a situation in which the 

system is usable, but there is an effect on the functionality. Concerns about 

the assigned severity level may be discussed as vendor is asked to follow 

process in accordance with SLA. 

5.2.12 Reporting capabilities  

The evaluation results regarding the pattern usefulness, relevance, usability, 

adaptability, adoptability, completeness, coherence, consistency, prescrip-

tiveness and granularity is all good (see figure 24). Most of the evaluators 
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were more positive than negative. The evaluators E9, E13 and E15 that re-

garded the solutions as being incomplete expressed their desire for more 

elaborated solutions. In evaluator E15‘s comments reporting capabilities can 

be focused with added functionality like filters and conditions. Filters can 

focus a report on specific data in large and complex reports, while conditions 

limit the amount of data returned, such as ‗from date‘ and ‗thru date‘. 
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Figure 24. Pattern evaluation: Reporting capabilities  

According to evaluator E13, every interaction needs to be documented in the 

tracking tool, so that other specialists can understand conversations that have 

gone on before, review resolved problems to help in resolving current prob-

lems, and search the knowledge base for clear, concise, accurate informa-

tion. When documenting, specialists should always keep in mind that all 

information entered is available to trading partners directly, and so should 

always be clear, factual, and appropriate. Furthermore automatic email noti-

fication alerts users to noteworthy events, such as business documents await-

ing approval in a particular user‘s queue or neglected business documents. 

All this is aimed at selecting alerts that meet trading partner‘s business 

needs.  

5.2.13 File resends and/or re-load option 

The results of this evaluation suggest that most of the evaluators were in 

favor of the pattern‘s consistency coherency, usability granularity and pre-

scriptive (see figure 25). However, some evaluators were somewhat skeptic-

al about usefulness and adoptability.  
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Figure 25. Pattern evaluation: File resends and/or re-loads option 

When a file partially loads in the system, the errors associated are logged 

and the log is put in the log directory. The data management team along with 

the aide of some developers have created batch scripts which read these logs 

for errors and summarize them into a more legible and reportable fashion. 

This enables analysts to query off of this data and determine why a certain 

transition set or field did not load. This functionality could also easily in-

clude a missing transaction functionality, whereby the system would trend 

transactions over the months, and respond with notifications or reports based 

on what should have been received and loaded by that point.  

Successful package completion should place business document in pend-

ing reconciliation phase at which point it will need to go to a shut-off re-

search. Since there may be trading partner specific business rules, organiza-

tions need to put a follow-up threshold. Sometimes they begin shutting off 

research after initial load is in desired format.  

5.2.14 Timing and sequence  

We conclude that most of the evaluators regarded the problem addressed and 

solution proposed as useful, relevant, usable, adaptable, adoptable, complete, 

coherent, consistent, prescriptive and granular (see figure 26).  
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Figure 26. Pattern evaluation: Timing and sequence  

Evaluator E8 says ―To achieve a high level of trading partner satisfaction 

communication and active management is the key.‖ Management directly 

affects the degree to which a trading partner is satisfied with the B2B 

process, as well as with the result. This can be done through mutual sign off 

on B2B engagement scope, timeframe, communication mechanisms, and 

success measures. Moreover, evaluator E11 adds that both the trading part-

ners must have a mutual understanding of the B2B engagement scope, im-

plementation, and use. This sets the management team up for success to 

deliver what the trading partner wants and expects. Evaluator E20 also sup-

ports this by saying it is the responsibility of the trading partner to ensure 
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that the trading partner is well informed about B2B engagement status. E.g. 

provide the trading partner weekly status reports and obtain acknowledge-

ment back from the trading partner. Communicate trading partner problems 

to the management team and resolve in a timely manner. Communicate team 

questions / problems requiring trading partner involvement to the appropri-

ate trading partner contacts. Work with the trading partner to get timely reso-

lution to these problems and avoid delays. Communicate trading partner 

responsibilities and any trading partner-required activities to meet delivera-

ble dates. Ensure the trading partner is on board with the timeline and has 

the resources lined up to meet the requirements. 

Evaluator E19 adds, ―to help with time-sensitive data loading and setup 

problems related to demonstrations of trading partner data is crucial.‖ E.g. 

returns confirm receipts that EDI files are received completely and are in a 

correct state are required within a certain timeframe from trading partners 

who send EDI formats. The EDI 997 task evaluates all files identified as 

format equal to EDI. This task uses the sender identification to determine if 

a function acknowledgement is required. If an acknowledge is not required, 

no further action is taken during this task. If an acknowledgement is re-

quired, the task uses the combination of the sender identification and receiv-

er identification to apply the appropriate file mask when generating the 997. 

This task does not transmit the functional acknowledgement to the trading 

partner. Other system scripts transmit the acknowledgement to the trading 

partner. Additional information is provided regarding the timing of errors. 

Some organizations have a scheduler to run expected business process once 

in the morning on working weekdays and there workarounds whereby timed 

thresholds, are configured. 

5.2.15 Connectivity 

Most of the evaluators, found the pattern useful, relevant, usable, adoptable, 

complete, consistent, and granular (see figure 27). According E11‘s discus-

sion for users that wish to access the trading partner services from their 

home using a broadband connection there is an acceptable method. The us-

ers must first authenticate their trading partner‘s network (VPN) and then 

route over the already established method to gain access to the trading part-

ner data center. Routes other than the trading partner‘s business network 

would not be supported.  
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Figure 27. Pattern evaluation: Connectivity as linkage to networks. 

Additionally for connectivity purposes organization can set up a variety of 

ways for the trading partners to relay the information and an automated 

process loads the business documents accordingly. This includes an email 

address for the file(s) to be sent to. If trading partners prefer an FTP site, 

they can set one up at request. If the trading partner produces a disc that 

contains the necessary data-trading partner can also use that to extract the 

detailed line item details. Furthermore, trading partners can support addi-

tional types of electronic media and media transmission mechanisms, such 

as direct connect. Many of the trading partners can also be set up to receive 

transactions via T1s/E1s. Others can provide web access for website down-

loads. This can work between hybrid with some access and transition to full 

web and wireless access. For EDI 811, some trading partners require a con-

nection because this format is a data stream. This allows trading partners to 

send a corresponding 997 acknowledgement. In an outsourcing scenario, 

organization would handle all coordination through their existing trading 

partner relations. Organization will notify trading partners if there is a sup-

ported format so the company can setup a direct connection if possible with 

the trading partner.  

5.2.16 Version and compatibility 

The results of this evaluation suggest that most of the evaluators were in 

favor of the pattern‘s consistency coherency, usability granularity and pre-

scriptive (see figure 28). However, evaluators E2, E9, and E11 were some-

what skeptical about usability and completeness.  
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Figure 28. Pattern evaluation: Version and compatibility 

In evaluator, E4‘s affirmation version and compatibility releases always 

need to have a planned release date, defined scope, plan, and an installation 

package. The patching and updating of the versions and system software 

should be done on a regular scheduled basis. The B2B system can be up-

dated automatically on a periodically as needed per pre-defined mainten-

ance. In addition, monthly reviews conducted to ensure the latest and appro-

priate patches are installed for all parties in the trading relationship. This 

would benefit the trading partners greatly, who have to switch between sev-

eral servers, and have to use terminal services to access the correct trading 

partner versions. 

5.2.17 Transaction integrity 

This pattern evaluation was considered useful (see figure 29). However, 

evaluators E5, E9, E2 were skeptic about its usefulness.  
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Figure 29. Pattern evaluation: Transaction integrity 

For evaluator E9 the assumptions pertaining to the transaction integrity func-

tionality include transactions that are stuck in transitory states other than the 

initial state may not be resolved with current functionality. Concerning re-

levance of the pattern it was more positive than negative. Concerning usabil-

ity, adaptability, adoptability, granularity and completeness evaluators were 
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almost split in the middle. This is possibly because of the various evaluator‘s 

background. 

5.2.18 Transaction template construction 

The evaluation results of this pattern show that the pattern is useful, relevant, 

usable, adaptable, adoptable, complete, coherent, consistent, prescriptive and 

granular (see figure 30).  
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Figure 30. Pattern evaluation: Business transaction template construction 

Evaluator E9 says, people will be take more interest to something that is 

visually more inviting. Therefore, this leads to the conclusion as with most 

of the other patterns, visual representation would be very beneficial. 

5.2.19 Auto task assignments 

The results of this evaluation strongly are in favor of completeness and pre-

scriptiveness (see figure 31). Most evaluators regarded patterns as consistent 

with the knowledge and vocabulary used in the domain.  
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Figure 31. Pattern evaluation: Auto task assignments 

Evaluator E9 complained that the pattern was not complete. He adds that 

auto-format checks action should also include automated tasks such as auto 

batch, which is an auto task that is designed to start processing batch event 
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rules. Auto batch is scheduled within system like any existing auto task. 

When the auto batch process runs, its only function is to send a message to 

the server to start processing batch event rules. Once, auto batch has sent the 

message to the batch processor on the server, its job is done, and auto batch 

exits. The batch processor begins executing the active event rules.  

Other best practices include auto scan file association which is the ability 

for system to automatically associate scanned images to exported business 

documents using a tracking number. Auto-processes interrogate data stored 

in system at various levels to determine best-automated assignment of the 

given format. The system architecture is designed to work in a network-

centered environment providing functionality of scalability and e-mail noti-

fication of import failure. 

5.2.20 System, process and/or task failure  

Most of the evaluators rated the pattern as average. Several others found it 

good and others rated it as bad. The evaluation result is slightly more posi-

tive than negative for usefulness, relevance, usability, adaptability, and com-

pleteness (see figure 32).  
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Figure 32. Pattern evaluation: System, process and/or task failure  

The results are in strong favor of adoptability, coherence, consistency, pre-

scriptiveness and granularity. However, this is one of the patterns that evalu-

ators had no comments. 

5.2.21 Hardware scalability 

The results for this pattern reveal more positive feedback (see figure 33). A 

few of the evaluators E11 and E12 who had problems with completeness 

suggested that hardware upgrades can be determined by a combination of 

historical trending, capacity planning, and monitoring.  
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Figure 33. Pattern evaluation: Hardware scalability 

Furthermore, one evaluator E8 on granularity proposed that maintaing health 

of capacity is by addressing storage such as freeing up space, removing ser-

vices, defragging and compacting. In addition, evaluator E4 points out those 

key performance indicators such as CPU utilization, disk space, and memory 

usage should determine load capacity and upgrade need. The aim would be 

to increase system‘s ability to recognize and release memory after it is done 

with it. E.g. compressed file loading is a very simple concept that will allow 

for the loading of compressed files, both single and groups. Disk space, 

while relatively cheap, is still a precious commodity, as is the bandwidth to 

be able to transfer hundreds of uncompressed files.  

Evaluator E20 also adds that trading partners can use the ability for mul-

tiple servers to work together, for either performance or redundancy‘s sake. 

This allows for more productivity out of less hardware. Each server would 

share the same schedule, file pool, and database, and synchronize to each 

other based on either network service or by using a ‗swap space‘ in the data-

base.  

5.2.22 Controls and security 

While this pattern was supported for its usability, completeness, coherence, 

consistency (see figure 34) and prescriptive no comments were given to the 

question of adaptability and adoptability which would give a hint as to the 

reasons for the negative results. However, given the previous comments 

about the patterns being too general and the need for more examples the 

results are not surprising. 
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Figure 34. Pattern evaluation: Controls and security 

For evaluator E10 ―pertinent control information is critical to maintain an 

effective internal control system.‖ Management needs to stress the impor-

tance of control responsibilities to personnel. This is accomplished through 

management supervision as well as through the line of business strategy. 

Personnel can understand their duties and roles in the internal control sys-

tem, as well as how their individual activities relate to the work of others.  

5.2.23 Data and file processing 

The evaluation results of this pattern show that the pattern is useful, relevant, 

usable, adaptable, adoptable, complete, coherent, consistent, prescriptive and 

granular (see figure 35).  
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Figure 35. Pattern evaluation: Data and file processing 

According to evaluator E7 data files processed by the system should be li-

mited to those that are supported by the particular trading partner software 

template. This brings significant reduction in VAN charges and data 

processing charges including all those associated with receiving, processing 

and storing or transporting electronic research. There tools can be platform 

Independent, coded in JAVA and XML allowing for crosscutting functional-

ity. 
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5.2.24 Tracking and trending 

The evaluation results of this pattern show that the pattern is useful, relevant, 

usable, adaptable, adoptable, complete, coherent, consistent, prescriptive and 

granular (see figure 36).  
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Figure 36. Pattern evaluation: Tracking and trending 

Most of the evaluators thought the presentation is well done and informative. 

However, evaluators E16 and E12 propose that a visual representation for 

this pattern would help the reader enhance understandability.  

5.2.25 Archiving and/or maintenance  

This is one of the most well received patterns in the evaluation as shown in 

(figure 37). The evaluation results of this pattern show that the pattern is 

useful, relevant, usable, adaptable, adoptable, complete, coherent, consistent, 

prescriptive and granular.  
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Figure 37. Pattern evaluation: Archiving and/or maintenance time  

Discussion by evaluators E13 and E3 includes: Trading partner archive prac-

tices by creating a feature that can be run on a scheduled basis to archive 

files that have not been altered within a configurable time interval. Further-

more, the practice does compressed file loading by enabling the loading of 

all file formats from a compressed state. By enabling the compression of 

files, it only makes sense to add functionality to allow for a large file (or 
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even a set of files) to be loaded from a compressed state. This saves time 

again, as well as save a more tangible resource which is disk space. In some 

occasions trading partners load archived files and zip them up to send them 

in a zipped state, saving hours a week on both ends of the trading relation-

ship. The archive task makes a copy of the source file and places the copied 

file into a date stamped folder under archive on the trading partner FTP site.  

5.3 The knowledge embedded in pattern 
language 

This section presents the usefulness of the knowledge embedded in patterns. 

We present the overall analysis concerning the whole pattern language. Per-

centages are used to present a clearer perspective of the evaluators that were 

for or against a specific pattern. We also present the reasoning behind those 

for and against a specific hypothesis. However, in some cases the disagree-

ment was not commented on thus warranting a further investigation.  

Hypothesis 1 Usefulness: Evaluating the overall usefulness of the pattern 

language, most evaluators (71 percent) have regarded them as useful. Most 

of the comments were in agreement with the usage in terms of the general 

theme of the pattern language. However, for (29 percent) of the evaluators 

that disagree, comments are related to some of the patterns being too general 

and covering a wide scope. In some instances suggestions were made for 

improvement such as the introduction of specific advice on certain patterns. 

Hypothesis 2 Relevance: Most of the evaluators (71 percent) regard the con-

tent of the pattern language as relevant to the B2B domain. It is noted that 

the same evaluators who considered the pattern language useful also consi-

dered the problem described in the pattern as relevant to the problem do-

main, probably because they viewed them as useful and relevant. 

Hypothesis 3 Usability: (70 percent) of evaluators agree to the usability of 

the language. However (30 percent) of evaluators do not agree that the pat-

terns aim at being usable to solve an existing problem in the context of a real 

application. The argument for this is that in some instances the patterns are 

too general for the unique needs that surround B2B players.  

Hypothesis 4 Adaptability: On a slightly lower scale compared to the first 

three hypotheses, (67 percent) of the evaluators consider that the solution 

advocated by the pattern can be tailored and modified in order to produce a 

model for a specific organization reflecting a particular situation. Some eva-

luators were skeptical because they argue that this process would involve 

interpretation of knowledge and, adaptations of this knowledge to fit the 
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situation being addressed. According to them this is not possible to achieve 

for trading partners in a B2B engagement. 

Hypothesis 5 Adoptability: An equal percentage of evaluators think that the 

solutions of the patterns are adaptable as adoptable. For (67 percent) the 

pattern shall be applied in a real situation by domain experts for resolving a 

particular problem of interest in order to respond to a need in a specific or-

ganization. For (33 percent) that disagree comments provided suggest that 

evaluators were looking for more concrete and detailed solutions.  

Hypothesis 6 Completeness: Most of the evaluators (70 percent) consider the 

pattern offers a complete description of the problem and solution under con-

sideration. Those that regarded the solutions as being incomplete expressed 

their desire for more elaborated solutions. 

Hypothesis 7 Coherence: The evaluation results regarding the coherence of 

the problem description is fairly good (73 percent). We conclude that most 

of the evaluators regarded the problems addressed and solutions proposed as 

related. Furthermore some additional pattern relationships were suggested. 

Hypothesis 8 Consistency: At (75 percent) of the evaluators, the results of 

this evaluation strongly are in favor of Consistency. The evaluators regarded 

the patterns as being consistent with the knowledge and vocabulary used in 

the B2B domain. In some instances evaluators advocated for inclusion of 

more standardized platform solutions. 

Hypothesis 9 Prescriptiveness: Most of the evaluators (79 percent) consider 

that the pattern clearly describes the solution to the problem addressed and 

lays out the individual elements of the solution and the steps for their im-

plementation. For (21 percent) the level of abstraction is too high. Evaluators 

suggested refinement of concepts and presentation in a stepwise format. 

Hypothesis 10, Granularity: 71 percent of the evaluators regard that the pat-

terns propose a solution at the appropriate level of detail. However, (29 per-

cent) of the evaluators are consistent with the previous comments about the 

patterns being too general and the need for more examples. The main criti-

cism concerned the level of detail and thoroughness of the proposed solu-

tions. 

In presenting an overview of evaluator‘s comments, the idea was that out-

side the patterns discussed above there are more problems that would fit as 

problems. E.g. lack of adequate e-commerce expertise in the firm resulting 

from little or no time to develop new skills for B2B efforts, limitations posed 

by existing infrastructure in organizations, improper business planning and 

poor investment decisions coupled with lack of strategic vision for B2B e-
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commerce which presents problems in measuring benefits of B2B e-

commerce efforts.  

Evaluators also point out that for B2B initiatives to succeed there is need 

for time, energy and investment from senior executives. Given that manag-

ers are enthusiastic about IT, this can be used to rally top management sup-

port for B2B e-commerce efforts. This provides strong and charismatic lea-

dership to craft a marketable and compelling B2B vision.  

Furthermore, domain expertise and well-defined processes are a prerequi-

site for effective B2B systems success. Organizations that fail to realize this 

continually struggle with a myriad of problems.  

Finally, organizations need to comply with standards by allowing their 

organizational processes to get redefined. Identifying clear cut responsibili-

ties and dividing them according to team efforts is crucial to the success of 

the B2B systems. 

5.4 Findings concerning the usefulness of the 
pattern format 

This section presents the usefulness of the pattern format. There are four 

hypotheses used for evaluation as follows: 

Hypothesis 11, Usefulness: The evaluation is more optimistic with regard to 

the pattern format being able to capture and convey the relevant knowledge 

for describing patterns. Evaluators that supported the approach recommend-

ed the structure of the pattern language, especially the problem-solution 

pattern. However, some evaluators recommended inclusion of more items 

such as diagrammatic representation in the pattern format. This could in-

clude audio and even video where applicable. 

Hypothesis 12, Comprehensiveness: Most of the evaluators consider the 

different elements of the pattern (e.g. problem, solution, motivation.) are 

adequate for understanding its purpose. For the evaluators that disagree sug-

gestions included adding pictures to the pattern format to make explanation 

much easier.  

Hypothesis 13, Richness: An equal percentage of evaluators think that the 

language is able to describe the different parts of a pattern one is expecting 

in such a description as in Hypothesis 2 above. Comments given here were 

almost identical to the ones in comprehensiveness. Apart from one evaluator 

who was of the view that the B2B process can be a very complex network 

and was skeptic about using the pattern approach to fully describe this in 

detail. This could be that she did not fully appreciate the pattern approach to 

knowledge capture. 
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Hypothesis 14 Relevance: For most of the evaluators the conceptual primi-

tives chosen are appropriate for expressing the respective parts of pattern 

knowledge.  

Based on the evaluation the following improvements have been proposed: 

Several patterns should be further divided into sub-patterns, more pictures 

should be included and example cases for pattern applicability should be 

included in detail. The argument is that the example cases can work as mod-

els for organizations that would be interested in adopting the pattern lan-

guage. 

5.5 Chapter summary 

In this chapter, we presented a case of validating a set of B2B organizational 

patterns. More specifically, we discuss pattern validation results in terms of 

the usefulness of the knowledge embedded in the patterns and the usefulness 

and appropriateness of the pattern format to knowledge capture. 

During the validation process theme (1) we addressed usefulness, relev-

ance usability, adaptability, adoptability, completeness, coherence, consis-

tency prescriptiveness, and granularity. On the whole about 2/3 of evaluators 

were in favor that leads to conclude that the proposed pattern language is of 

help for solving practical problems. The disagreeing evaluators expressed 

the need for more concrete details and additional patterns on a lower level of 

abstraction addressing specific problems. Concerning theme 2, most evalua-

tors consider patterns as useful means for capturing knowledge about B2B 

engagements.  

While the validation process has shown that the quality of the patterns is 

high, continuous improvement of the patterns can be done through applica-

tion feedback, reviews and corresponding adjustments. 

More specifically, concerning the usefulness of the patterns we conclude 

the patterns are useful. Concerning the appropriateness of the pattern format, 

we conclude that the format is useful. However depending on the domain, 

additions to the pattern elements such as pictures should be emphasized. 

Further more process models can be included to present a high-level over-

view of the system in discussion. 
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6 SUMMARY AND REFLECTION  

The research is innovative and experimental. It is innovative in the sense that 

we share a pattern-based approach to capture solutions that add value to the 

B2B community. It is a successful experiment because it stimulated thought 

and got positive industry feedback on the pattern concept for B2B communi-

ties as evidenced by 2/3 in favor of the approach from the evaluators. We 

discuss the rest of the summary and reflection of the research as follows: in 

section 6.1 we discuss the answers to the research questions. In 6.2 we dis-

cuss our research result in comparison with related research. Finally, future 

research and conclusion is presented in section 6.3. 

6.1 Contribution to research questions of part III 

In part III we revisited the initial 2 questions of part II with the aim of en-

hancing the pattern language developed in part II. Questions three and four 

are new additions exclusive to part III. 
 

Question one: What are the reoccurring problems faced by organiza-

tions in the B2B engagements? 

 

This is answered with analysis of trading partner experience and supporting 

data formats. Section 2.1 addresses B2B services advocating for multiple 

formats. By utilizing numerous trading partner formats organizations in the 

B2B engagement are able to process a larger number of transactions imme-

diately upon receiving them thus saving time and money. Electronic trading 

partner formats and architecture that reflects the trading partner‘s e-business 

goals and priorities allows coordination performed to achieve trading part-

ner‘s reduction goals. This is followed by section 2.2 that examines the 

business process and problems there of. The identified processes are elec-

tronic media process, data management process, file service process and the 

missing file process. Organizations would benefit from a solution to convert 

to on-going electronic media coordination for their business operations at a 

very deep level. The formats access modalities and transmission options 

such as file transfer protocol expound this further in 2.3. We round this up 

with transmission options presented in 2.4 of part III 
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Question two: What are the solutions to the problems in question 1 

which can be used as best practices in the B2B engagements?  

In addressing best practice for organizations in B2B engagements, we pre-

sent solutions to the problems in question to define and manage the B2B 

document. These are presented as problem-solution pairs in chapters 4 of 

part II and chapter 3 of part III. The emphasis was on investigating and de-

scribing the features and function provided by B2B technologies rather than 

the technical implementation solutions that change from time to time. 

 

Question three: What are the considerations in setting up B2B en-

gagement best practices? 

 

We present considerations for setup in the B2B engagement in chapter 4 of 

part III. This deals with business needs and user preferences in 4.2, function-

al requirements in 4.3 and non-functional requirements in 4.4. This is fol-

lowed by connectivity in 4.5 and database environment plus version plan-

ning in 4.6. Accessibility and interface requirements are presented in 4.7. 

 

Question four: What is the overall usefulness of the captured best 

practices for the B2B engagement? 

 

The overall usefulness of the proposed B2B engagement pattern language is 

answered in chapter 5 of part III. Here we summarize our findings from eva-

luating the B2B pattern library. We examined the following features: (1) 

usefulness of the knowledge embedded in the patterns, and (2) the useful-

ness of the pattern format to knowledge capture. Evaluation was done after 

25 patterns were developed and incorporated in the pattern library. To en-

sure the generality of the proposed solutions, a total of 20 evaluators from 12 

organizations evaluated both features. The results are summarized in the 

graph shown in figure 38. The Y axis represents percentage of evaluators in 

favor. The X axis represents criteria of feature 1 – the overall usefulness of 

the knowledge as follows: 1-usefulness, 2-relevance, 3-usability, 4-

adaptability, 5-adoptability, 6-completeness, 7-coherence, 8-consistency, 9-

perceptiveness, and 10-granulrity. 
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Figure 38. Feature one evaluation results 
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The evaluation results reveal the consistency of the B2B engagement pattern 

library through average approval rate of over 70% for the usefulness of the 

knowledge embedded in the patterns. The evaluators also found the pattern 

format as a tool for knowledge capture to be useful, comprehensive, rich and 

relevant. The pattern format is useful because it is able to capture and con-

vey the relevant knowledge for describing patterns. The majority of evalua-

tors (2/3) consider it comprehensive because the different elements of the 

pattern (e.g. problem, solution, motivation.) are adequate for understanding 

its purpose. Fifty percent of evaluators appreciate the library as a means to 

describe the different parts of a pattern one is expecting in such a descrip-

tion. Finally, for most of the evaluators the conceptual primitives chosen are 

appropriate for expressing the respective parts of the knowledge embedded 

in patterns. These findings are in line with similar pattern validation cases 

reported in (Rolland et al. 2000, Persson, Stirna and Aggestam, 2008) 

6.2 Discussion and concluding remarks 

Knowledge sharing and the generic nature of patterns, provides an efficient 

instrument for capturing various knowledge chunks such as best practices, 

work processes, organizational solutions, experiences, etc. Moreover, pat-

terns help us understand organizations. Hence, in our study the B2B en-

gagement pattern language offers an alternative and flexible approach that 

bridges between theory, empirical evidence, experience, and helps resolving 

practical problems of B2B organizations. In addition, organizational know-

ledge captured as patterns, make expert knowledge more accessible to non-

experts (Corfman, 1998). The novelty of this research is in covering the B2B 

engagement domain from the perspective of knowledge capture and reuse, 

an area that has not been covered before to the best of our knowledge.  

In table 19, we compare our pattern application case with example cases 

of application of organizational patterns developed by the research team at 

Royal Institute of Technology. The aim is to record experiences across dif-

ferent pattern application cases incrementally (Niwe and Stirna, 2009). The 

result is a presentation of the appreciation of the pattern approach across a 

wide spectrum.  
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Table 19. Comparing with the other pattern application cases (Niwe and Stirna, 
2009). 

 ELEKTRA 
project, 

(Rolland et 
al. 2000) 

Riga City 
Council, 

(Mikelsons et 
al. 2002) 

Verbundplan 
GmbH, 

(Persson et 
al. 2003) 

Skaraborg 
Hospital, 

(Persson, 
Stirna and 

Aggestam 

2008) 

MAPPER 
project, 

(Sandkuhl 
and Stirna, 

2008) 

B2B 
engage-

ment 

Period of 
time 

1996-1999 2001-2003 2001-2003 2004-2007 2006-2008 2006-
2009 

Domain ESI Public admin-

istration 

Consulting 

for the ESI 

Healthcare Automotive 

sector 

B2B 

Problems 

addressed 

human 

resources 
and elec-

tricity 

distribu-

tion 

6 pilot cases: 

outreach 
work, police, 

transport 

department, 

and schools 

damages in 

hydro power 
plants and 

project risk 

manage-

ment. 

 Focusing 

on treat-
ment of leg 

ulcers. 

Product 

develop-
ment, and 

collabora-

tion 

communi-

cation of 
the B2B 

engage-

ment. 

Language ~40 pat-

terns 

~100 patterns,  ~80 patterns,  ~100 

patterns  

~30 pat-

terns  

~25 

patterns 

Use of 

models to 
document 

the solu-
tion 

patterns 

contained 
fragments 

of enter-
prise 

models.  

Some  con-

tained enter-
prise models, 

other kinds of 
models were 

also used 

enterprise 

models, 
other kinds 

of models 
were also 

used 

models 

and dia-
grams used 

to convey 
the solu-

tion 

Patterns 

were part 
of enter-

prise 
models 

patterns 

docu-
mented as 

models 
using 

tabular 

formats 

IT support HTML 
pages 

Content 
management 

system (CMS) 
and web 

export 

CMS and 
web export 

Web based 
CMS 

integrated 
with the 

hospital’s 

webpage 

METIS tool 
and the 

AKM 
platform. 

Docu-
ment, 

proposal 
for HTML 

pages 

Pattern 
developers 

Research-
ers, devel-

opers of 

approach 

Domain 
experts with 

heavy in-

volvement of 
outside ex-

perts and 
consultants 

Domain 
experts with 

heavy 

involvement 
of outside 

experts and 
consultants 

Domain 
experts 

assisted by 

researchers 

Outside 
experts, 

researchers 

and domain 
experts  

Research-
ers as-

sisted by 

domain 
experts 

Evaluation Question-
naire, 

formal, 
after the 

project 

Questionnaire, 
formal, after 

the project 

Question-
naire, for-

mal, after 
the project 

Informal, 
discussions 

and work-
shops, 

feedback 

during the 
project 

Scorecard 
based, 

iterative, 
several 

times 

during the 
project. 

Informal 
discus-

sions and 
feedback 

during 

process. 

Usefulness 

of the 
knowledge 

content 

Low Low Medium High Medium Medium 

Appro-

priateness 
of the 

pattern 

format 

Medium Medium Medium High High High 

Potential Low Low Medium High Medium to Medium 
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impact high to high 

It seems that the way the pattern development process engages the domain 

experts‘ influences the potential impact of the patterns. In this context, addi-

tional challenge is to transfer the pattern development knowledge to the do-

main experts and to make the pattern based approach to knowledge sharing 

an accepted way of working in the organization. From the cases reported in 

table 19, this has been achieved only at Skaraborg Hospital (for more de-

tailed analysis see (Persson, Stirna and Aggestam, 2008). For the MAPPER 

project, it is too early to conclude whether the pattern approach and its inte-

gration with Active Knowledge Modeling (AKM) (Lillehagen, and Krogstie, 

2002) will survive at the organizations in the long term. Concerning the B2B 

adoption case presented in this thesis the dissemination process is not yet 

complete. 

The success of the B2B engagement pattern language is measured with an 

understanding that development of a pattern language never stops because 

the pattern application creates new knowledge which can be used as feed-

back for improvements of existing patterns as well as for creating new pat-

terns in the knowledge repository. According to (Vlissides, 1996) in his 

work of seven habits of successful pattern writers, pattern writing is an on-

going process. Moreover, (Van Welie, and van der Veer 2003) add ―a pat-

tern by itself is just a small piece of the entire design knowledge puzzle. 

Each pattern describes a proven solution to a problem in a certain design 

context. When all the pieces of the puzzle are put together, we can see how 

an entire body of design knowledge is unfolded. Understanding this puzzle 

is the long-term goal in pattern-research. It will show the paved roads of 

design, but it will also say when the road should be abandoned in search of 

new and innovative solutions.‖ As designs evolve and technologies change 

that enable new solutions to emerge, the pattern language evolves as well. 

Therefore, to stay abreast of the ever-evolving landscape, the pattern lan-

guage must continually be upgraded and enhanced. For example, Yahoo 

pattern language uses an approach where their users check the language and 

give feedback. In some of the feedback, the users suggest new patterns and 

help write or even review patterns. In addition, the patterns in the language 

have a comment box where users are free to add their own views about the 

patterns. Comments can come in form of suggestions to improve the pattern, 

remove outdated patterns, etc. When comments are made, other people can 

see them and it spurs discussion, which is valuable in contributing to the 

patterns. In the case of applying patterns for knowledge capture and sharing 

in healthcare (Persson, Stirna and Aggestam, 2008) an organizational 

process and responsible roles were established to ensure the continuous in-

flux of new knowledge.  

Many pattern libraries use of conceptual models to document the solution 

which improves clarity of the solution but in the same time reduces the un-

derstandability for those without training in conceptual modeling. In our 
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case we did not use models because of the variance in the B2B organization-

al setting, although we realize from the evaluation feedback that more visual 

representation of the knowledge embedded in patterns is desirable. 

The premise of the B2B engagement language was to use the target au-

dience in designing for their environment. For example, in developing pat-

terns for Yahoo  they use incentives for participation for both contributors 

and management such as peer recognition of the most useful patterns, raf-

fles, contests and performance evaluation for designers. This is aimed at 

having proper representation of the ideals of the Yahoo community for 

whom the patterns are being developed. Another interesting addition about, 

Yahoo‘s case and the case reported in (Persson, Stirna and Aggestam, 2008) 

that we could adopt for the B2B engagement language is the provision for a 

―curator‖ or ―librarian‖ that oversees the evolution of the pattern language. 

Responsibilities for this role should include managing entries in the pattern 

language, supervising the development by the individual pattern authors, 

collecting feedback from the users, identifying areas for improvement and 

needs for new patterns made.  

6.3 Further research issues 

Our research and experiences of pattern development lets us to suggest that a 

more specific methodological guidance for typical activities of pattern de-

velopment should be elaborated. More specifically, there should be a support 

for: 

 Decomposition of patterns into sub-patterns each of them address-

ing a part of the problem that the parent pattern addresses. This is a 

practicable way of dealing with large and complex problems, 

which often result in a complex pattern. Further research needs to 

be done to support the pattern development process (e.g., how to 

split the pattern, how to merge the pattern with other ones, how to 

find examples, etc.) Using a knowledge map based on enterprise 

concepts models or ontologies would contribute to this.  

 Using common language and vocabulary in patterns to avoid words 

and terms that have different meanings to the evaluators and to the 

potential pattern users. Such words and terms need to be identified 

and included in a common ontology. While examples of such cases 

exist additional research aimed at evaluating the language and 

creating such ontologies is needed. 

 In developing patterns in other environments, they made the lan-

guages, scalable, customizable, easy to use, encouraged collabora-

tion and allow for categorization. Categorization is about relation-

ships to other patterns, which could involve a ranking of patterns 

from general to specific. As part of future work is to categorize the 
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patterns as the pattern language expands so that as the user looks 

for related solutions, it is easier to find them. 

 Improving the structure and representation of patterns (e.g. with 

business models) to support efficient storing and retrieval of pat-

terns. 

 Using evaluators‘ suggestions and user feedback to improve pat-

terns, which is valuable for the sustainability and evolution of the 

pattern language. 

The pattern approach educates and encourages people to slow down and to 

think critically in order to avoid mistaking activity for progress. It emphasiz-

es organization and consistency. Furthermore, it increases communication 

between participants and direct access to people unhindered by organiza-

tional hierarchies. More specifically, the B2B engagement pattern language 

developed in this study adds on a knowledge base of pattern libraries devel-

oped in other domains where patterns have been used to capture best prac-

tice. Moreover, documenting and sharing the pattern approach supports the 

progression of the B2B field, it could establish credibility in the B2B indus-

try with trading partners by increasing internal knowledge of the existing 

processes and communicating more effectively about them. For the decision 

makers in the B2B engagement, it is important to realize that relationship 

continues through the lifetime of the B2B service, and that the quality of 

B2B service directly impacts the length of that lifetime. The proposed pat-

tern language can be used to take a trading partner-centric approach, with a 

genuine interest in the needs and concerns of trading partners to build strong 

relationships.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1: Evaluating the B2B knowledge 
embedded in the patterns. 

 
Pattern Name:…………………………………… 

 

CRITERION: Usefulness 

HYPOTHESIS: The knowledge embedded in the pattern would provide a substantial contribution for a transaction 

oriented trading partner to resolve an existing problem. 

QUESTION 1: Making a global evaluation, how would you evaluate the overall usefulness of the pattern? 

GRADING: not useful                                                                             useful 

 

CRITERION: Relevance 

HYPOTHESIS: The pattern addresses a problem that is significant for B2B engagement oriented organizations. 

QUESTION 2: Is the problem described in the pattern relevant? 

GRADING: not relevant                                                                         relevant 

 

CRITERION: Usability 

HYPOTHESIS: The knowledge embedded in the pattern can be used by a trading partner to resolve an existing 

problem. 

QUESTION 3: Is the pattern usable to solve real problems? 

GRADING: unusable                                                                               usable 

 

CRITERION: Adaptability 

HYPOTHESIS: The pattern can be tailored and modified with a reasonable amount of effort in order 

to produce a template for a specific trading partner. 

QUESTION 4: Is the pattern‘ solution adaptable with a reasonable amount of effort? 

GRADING: not adaptable                                                                      adaptable 

 

CRITERION: Adoptability 

HYPOTHESIS: The pattern is likely to be used in a real situation by domain experts in order to 

respond to a need in a trading partner. 

QUESTION 5: Is the pattern likely to be adopted in a real application? 

GRADING: not adoptable                                                                      adoptable 

 

CRITERION: Completeness 

HYPOTHESIS: The description of the problem is complete. 

QUESTION 6: Does the pattern offer a complete description of the problem under consideration? 

GRADING: incomplete                                                                         complete 

 

CRITERION: Coherence 

HYPOTHESIS: The description of the problem is coherent. 

QUESTION 7: Does the pattern offer a coherent description of the problem under consideration? 

GRADING: incoherent                                                                       coherent 
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CRITERION: Consistency 

HYPOTHESIS: The pattern fully conforms to the existing knowledge and vocabulary of the B2B engagement 

sector. 

QUESTION 8: Does the pattern offer a coherent description of the solution with regard to the problem it tackles? 

GRADING: incoherent                                                                          coherent 

 

CRITERION: Prescriptiveness 

HYPOTHESIS: The pattern clearly describes the solution to the problem addressed and lays out the individual 

elements of the solution and the steps for their implementation. 

QUESTION 9: Is the pattern sufficiently prescriptive? 

GRADING: non-prescriptive                                                                 prescriptive 

 

CRITERION: Granularity 

HYPOTHESIS: The pattern provides a solution with a level of detail reflecting the level of abstraction of the 

problem addressed. 

QUESTION 10: Does the pattern propose a solution at the appropriate level of detail? 

GRADING: inappropriate                                                                    appropriate 
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APPENDIX 2: Evaluating the usefulness of the pattern 

format. 

The objective of the following questionnaire is to evaluate the comprehension, the richness, the usefulness and the ease 

of access to patterns offered by the language used to describe patterns. 

CRITERION: Usefulness 

HYPOTHESIS: The language captures and conveys the relevant knowledge for describing patterns. 

QUESTION 11: Does the language capture and conveys the relevant knowledge for describing patterns? 

GRADING: Yes                                                                    No 

 

CRITERION: Comprehensiveness 

HYPOTHESIS: The different elements of the pattern (e.g. problem, solution, and Context.) are adequate for under-

standing its purpose. 

QUESTION 12: Are the different elements of the pattern (e.g. problem, solution, and Context.) adequate for under-

standing its purpose? 

GRADING: Yes                                                                    No 

 

CRITERION: Richness 

HYPOTHESIS: The language is able to describe the different parts of a pattern one is expecting in such a descrip-

tion. 

QUESTION 13: Does the language capture and conveys the relevant knowledge for describing patterns? 

GRADING: Yes                                                                    No 

 

CRITERION: Relevance 

HYPOTHESIS: The conceptual primitives chosen are appropriate for expressing the respective parts of pattern 

knowledge. 

QUESTION 14: Are the conceptual primitives chosen appropriate for expressing the respective parts of pattern 

knowledge? 

GRADING: Yes                                                                    No 
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APPENDIX 3: Data analysis 

 
  Yes % No % Yes % No % Yes % No % 

  P1-(20)     P6-(10)     P11-(13)     

Usefulness 15 75 5 25 5 50 5 50 8 60 5 40 

Relevance 14 70 6 30 7 70 3 30 8 65 5 35 

Usability 13 65 7 35 9 90 1 10 10 75 3 25 

Adaptability 11 55 9 45 6 60 4 40 9 70 4 30 

Adoptability 12 60 8 40 7 70 3 30 9 70 4 30 

Completeness 9 45 11 55 8 80 2 20 11 85 2 15 

Coherence 10 50 10 50 7 70 3 30 10 80 3 20 

Consistency 15 75 5 25 8 80 2 20 10 75 3 25 

Prescriptiveness 12 60 8 40 9 90 1 10 10 80 3 20 

Granularity 18 90 2 10 8 80 2 20 8 65 5 35 

  P2-(7)     P7-(20)     P12-(15)     

Usefulness 6 86 1 14 10 50 10 50 14 90 1 7 

Relevance 4 57 3 43 14 70 6 30 13 85 2 15 

Usability 5 71 2 29 12 60 8 40 11 75 4 25 

Adaptability 5 71 2 29 12 60 8 40 12 80 3 20 

Adoptability 4 57 3 43 12 60 8 40 13 85 2 15 

Completeness 4 57 3 43 11 55 9 45 11 75 4 25 

Coherence 4 57 3 43 13 65 7 35 12 80 3 20 

Consistency 5 71 2 29 14 70 6 30 11 75 4 25 

Prescriptiveness 6 86 1 14 17 85 3 15 12 80 3 20 

Granularity 5 71 2 29 14 70 6 30 13 85 2 15 

  P3-(12)     P8-(20)     P13-(11)     

Usefulness 11 92 1 8 17 85 3 15 6 60 5 50 

Relevance 11 92 1 8 15 75 5 25 8 75 3 30 

Usability 10 83 2 17 15 75 5 25 8 80 3 30 

Adaptability 8 67 4 33 11 55 9 45 8 75 3 25 

Adoptability 8 67 4 33 11 55 9 45 7 70 4 40 

Completeness 9 75 3 25 13 65 7 35 8 75 3 25 

Coherence 10 83 2 17 12 60 8 40 8 80 3 30 

Consistency 8 67 4 33 15 75 5 25 9 85 2 15 

Prescriptiveness 8 67 4 33 16 80 4 20 8 80 3 30 

Granularity 7 58 5 42 17 85 3 15 8 80 3 30 

  P4-(13)     P9- (11)     P14-(10)     

Usefulness 12 92 1 8 9 85 2 15 6 60 4 40 

Relevance 11 85 2 15 8 75 3 25 7 70 3 30 

Usability 10 77 3 23 7 65 4 35 8 80 2 20 

Adaptability 9 69 4 31 8 75 3 25 8 80 2 20 

Adoptability 7 54 6 46 7 70 3 30 8 80 2 20 

Completeness 8 62 5 38 7 65 4 35 7 70 3 30 

Coherence 7 54 6 46 8 80 2 20 8 80 2 20 

Consistency 10 77 3 23 8 75 3 25 9 90 1 10 

Prescriptiveness 9 69 4 31 6 60 4 40 8 80 2 20 

Granularity 8 62 5 38 8 80 2 20 8 80 2 20 

  P5-(15)    P10-(15)    P15-(14)    

Usefulness 13 87 2 13 11 75 4 25 11 79 3 21 

Relevance 8 53 7 47 11 75 4 25 11 79 3 21 

Usability 9 60 6 40 12 80 3 20 11 79 3 21 

Adaptability 9 60 6 40 13 85 2 15 8 57 6 43 

Adoptability 10 67 5 33 13 85 2 15 11 79 3 21 

Completeness 8 53 7 47 14 90 1 7 11 79 3 21 

Coherence 11 73 4 27 12 80 3 20 10 71 4 29 

Consistency 11 73 4 27 13 85 2 15 11 79 3 21 
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Prescriptiveness 11 73 4 27 14 90 1 7 12 86 2 14 

Granularity 8 53 7 47 12 80 3 20 11 79 3 21 

 

  Yes % No % Yes % No % 

  P16- (13)     P21-(18)     

Usefulness 10 77 3 23 11 61 7 39 

Relevance 10 77 3 23 12 67 6 33 

Usability 9 69 4 31 12 67 6 33 

Adaptability 10 77 3 23 12 67 6 33 

Adoptability 10 77 3 23 12 67 6 33 

Completeness 9 69 4 31 15 83 3 17 

Coherence 11 85 2 15 14 78 4 22 

Consistency 10 77 3 23 13 72 5 28 

Prescriptiveness 10 77 3 23 14 78 4 22 

Granularity 9 69 4 31 12 67 6 33 

  P17-(9)     P22-(20)     

Usefulness 6 67 3 33 10 50 10 50 

Relevance 6 67 3 33 11 55 9 45 

Usability 5 56 4 44 14 70 6 30 

Adaptability 5 56 4 44 9 45 11 55 

Adoptability 5 56 4 44 9 45 11 55 

Completeness 5 56 4 44 16 80 4 20 

Coherence 6 67 3 33 16 80 4 20 

Consistency 6 67 3 33 15 75 5 25 

Prescriptiveness 8 89 1 11 16 80 4 20 

Granularity 5 56 4 44 10 50 10 50 

  P18-(15)     P23-(20)     

Usefulness 12 80 3 25 12 60 8 40 

Relevance 13 87 2 17 13 65 7 35 

Usability 8 53 7 58 15 75 5 25 

Adaptability 10 67 5 42 14 70 6 30 

Adoptability 9 60 6 50 14 70 6 30 

Completeness 10 67 5 42 17 85 3 15 

Coherence 12 80 3 25 16 80 4 20 

Consistency 10 67 5 42 15 75 5 25 

Prescriptiveness 13 87 2 17 16 80 4 20 

Granularity 11 73 4 33 13 65 7 35 

  P19-(10)     P24-(20)     

Usefulness 6 60 4 40 12 60 8 40 

Relevance 6 60 4 40 15 75 5 25 

Usability 7 70 3 30 16 80 4 20 

Adaptability 7 70 3 30 16 80 4 20 

Adoptability 8 80 2 20 15 75 5 25 

Completeness 9 90 1 10 15 75 5 25 

Coherence 8 80 2 20 16 80 4 20 

Consistency 7 70 3 30 16 80 4 20 

Prescriptiveness 9 90 1 10 18 90 2 10 

Granularity 6 60 4 40 17 85 3 15 

  P20- (7)    P25- (15)    

Usefulness 4 57 3 43 13 85 2 11 

Relevance 4 57 3 43 12 80 3 15 

Usability 4 57 3 43 11 75 4 19 

Adaptability 4 57 3 43 10 65 5 26 

Adoptability 5 71 2 29 11 70 5 23 

Completeness 4 57 3 43 11 75 4 19 

Coherence 5 71 2 29 11 70 5 23 

Consistency 5 71 2 29 12 80 3 15 

Prescriptiveness 6 86 1 14 12 80 3 15 

Granularity 5 71 2 29 11 75 4 19 
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